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Abstract

Distributed environments allow the large-scale use of shared resources in order to tackle a growing wide variety of research, engineering or business challenges. The Grid and Cloud environments represent two of the more eminent
distributed computational environments, which are characterized by a huge
amount of resources, diﬀerent in nature and dispersed. Grid environments
appeared based on the idea of resource sharing among diﬀerent organization
and/or people, harnessing the resource heterogeneity and geographical dispersion. On the other hand, Cloud environments appeared with the same
philosophy, but focused on the eﬃcient exploitation of big datacenters, relieving the heterogeneity and management through the use of virtualization
techniques. Also, as business interests have grown on both environments,
contracts between providers and clients need to be speciﬁed in a formal way.
This is usually done by means of Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SLAs may
include terms related to the Quality of Service (QoS) expected by the client,
among others (e.g., response time, throughput, availability, etc.). However,
both Grids and Clouds present a high variability, hampering the QoS provisioning in practice. This is a big problem in order to guarantee the terms
established through SLAs, where the objective of these agreements is to establish the requirements that users expect to receive contractually, involving
both participants legally into the negotiation results and QoS provisioning.
Consequently, ensuring that requests are processed with the requested QoS
represents a problem that must be faced, in order to improve the reliability
of these systems.
III
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One way to improve the QoS within Grid environments, and consequently
the guarantees oﬀered to users, is the exploitation of multiple QoS mechanisms in an eﬃcient and coordinated way. This implies the use of multiple mechanisms such as scheduling and reservations in advance, as well as
rescheduling techniques. In this way, the advantages of all available mechanisms are exploited, with the objective of improving both resource utilization
and the guarantee that users receive the proper QoS. On the other hand, one
way to improve the QoS within Cloud environments is by performing scheduling of requests in advance, together with the knowledge of the behaviour of
the services, related to the use of resources. In order to achieve this issues,
such as power consumption, deployment policies, or resource sizing in terms
of the users requirements, need to be considered.
The main objective of this Thesis is to improve the underlying systems
in order to provide QoS, guaranteeing the satisfaction of the agreed terms
through SLAs, within real Grid and Cloud environments, through the eﬃcient
use of the existing mechanisms.
In order to address the general objective, an architecture able to manage
diﬀerent scheduling mechanisms in a coordinated way with multiple QoS
level provisioning depending on the users requests and available mechanisms
has been proposed for Grid environments. This architecture is based on the
simultaneous exploitation of three mechanisms in a coordinated way, namely,
scheduling in advance, reservation in advance and rescheduling. Results show
how the smart interpretation of these mechanisms provide users with a high
level of QoS fulﬁlment, together with an eﬃcient use of system resources.
Regarding Cloud environments, a new layer named Nacreous has been
designed. Nacreous is able to manage the underlying infrastructure depending on diﬀerent policies applying scheduling in advance. Thus, it has been
enhanced with the knowledge on power consumption and deployment performance of Big–Data applications (Hadoop). To this end, both ﬁelds have
been characterised. Finally, in order to improve the adaptivity, an automatic
virtual resource sizing heuristic for Hadoop provisioning as a service under
IaaS environments has been implemented.
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To sum up, this Thesis presents the following contributions:
• Architecture to provide SLA support in real Grid environments.
• Exploitation of multiple scheduling mechanisms in a coordinated way.
• Multiple QoS levels support within Grid environments, through the use
of the conﬁdence that each scheduling mechanism oﬀers.
• Architecture to provide SLA support in real Cloud environments.
• Power consumption model for Hadoop applications within Cloud environments, in particular.
• Analysis of deployment strategies behaviour for Hadoop within distributed Cloud environments.
• Analysis and impact of the power consumption metrics and deployment
techniques on the SLAs.
• Autonomous management of the Cloud services in order to improve
their eﬃciency by exploiting scheduling in advance, adaptive sizing and
energy eﬃciency.
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Resumen

Los entornos distribuidos permiten el uso compartido de recursos a gran escala para afrontar retos muy variados y cada vez más grandes, entre los que
se encuentran retos de investigación, ingeniería o negocio. Los entornos Grid
y Cloud, representan dos de los entornos más eminentes de computación distribuida, los cuales se caracterizan por una gran cantidad de recursos, de
naturaleza muy variada y dispersa. Los entornos Grid aparecieron basados
en la idea de compartir recursos entre diferentes organizaciones y/o personas,
fomentando la heterogeneidad y dispersión geográﬁca de los recursos. Alternativamente, los entornos Cloud aparecieron posteriormente con la misma
ﬁlosofía, pero centrada en la explotación eﬁciente de grandes centros de cálculo, atenuando los problemas de heterogeneidad y gestión mediante técnicas
de virtualización. Los intereses de negocio han crecido últimamente en ambos
entornos, y por lo tanto surge la necesidad de establecer contratos formalmente (entre proveedores de servicio y clientes). Esto se realiza mediante los
acuerdos de nivel de servicio (SLAs), mediante los cuales, es posible especiﬁcar los términos relacionados con la calidad de servicio (QoS) esperados por
los clientes (ej., tiempo de respuesta, throughput, disponibilidad, etc.). Sin
embargo, ambos entornos presentan una alta variabilidad, lo que diﬁculta la
provisión de QoS en la práctica. Esto es un gran problema cuando se trata
de garantizar los términos acordados mediante acuerdos de nivel de servicio
(SLAs), puesto que su objetivo es establecer contractualmente los requisitos
que los clientes esperan obtener, implicando legalmente a ambos participantes
en los resultados de negociación y provisionamiento de la QoS. ConsecuenteVII
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mente, la garantía de que las peticiones son procesadas con la QoS solicitada
representa un problema que debe ser afrontado, mejorando la conﬁabilidad
de estos sistemas.
Una posible solución para mejorar la QoS en entornos Grid, puede ser la
explotación de múltiples mecanismos de provisionamiento de QoS que pueden
estar disponibles en los recursos del Grid, de forma eﬁciente y coordinada.
Esto implica utilizar múltiples mecanismos, tales como planiﬁcación y reservas por adelantado, así como técnicas de replaniﬁcación. De forma que se
exploten las ventajas de los distintos mecanismos con el objetivo de mejorar, tanto la utilización de los recursos, como la garantía de que los usuarios
reciben la QoS adecuada. Alternativamente, una solución para mejorar la
QoS en entornos Cloud, puede ser la aplicación de planiﬁcación por adelantado en conjunción con el conocimiento del comportamiento de determinados
servicios en la gestión de los recursos virtuales dedicados para los usuarios,
como por ejemplo, el consumo energético, las políticas de despliegue o el
dimensionamiento de recursos en función de los requisitos de los usuarios.
El objetivo principal de esta Tesis es la mejora de los sistemas subyacentes
para ofrecer cierta QoS, garantizando la satisfacción de los términos acordados
mediante SLAs, en entornos Grid y Cloud reales, mediante el uso eﬁciente de
los mecanismos existentes.
Para afrontar este objetivo, se propone una arquitectura capaz de manejar
diferentes mecanismos de planiﬁcación de forma simultánea, ofreciendo diferentes QoS en función de las peticiones de los usuarios y de los mecanismos
disponibles en entornos Grid. Esta arquitectura está basada en la explotación
simultánea de tres mecanismos: planiﬁcación por adelantado, reservas por
adelantado y replaniﬁcación. Los resultados experimentales muestran como
el uso inteligente de estos mecanismos es capaz de ofrecer un alto nivel de QoS
a los usuarios, al mismo tiempo que se hace un uso eﬁciente de los recursos.
En cuanto a los entornos Cloud, se ha diseñado una nueva capa denominada Nacreous. Nacreous es capaz de gestionar la infraestructura subyacente
dependiendo de diferentes políticas, aplicando planiﬁcación por adelantado.
Además, ha sido mejorado con el conocimiento del consumo energético y
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rendimiento en función del despliegue de aplicaciones de Big–Data (Hadoop).
Para ello, ambos ámbitos han sido caracterizados. Finalmente, y con el objetivo de mejorar la adaptabilidad, se ha desarrollado un heurístico para el
dimensionamiento dinámico de recursos virtuales para Hadoop, provisto como
servicio en entornos Cloud mediante el modelo infraestructura como servicio
(IaaS).
Más especíﬁcamente, esta Tesis presenta las siguientes contribuciones:
• Desarrollo de una arquitectura para el soporte de SLAs en entornos
Grid reales.
• Explotación de múltiples mecanismos de planiﬁcación de forma coordinada.
• Soporte de múltiples niveles de QoS en entornos Grid, mediante la conﬁabilidad que cada mecanismo de planiﬁcación provee.
• Desarrollo de una arquitectura para el soporte de SLAs en entornos
Cloud reales.
• Extracción del modelo de consumo energético de un entorno Cloud para
aplicaciones de Big–Data, Hadoop en particular.
• Análisis del comportamiento de Hadoop en entornos Cloud distribuidos.
• Análisis e impacto de las métricas de consumo energético y localidad
en los SLAs.
• Gestión autónoma de los servicios Cloud para mejorar la eﬁciencia de
estos entornos mediante la explotación de la planiﬁcación por adelantado, dimensionamiento adaptativo y eﬁciencia energética.
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1

Introduction
“God gives the nuts,
but he does not crack them.”
— Franz Kafka

This chapter introduces the topic of interest of this Thesis, the Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantee in distributed computing environments. It presents
the main concepts, the objectives to be accomplished, the methodology used
and ﬁnally, the structure of this Thesis.

1.1

Distributed Computing

The computational evolution has demonstrated to require an incremental
amount of resources, driven by more ambitious research projects and business
purposes, that has reached an amount impossible to be provided by a single
computer. As a consequence, the concept of distributed computing arised,
that is, multiple computers interconnection with the objective of resource
sharing (i.e., computational, storage, etc.), providing an infrastructure able
to support new and emergent complex challenges.
The exploitation of distributed environments is being boosted by the current service oriented economy trend and research purposes [3], leading to a
growing interest of QoS mechanisms [4] in order to satisfy the required de1
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mands. However, providing QoS is a diﬃcult task due to the economical
and/or critical interests (i.e., when strict requirements or unexpected infrastructure behaviour occur).
The Grid and Cloud environments represent two of the more eminent
distributed computational environments, which are characterized by a huge
amount of resources, diﬀerent in nature. Grid environments appeared based
on the idea of resource sharing among diﬀerent organization and/or personal
computers, encouraging the resource heterogeneity and geographical dispersion. On the other hand, Cloud environments appeared with the same philosophy, but focused on the eﬃcient exploitation of big datacenters, relieving the
heterogeneity and management through the use of virtualization techniques.
For example, one of the most famous Grid environments is the World
Wide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [5], composed by thousands of computers across multiple datacenters at worldwide scale. Its mission is to provide
a computing infrastructure in order to support the European Organization
for Nuclear Research (CERN) [6] Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments,
allowing scientists from all over the world to contribute. These experiments
have already surpassed the 10 PB of data processing, transfer, and storage per
year. Other popular Grid infrastructure is SETI@Home [7], whose main aim
is to process the information gathered from multiple telescopes and radiotelescopes in order to ﬁnd extraterrestrial life. Alternatively, Cloud environments
are experiencing a major expansion within more common uses, such as email,
mobile applications, video broadcasting and data storage. Enterprises like
Google [8], Amazon [9] and Microsoft [10], among others, are providing a
wide range of applications and services over Cloud environments., that in
some cases, support millions of user demands.
Both environments present a high variability, hampering the QoS provisioning in practice [11, 12]. This is a big problem in order to guarantee the
terms established through Service Level Agreements (SLAs), whose objective
is to establish the requirements that users expect to receive contractually,
involving both participants legally into the negotiation results and QoS provisioning. Consequently, ensuring that requests are processed with desired
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QoS represents a problem that must be faced, improving the reliability of
these systems.
The distinguishing features of both environments will be described next.

1.1.1

Grid Computing

The Grid concept was introduced by Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman in the
90s [13]. They inspired on the electrical grid in order to assign this concept
to a computational environment, driven by the fact that the main objective
was to achieve a simple and transparent connection between computers in
order to share their resources, conceptually similar to the electrical grid [14].
This would allow to provide users with a major computational power, without caring about where all that power come nor where those resources are
geographically allocated, or even how it has been produced.
The Grid concept can be deﬁned as the paradigm of distributed computation where the resources of an undetermined amount of computers (that
can be very varied (e.g., clusters, networks, engineering equipment, etc.)),
geographically dispersed at worldwide level, are shared and managed as a
single and unique supercomputer in a transparent way [1], empowered by the
Internet infrastructure expansion.
In fact, the Grid has been formally deﬁned as:
“A system that: coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized
control using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces
to deliver nontrivial qualities of service.” [15].
The three main Grid properties, that diﬀerences it from other distributed
computing environments are:
• Heterogeneity: The resources can be diﬀerent and/or varied depending on the kind of computer, functionality, software or Operating System (OS). However, their management and use needs to be transparent.
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• Dinamicity: Due to the voluntary shared nature of resources, they
can be present and disappear dynamically. So, the Grid adapts to
these topological changes.
• No propietarity: Imposed by the resource dispersion, hampering their
management under an unique domain (arising the concept of Virtual
Organizations (VOs))
Some examples of Grid environments are: the WLCG [5], the SETI@Home

project [7] and the TeraGrid project (now part of the Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) project [16]).
1.1.1.1

Architecture

The Grid architecture proposed by Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman is composed by four layers (Figure 1.1 extracted from [1]).

Figure 1.1: Grid architecture (extracted from [1])
The lower layer of this architecture is the Fabric layer, which implements
the interfaces and mechanisms in order to manage the local resources (i.e.,
processing, storage, sensors, etc.). Thus, provides shared access to these
resources, that may be a logical entity, through Grid protocols.
The Resource and Connectivity Protocols layer lays on top of the Fabric layer. This layer is responsible of the communication and authentication
among resources of the previous layer. To this end, provides network transaction and security protocols, enabling the exchange of data among resources
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ensuring the authentication, delegation, integration with local security policies and conﬁdence guarantees through cryptographic mechanisms. These
two aspects represent the most important mechanisms in order to build a
Grid environment. In this layer is where Grid middlewares work (i.e., Globus
Toolkit (GT) [17, 18]).
The next layer, namely Collective, deﬁnes the protocols and services in
charge of the coordination of multiple collections of resources. To this end,
directory, planiﬁcation, brokering, monitorization and data replication are
deﬁned, among others. This layer also considers the deﬁnition of high level
aspects from a global point of view of the infrastructure, such as security
and utilization policies. High level middlewares work on this layer, such as
GridWay [19] and the Scheduling in Advance Layer (SA-Layer) [20].
On top of the architecture, the Applications layer considers the jobs, applications and tools that exploit the underlying infrastructure. These applications need to use the protocols and APIs deﬁned on the Collective layer,
which subsequently handles them in a transparent way for users across VOs.
This architecture (Figure 1.1) is based on the hourglass principle. That
is, the narrow part represents the abstraction core, which is in charge of
interconnect and map the high level application behaviour to the underlying
technologies. It is considered that the smaller and eﬃcient the core is, the
better.

1.1.2

Cloud Computing

Over recent years, Cloud computing is being considered a revolutionary and
hot topic technology. The amount of eﬀorts and developments, both from
research, academia and industry, focused on its implantation and integration
across datacenters are growing quickly and seem to be unstoppable, demonstrating a clear interest in Cloud computing.
Cloud computing is supported by a number of powerful enterprises and
it is presented as the answer for actual and new technological demands, allowing a quick access to resources, applications and services. The emerging
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interest on Cloud computing is mainly driven by its beneﬁts in terms of massive amounts of resources exploitation, providing the appearance of a single
and huge set of resources that can be dynamically provisioned and managed.
This fact empowers the pay–per–use model, which enhances the economical
exploitation, and contributes to the business interest (i.e., Return Of Investment (ROI)). To this end, SLAs become essential.
Several Cloud computing deﬁnitions exist, but the most accepted ones
are from Gartner Group and from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The Gartner Group deﬁnes Cloud computing as [21]:
“A style of computing in which massively scalable IT-related
capabilities are provided “as a service” using Internet
technologies to multiple external customers.”
And the most recent NIST deﬁnition [22] states:
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction.”
The NIST also states that Cloud computing is composed by ﬁve essential
characteristics. These are: on-demand self-service, broad network access,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. Oﬀered as Software
as a Service (SaaS) and/or Platform as a Service (PaaS) and/or Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), across four diﬀerent deployment models: Public, Private,
Community and Hybrid (as a combination of two or the three deployment
models.
More speciﬁcally, these ﬁve characteristics represent:
• On-demand self-service: A user can unilaterally provision computing capabilities or resources (i.e., server time, storage, CPU architecture, etc.) as needed, without human interaction.
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• Broad network access: The environment must be available over the
network and accessed through standard mechanisms, enabling heterogeneous platforms access (i.e., mobile phones, laptops, etc.)
• Resource pooling: Resources must be pooled in order to provide a
multi-tenant model, providing diﬀerent physical and virtual resources
dynamically according to users demand. Thus, hiding where the resources are located, and the complexities in order to manage them.
• Rapid elasticity: The infrastructure resources can be elastically provisioned and released in order to to promote the scalability.
• Measured service: Cloud systems need to have metering capabilities
in order to measure the services provided. Mainly driven by economical exploitation and resource control and optimization. To this end,
resource monitorization and control allows providers to manage the infrastructure providing transparency to users.
These features are provided following three service models:
• SaaS: This service model provides the capability to use provider’s applications on the Cloud infrastructure, hiding the complexities of the
underlying infrastructure and disallowing any access to resources such
as, network, storage, OS, among others.
• PaaS: Alternatively, this service model provides a more ﬂexible environment, where the capability of deploying consumer-created or acquired applications within the Cloud infrastructure is provided. However, these applications have to be designed and developed with languages, libraries, services and tools supported by the Cloud provider,
also disallowing the underlying infrastructure management or control,
as in the SaaS model.
• IaaS: Finally, the most ﬂexible model, allows users to deploy and run
arbitrary software, accessing to processing, storage, network or another
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computing resources available in the Cloud infrastructure, hiding partially the underlying infrastructure management and control.
However, it is possible to ﬁnd other service models focused on other pur-

poses, such as Network as a Service or Hardware as a Service, or even speciﬁc
applications provided as service models (i.e., Hadoop as a Service (HaaS)).
Finally, four deployment models are considered:
• Public: The Cloud infrastructure is accessible for open use by general
public.
• Private: Alternatively, the Cloud infrastructure is only available for
exclusive use by a single organization.
• Community: This is an intermediate model between the public and
private models, where the Cloud infrastructure is accessible for exclusive
use by a speciﬁc community or organizations.
• Hybrid: The last deployment model, considers the combination of any
of the previous deployment models within the same Cloud infrastructure.
As a result from the Cloud deﬁnition, its main aim is to provide multiple services to heterogeneous clients in a transparent way through common
networks, such as the Internet infrastructure.
1.1.2.1

Architecture

The organization of a Cloud computing system can be depicted as Figure
1.2. The amount of resources associated that conform the Cloud infrastructure backend are gathered within the Cloud, while the user platforms remain
outside. Within the Cloud environment, the service models deﬁned are layered considering the amount of permissions required for each service. As a
consequence, the SaaS lays on top of the architecture, while the IaaS is placed
at the bottom, and the PaaS between them.
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Figure 1.2: Cloud structure.

Each layer is able to provide diﬀerent services. For example, content and
ﬁnance applications can be provided as a service within the SaaS model, while
the database or development tools are usually provided following the PaaS
model. Within the IaaS model, raw computational resources are oﬀered as a
service.
The amount of services that Cloud computing can provide within each
service model is huge, and keeps growing every day in order to satisfy actual
and new demands. In particular, so-called Big-Data applications, like Hadoop
[23], are experiencing an increasing demand in order to be able to analyse the
growing amount of data produced every day by social media networks (e.g.,
Twitter [24], Facebook [25], etc.) [26]. These applications require a vast
amount of resources in order to perform an analysis across a representative
amount of data. There is also an increasing demand on storage applications
(e.g., DropBox [27]), on computational intensive applications (e.g., video coding/transcoding) and on high availability and elastic applications (e.g., web
servers).
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1.1.2.2

Virtualization

In order to support all Cloud capabilities, Cloud systems rely on virtualization. Virtualization is a technology that allows to combine or divide computational resources in order to present one or many operating environments [28].
These operating environments are also known as Virtual Machines (VMs)
or guest platform, and the physical machine where these environments are
deployed is known as host platform.
The virtualization can be present at diﬀerent levels (Figure 1.3): Instruction set, Hardware, OS, User-level library or Application. Each one focused
on a diﬀerent abstraction level, but with the same objective.

Figure 1.3: Virtualization levels.
The ﬁrst level, namely the Instruction set, consists of completely emulating an instruction set architecture in software (e.g., QEMU [29], etc.). Next,
the Hardware level exploits the similarity in architectures between the guest
and host platforms in order to improve the performance, allowing the access
to raw resources. It requires the integration within the OS, or being a layer
between virtual instances and the hardware. This level of virtualization is
very common (e.g., XEN [30]).
Virtualization at OS level is characterised by providing a system call in-
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terface through the host OS (i.e., Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM) [31]). This
way, guest platform communicates with the host OS through system calls in
order to achieve full control over the resources. Alternatively, it is possible
to access user-level libraries APIs rather than direct system calls. To this
end, the User-level library level provides mechanisms for controlling the communication between the applications and the rest of the system (i.e., Wine
[32]).
Finally, virtualization at Application level diﬀers from the previous ones,
since this layer is not implemented between the hardware and user applications. In this case, it implements a virtualization layer as an application that
eventually creates a virtual machine. This virtual machine can be as simple
as a language interpreter, or as complex as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
or Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR).

1.2

QoS within Grid/Cloud environments

QoS plays a major role for users and service providers in Grid and Cloud
environments [3]. Consequently, guaranteeing or ensuring QoS represents a
challenge that needs to be addressed. To this end, SLAs provide the ﬁrst
step in order to tackle this issue, as a QoS representation mechanism [33] [4].
However, the infrastructure management, in conjunction with the Service
Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation, requires to be eﬃciently tuned in order
to provide and empower the QoS provisioning.
The SLA represent an agreement, established through a negotiation of
the service level terms, between users and service providers [1]. SLAs have
become the key element to support and empower QoS in these environments,
but they have also become necessary in order to enforce service utilization
policies and usage commitments.
Conceptually, SLAs are contracts similar to the real agreements established in every business relationship. SLAs are used to agree on the resource,
applications, and/or QoS levels that can be provisioned, with the objective
of providing guarantees and/or assurances for these services.
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An SLA represents, on its content, all characteristics and requirements

that a user expects to receive from the service provider who has established
the contract with, in which all expectations and obligations of a service are
explicitly deﬁned [33]. Consequently, an SLA represents the negotiated and
expected QoS. Thus, it explicitly speciﬁes: the accepted terms and penalties in case of breaching the agreement or term violation (legal implications)
[34]. Therefore, they are used as a formal method between the users and the
infrastructure in order to deﬁne the required QoS. Moreover, SLAs let the
system know what performance the user expect for their jobs, which can also
be used to help the system to perform smarter scheduling decisions.
Moreover, SLAs provide an abstraction layer of the resources to users,
hiding irrelevant aspects, such as local policies, spare resource utilization,
conﬁguration information, etc., allowing users to better understand the services provisioned without the need of detailed internal knowledge.
As a result from these facts, the SLAs are a hot topic. How to manage
the underlying infrastructure in terms of scheduling, risk assessment, monitorization and particular services depends highly on the decissions taken for
each SLA, which is directly related to the QoS provisioned.
In this Thesis, SLAs with diﬀerent service levels and terms are designed
in order to allow the users to deﬁne their requirements in a better way. Users
deﬁne their QoS requirements in high-level SLA metrics that are mapped to
the low-level resource metrics within Grid and Cloud environments, in order
to exploit eﬃciently the underlying QoS.
In order to support the QoS levels especiﬁed through SLAs, a number of
QoS provisioning mechanisms can be found in these environments, such as
schedulers, reservations, forecasters, monitoring, policies, security, etc. Their
objective is to ensure that the jobs submitted to the infrastructure are successfully managed, focused on diﬀerent areas of the infrastructure. In particular,
this Thesis is focused on exploiting the existing scheduling and infrastructure
management mechanisms, with the ﬁnal aim of minimizing the SLA violation
rate while also optimizing resource utilization.
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Motivations

There are several research projects focused on QoS provisioning and enhancement in Grid and Cloud systems. However, most of them have the same
drawback. Generally, they are focused on providing QoS through the use of a
particular mechanism or QoS enhancement by a mechanism modiﬁcation or
addition. That is, the design and development of individual QoS provisioning
mechanisms, such as meta-schedulers [35] [36], reservations [37] [38], forecasting [39, 40, 41], etc. within Grid environments, and in service brokerage (similar to scheduling) [42], resource provisioning (similar to reservations)[43] [44],
forecasting [45], reconﬁguration [46] [47], etc. within Cloud environments.
Most of these proposals are based on the use of SLA related terms, and
they usually include temporal metrics. However, the inclusion or addition of
a new feature on the underlying infrastructure, leads to a new term deﬁnition that is not usually known by users or diﬃcult to evaluate from the users
point of view. This results in a diﬃculty to map the users requirements with
the computational resources within a complex environment, where multiple
QoS mechanisms are available, in order to provide the desired QoS or unfortunately, not being able to guarantee the agreed terms. This is particularly
diﬃcult within Grid environments, where diﬀerent scheduling mechanisms
(i.e., scheduling, scheduling in advance and reservations) can co-exist.
On the other hand, although Cloud computing enables service provider
full control over the infrastructure, there are still diﬃculties to provide QoS
guarantees [48], and consequently ensure the SLA establishment, mainly due
to performance variability [12], power consumption and service behaviour.
Some proposals push for variability reduction by improving the storage systems, while others try to avoid allocation interferences and particular services
enhancement [49]. These proposals usually focus on particular points of the
infrastructure, avoiding the complexities of the overall infrastructure. Alternatively, other proposals push for an eﬃcient environment exploitation,
whose main aim is to empower energy consumption saving [50]. To this end,
brokerage in conjunction with reactive mechanisms has been extensively anal-
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ysed [51] [52]. However, studies are based only on power consumption terms,
leading to other SLA term restrictions without consideration.
Hence, the use of multiple QoS mechanisms within Grid environments in
order to provide guarantees, empowering the SLA support, represents an interesting study ﬁeld. In particular, the support for multiple QoS levels, based
on the conﬁdence of each particular scheduling mechanism, is tackled in this
Thesis. Alternatively, Cloud environments require a more in-depth infrastructure analysis in order to provide QoS guarantees, being particularly important
within the energy ﬁeld and the service deployment, in order to provide an
adaptive service–aware system based on behaviour of the infrastructure and
services provided. The peculiarities of some extremely demanding services,
such as Hadoop, empower this research area, that has also been explored in
this Thesis.
Alternatively, the SLA new term deﬁnition exploitation, in order to improve the knowledge on the users requirements, leads to an important challenge, where the separation between what users know about the infrastructure, and what service providers allow them to deﬁne, needs to be carefully
tackled. To this end, it has been considered that internal parameters should
not be exposed to users, who usually expect to deﬁne when they want their
request to be processed, and at most, a conﬁdence level.
In a nutshell, the main motivation of this Thesis is to enhance the QoS
provided, within Grid and Cloud computing environments, through the efﬁcient use of the underlying management mechanisms, in order to empower
the use of SLAs.

1.4

Objectives of this Thesis

The main objective of this Thesis is to enhance the QoS within Grid and
Cloud environments in order to provide QoS guarantees through the use
of SLAs. This is a diﬃcult challenge that has been tackled focusing on
the underlying scheduling mechanisms, infrastructure behaviour and nature.
Consequently, it has required the development of an entity for each environ-
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ment, able to provide SLA support and manage the underlying infrastructure.
Hence, those entities manage the requests performed by users and try to ensure their successful accomplishment, taking into account time constraints
and desired QoS level, and hiding the complexities of the underlying infrastructure.
The study has been carried out by using real Grid and Cloud testbeds,
leading to the need for infrastructure set up, management and maintenance.
Consequently, the developments performed in this Thesis can be exploited
into other Grids and Clouds. In this way, the evaluation results consider the
natural behaviour and dynamism of Grid and Clouds, which otherwise, would
be diﬃcult to emulate.
This main objective can be divided into the following partial objectives
(tackled following the same order):
• Gathering of literature approaches aimed at the QoS provisioning in
Grid and Cloud environments, focused on the use of SLAs and QoS
guarantees, analysing their weak points, as well as other similar or related approaches to the proposals presented in this Thesis.
• Grid environment, with scheduling in advance and reservation capabilities, maintainment and management.
• Study the metrics that SLAs need to specify in order to measure QoS.
• Development of an SLA support tool for Grids, focusing on the terms
related to scheduling. Extending the Grid architecture in order to
consider multiple scheduling mechanisms, that can be simultaneously
present on a Grid.
• Development of a multi–level QoS support based on the conﬁdence that
the users expect to achieve for their requests.
• Setting up, management and maintainment of Cloud environment.
• Design and develop an extensible framework able to consolidate multiple IaaS related services within Cloud environments, and optimise them
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by using diﬀerent adaptive and complex deployment policies, based
on historical performance monitorization or on individual IaaS service
provider speciﬁcations. Providing SLA support tool for Clouds.
• Study of the Cloud energy consumption model, focusing on highly demanding services (i.e., Big–Data), such as Hadoop.
• Understanding how Hadoop could be eﬃciently deployed across a Cloud
environment in terms of the deployment conditions, policies and scheduling decisions.
• Development of heuristics to estimate the amount of resources required
in order to accomplish a determined Hadoop job, taking into account
the time restrictions.
• Service–aware Cloud provisioning for multiple Hadoop applications (with
diﬀerent computational requirements) in order to evaluate the heuristic.
These partial objectives have been tackled in chronological order.

1.5

Methodology

The research performed on the Grid and Cloud architectures for addressing
QoS has been carried out on real Grid and Cloud environments, considering
the Grid Resource Allocation Agreement Protocol (WS-Agreement) speciﬁcation for SLAs. The Grid environment is based on the GT middleware [18]
and GridWay [19], plus the SA-Layer [20]. Whilst the Cloud environment is
based on the KVM hypervisor [31] and OpenNebula [53]. Also, the Hadoop
framework [23] has been chosen in order to evaluate the proposals performed
within Cloud environments.
In the next paragraphs, a more in depth explanation about the details
related to both environments and the software used is presented.
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Grid Computing

The ﬁrst part of this Thesis involves the use of a Grid environment. To this
end, the University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) Grid testbed, composed
by multiple desktop machines and a cluster, geographically spread, has been
used. It is based on the GT middleware and the GridWay meta-scheduler.
In addition, in order to provide scheduling in advance, the SA-Layer is considered, and in order to provide reservations support, the Torque framework
[54] is also included.
1.5.1.1

Globus Toolkit

The Globus Toolkit (GT) represents the “de-facto” standard middleware within
Grid environments. It is open source, and is being developed mainly by the
Globus Alliance (GA) community [55] in conjunction with other organizations and users. Also, the GA community is responsible of Grid technology
and standards research and development.
The main objective of GT is the Grid environment creation, allowing
the geographically distributed computational power, databases, sensors, and
tools sharing, without loosing local autonomy. Thus, providing tools for the
Grid applications development.
Globus Toolkit 4.0 (GT4) [17] has been considered in the development of
this Thesis. It is composed by a set of independent modules [56]. However,
they can be generalized in six main modules: Resource allocation and assignment, Communication, Resource information service, Authentication and
security, Process creation and Data access.
These modules are in charge of allowing and managing the infrastructure
transparently and independently of the physical machine or OS. To this end,
each module is focused on a main mission. For example, the communication
module provides all mechanisms needed in order to manage all messaging
and transferences, making it essential and over which all other modules lay.
The resource allocation and assignment and resource information modules,
as well as the resource information service, are in charge of the infrastructure
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monitoring. The data access module provides data storage and management
mechanisms and the process creation module provides distributed process
orchestration mechanisms. The last module, namely Authentication and security focuses on the user and resource integrity management.
Going more deeply into the GT4 architecture, it is based on the Open
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) speciﬁcation [57, 58]. It is composed by
ﬁfteen blocks (Figure 1.4) [59], whose mission is divided into ﬁve areas: Security, Data Management, Execution Management, Information Services and
Libraries.

Figure 1.4: Globus Toolkit 4 detailed architecture.
The blocks belonging to Security provide authorization and authentication
functionality through X.509 certiﬁcates and security mechanisms at message
and transport level. In order to manage the data distributed across the
Grid infrastructure it is necessary to have location, access and movement
mechanisms. To this end, the Data Management blocks are responsible of
these tasks through tools like GridFTP or RFT.
The Grid Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) is the only block within
the Execution Management. Consequently, it is in charge of providing exe-
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cution mechanisms for the tasks or jobs within the Grid nodes remotely, as
well as their monitorization and their results. It is also responsible of the
deployment and management of the Grid services [60]. The other modules
are expected to be developed in future versions.
For resource and services monitoring, and resource discovery, the Information Services provide the required mechanisms. Whilst the modules deﬁned
within Libraries, provide multiple interfaces and APIs for the new Web services and Grid application development.
1.5.1.2

GridWay

GridWay [19] is an open source metascheduler. It is considered as a high
level middleware [61], and it becomes part of the Grid architecture as a layer
that lays on top of the GT middleware, making use of the available services
(Figure 1.5), providing robustness, stability and scalability [62].

Figure 1.5: GridWay over Grid architecture.
The GridWay main characteristics are:
• Load management: Allowing the multiple job management and load
policy deﬁnition, as well as failure detection and recovery.
• User interface: The users can submit and control the execution of
their jobs through standard deﬁned interfaces (DRMAA and OGF).
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• Integration: With multiple infrastructures (i.e., monitorization, job
management, etc.).

1.5.1.3

SA-Layer

The SA-Layer [2, 20] represents an open source high level metascheduler developed at UCLM. It provides the scheduling in advance capability to Grid
environments, by making use of the GT4 middleware and GridWay. To this
end, the SA-Layer makes use of the functionalities provided by GridWay, such
as job submission and monitorization, and resource discovery and monitorization.
Internally, the SA-Layer is composed by various components (Figure 1.6).
Among these components, there are various databases for the system status storage, and three modules focused on Scheduling in advance management, Gap management and forecasting (predictor ). More speciﬁcally, the
Gap management aim is to ﬁnd and select the proper gap within a resource,
where the job can be processed. This capability has been enhanced with
predictors, focused on forecasting the system status on a determined moment
and the amount of time that a particular job within a resource requires to be
processed.

Figure 1.6: SA-Layer internal diagram (extracted from [2]).
Consequently, users can submit jobs with temporal restrictions to the
SA-Layer, delegating their management. The latest version also incorporates
rescheduling techniques and various scheduling algorithms.
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Extensions to SA-Layer The SLA support framework developed in this
Thesis has been implemented on top of SA-Layer. However, a modiﬁcation
was necessary in order to support multiple QoS levels in conjunction with
rescheduling. Details are provided in Section 3.2.

1.5.1.4

Torque and Maui

The Grid related work performed in this Thesis considers the use of reservations. To this end, the Terascale Open-source Resource and QUEue Manager (Torque) framework [54] has been deployed within a cluster environment
and enhanced with the Maui Cluster Scheduler [63].
Torque is a distributed resource manager that provides control over batch
jobs within distributed compute nodes. However, Torque does not provide
support for reservations natively. To this end, Torque can integrate the
non-commercial Maui Cluster Scheduler or the commercial Moab Workload
Manager. This cooperation also helps on improving the overall utilization,
scheduling and administration that Torque provides.
The Maui Cluster Scheduler is an open source job scheduler designed for
clusters and supercomputers. It is designed to extend the capabilities of base
resource management systems by providing support for multiple scheduling
policies, priorities, reservations and fairshare mechanisms.
Torque and Maui are being widely used within multi–tenant Cluster environments.

1.5.2

Cloud Computing

The second part of this Thesis involves the use of a Cloud environment. To
this end, the UCLM Cloud testbed (composed by distributed cluster) and
the Cardiﬀ Cloud testbed (single node cluster), have been used. They are
OpenNebula and KVM based. Also, the Hadoop framework has been used
within this environment as a benchmarking tool.
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1.5.2.1

OpenNebula

For the management and coordination of the Cloud environment, the OpenNebula [53] [64] framework is deployed. OpenNebula is a mature open source
project focused on the development of an open, ﬂexible, extensible and comprehensive management layer for building and managing Cloud infrastructures.
OpenNebula was developed within the European Reservoir project and
has since been extended to support a number of diﬀerent application types
and contexts. It provides IaaS by managing diﬀerent hypervisors (such as
KVM [31], Xen [30], etc.), and supports private, public and hybrid Cloud
deployment models.
OpenNebula main features are:
• User management: Allowing users and groups management, ACLs, and
resource quota management.
• Virtualization: Support for multiple hypervisors.
• Monitoring and accounting: Physical and virtual resources monitorization mechanisms. This monitorization information can be visualized
and reported.
• Physical infrastructure management: Providing functionalities for the
physical hosts management, networking integration and multiple storage subsystems support.
• Virtual infrastructure management: Providing functionalities to manage the virtual instances deployed across the physical infrastructure.
• Security: Through authentication and authorization mechanisms.
Moreover, OpenNebula also has other remarkable features, such as high
availability architecture support, conﬁgurable behaviour in the event of host
or Virtual Machine (VM) failure, load balancing within Cluster environments,
multiple zones and Cloud bursting. Thus, it provides an App Market for
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the deployment of a private centralized catalogue of pre-conﬁgured virtual
machine images and templates.
OpenNebula design is fully platform independent, and it has a modular
and extensible architecture (Figure 1.7). OpenNebula main module is the
Core module, whose aim is to manage the underlying infrastructure (Monitoring, Storage, Network, Virtualization, Images repository, and authentication (Auth)) in terms of the requests performed by users and Cloud managers
through the CLI and/or GUI. The Core module interacts with the Scheduler in order to determine the deployment decisions. And the Cloud Servers
module provides mechanisms for interaction with other Clouds. The communication between modules is performed through low-level APIs (Ruby, Java
and XML-RPC).

Figure 1.7: OpenNebula architecture.
OpenNebula has gained much importance nowadays within research and
commercial environments, being used by enterprises like Telefonica, BBC,
ESA and NASA, and research environments like Fermilab, NIKHEF and
INFN.
1.5.2.2

KVM hypervisor

The virtualization software deployed across the Cloud infrastructures is the
KVM hypervisor [31].
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KVM is an open source software for Linux, developed and supported by

RedHat as an emerging technology project, that extends the Linux kernel in
order to provide a full virtualization infrastructure (with support for hardware
virtualization extensions). To this end, it exposes the /dev/kvm interface in
order to set up guest VMs and feed the guest simulated input/output.

1.5.2.3

Hadoop

Hadoop [65, 66] is a framework for data intensive processing applications
on large computing clusters. It is based on the Map/Reduce paradigm [67],
and has become very popular in order to tackle the scalability of large data
volume processing that could not be performed with traditional paradigms
or technologies.
The Map/Reduce paradigm (Figure 1.8) considers the input data division into blocks and distribute them across multiple computational resources
during the Map stage, process them, and the results combination during the
Reduce stage.

Figure 1.8: Map/Reduce paradigm.
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Hadoop also provides data transfer transparently, limited fault tolerance
mechanisms (achieved through replication) and a distributed ﬁle system to
store data across the compute nodes (Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)).
However, Hadoop does not perform the data processing automatically
(Map and Reduce processing tasks). To this end, speciﬁcally developed applications are required in order to perform the data processing. These applications need to follow a structure deﬁned by Hadoop, overloading the basic Map
and Reduce functions (among others). This fact leverages the complexity of
new application development and execution on distributed environment, but
also eases the data management. A wide variety of Hadoop applications can
be found (i.e., for medical analysis, social media data processing, multimedia, etc.). There is a also a growing ecosystem around Hadoop extending its
functionalities [23], such as Hive, Pig, Mahout, HBase, etc.
Hadoop has also become a useful benchmarking tool [68] due to its high
storage, computing power and network requirements.
Details about its operation and behaviour are presented in Chapter 4 since
it has been widely used within the Cloud related proposals.

1.6

Structure of this Thesis

In order to cover the points mentioned in Section 1.4, this Thesis has been
structured as follows:
• Chapter 1: The ﬁrst chapter introduces the topics of interest of this
Thesis. Thus, the motivation, objectives, methodology and organization of the document are also described in this chapter.
• Chapter 2: Reviews the proposals for QoS provisioning in Grid and
Cloud environments by means of SLA establishment. This has been
done paying special attention to those proposals which consider the
scheduling in Grid and Cloud management. On the other hand, other
research works related to the QoS provisioning, considering particular
mechanisms are also reviewed.
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• Chapter 3: This chapter encompasses the Grid related objectives, describing thoroughly the architecture designed and developed in order to
provide support for SLAs, and exploring the multiple scheduling mechanisms coordinated exploitation by means of the proposed architecture.
Thus, the evaluation is performed on a real Grid environment, and the
results analysed.
• Chapter 4: This chapter encompasses the Cloud related objectives.
Describing the adaptation of the architecture required in order to provide support for SLAs. Then, the behaviour of the Cloud environment
has been analysed in order to understand how the energy consumption
and deployment strategies impact on the service provided, focused on
Hadoop provisioning. Finally, an adaptive service-aware framework,
based on the architecture designed, taking into account the service behaviour and proposing an autonomous sizing algorithm, is shown. All
these proposals are evaluated within a real Cloud environment.
• Chapter 5: Finally, this chapter summarizes the conclusions and future work guidelines deduced from the work carried out in this Thesis.
Moreover, the scientiﬁc contributions into journals, conference papers
and other related works are presented.

Chapter

2

QoS Provision and SLAs in
Grid/Cloud environments
QoS provisioning in Grid and Cloud environments is nowadays considered
one of the most important research topics. Consequently, a number of proposals from industry and academic areas can be found. Particularly, SLAs
are considered one of the most important mechanism in order to empower
the QoS guarantees.
In this chapter, some related work is presented, focusing in various proposals that try to address issues similar to the topic of this Thesis. These
works push for the QoS provisioning within Grid and Cloud computing environments through the use of SLAs and speciﬁc QoS mechanisms.
Also, technical background related to SLAs is also provided in order to
introduce the main concepts, focusing especially on the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation.

2.1

Introduction

The quick evolution and expansion of distributed computing, and particularly
within Grid and Cloud computing, has lead to increasing service oﬀering and
provisioning. The exploitation of these environments from industry, science,
27
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and currently for business purposes, has resulted in an increasing QoS demand.
However, providing QoS within Grid computing environments is rather
diﬃcult, due to the fact that they were designed without any QoS support.
The heterogeneous nature of Grid requires a middleware in order to manage the infrastructure and tasks across the Virtual Organization (VO). But
the possibility of having multiple VOs sharing the same infrastructure, with
diﬀerent policies, hampers the QoS provisioning.
On the contrary, Cloud computing arised in order to tackle this issue by
exploiting own managed datacenters through virtualization technologies. As
opposite to Grid computing, Cloud computing manages the resources under
the control of a single and dedicated management entity. This allows a higher
level of resource control, which is impossible to achieve with Grid computing. Cloud computing can be considered as a single VO Grid computing
environment evolution. However, new challenges appeared that diﬃcult the
perceived QoS.
Since this Thesis faces this issue within both environments, the rest of
this Chapter is structured into the following parts:
• First, we present the existing eﬀorts within the SLA topic.
• Second, we discuss the existing proposals for addressing QoS in Grid
environments, focusing on the eﬀorts performed on QoS mechanisms
and on the QoS diﬀerentiation.
• Right after, an overview of the proposals for addressing QoS in Cloud
environments is provided, outlining the eﬀorts performed within the
variability, power consumption, and scheduling.
• And ﬁnally, the conclusions that can be drawn in order to distinguish
and empower the work carried out in this Thesis are presented.
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Service Level Agreements in Grids and Clouds

There have been many eﬀorts within the SLA topic, but the Grid Resource
Allocation Agreement Protocol Working Group (GRAAP-WG) of the Open
Grid Forum (OGF) eﬀort on SLAs standardization can be considered as the
most important nowadays. This eﬀort resulted on the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation [69] and on its subsequent extension [70].
However, this has not been the only eﬀort on this direction. For instance,
the Web Services Level Agreement (WSLA) [71] and Service Level Agreement Language (SLAng) [72] speciﬁcations where developed and published
previously. But both of them are currently unmaintained, which means that
WS-Agreement is nowadays the only supported SLA speciﬁcation. Consequently, WS-Agreement has been widely adopted by most Grid and Cloud
projects interested in SLAs [73, 74, 75, 76, 77]
Unfortunately, there is not many information related to the SLA evaluation in terms of QoS provided by the projects. They focus on the implementation of WS-Agreement but as it is an open speciﬁcation that leaves a big
margin of decision, terms and policies implementation, projects protect their
advances by not providing many details.
Next, SLAs are deﬁned, and their implantation on Grid and Cloud environments is reviewed.

2.2.1

Service Level Agreements

There exist several formal deﬁnitions of SLAs:
“A SLA is defined as an explicit statement of the expectations and obligations that
exist in a business relationship between the user and the Grid Service provider.”
[33].
“A Service Level Agreement (SLA) represents an agreement between a service user
and a provider in the context of a particular service provision. SLAs contain
Quality of Service properties that must be maintained by a provider.” [78].
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Ergo, SLAs are computing oriented service level contracts, established

between users and service providers through a negotiation process, on which
all expectations and obligations that exist in the business relation between
both participants are explicitly deﬁned.
An SLA represents all the features that the user expects to receive from
the service provider. That is, the expected QoS established by negotiation
with the service provider, as well as the accepted terms and penalties in the
event of breaking the agreement or any term violation (legal implications)
[34].
The SLA concept has been in use since the sixties, when contracts where
ﬁrstly used to buy computing time [79]. Over the years, this concept has
been extended to a wide variety of ﬁelds, like Grid and Cloud resource and
service provisioning.
However, the SLA deﬁnition is a purely theoretical deﬁnition. It does
not provide an structure, neither negotiation protocol, nor agreed terminology. This fact diﬃcults the interaction between users and service provider
since there is not negotiation mechanisms settlement (i.e. diﬀerent service
provider may develop agreements with diﬀerent contents, formats, protocols,
etc. causing incompatibilities). Moreover, the deﬁnitions lack of architectural
proposals, functionalities, life cycle, evolution over time, etc. Consequently,
there is a need for eﬃcient and complete standardization in order to guarantee the functionalities, architecture and interaction between the diﬀerent
parties.
There are many speciﬁcations that where designed with the objective of
the SLAs standardization in terms of deﬁnition, workﬂow, protocols, and limitations. However, the one that has achieved the consideration of ’de–facto’
standard is WS-Agreement. It speciﬁes the language and a protocol for the
service provider services publication, creation and agreement monitorization,
as well as the SLA structure and life-cycle from its creation up to expiration
(through the monitorization requirements). Considering everything necessary
in order to ensure the protocols collaboration.
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There are four concepts on the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation that are used
to specify the terms and their associated value [69]. These are: Service Level
Objective (SLO), Service Level Indicator (SLI), Functional Properties (FP)
and Non Functional Properties (NFP).
• SLO: Represents the QoS qualitative aspects of interest on the agreement. That is, an SLO deﬁnes the resources for which a determined
value will be speciﬁed (e.g., amount of cores/CPUs, main memory, storage capacity, etc.). Albeit they can be used to specify other aspects,
such as: deadline and hardware architecture among others.
• SLI: Represents the value of each SLO. That is, determines quantitatively the value of each parameter deﬁned as SLO (i.e., 2 (CPUs), 2
(Gb main memory), 10 (Gb storage), x64 (CPU architecture), etc.).
• FP: Set of Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that make reference to the
quantiﬁable computational resources, such as, CPU, main memory, etc.
[80].
• NFP: Set of SLOs that make reference to non quantiﬁable computational resources, such as, architecture, temporary limitations, etc.
Thus, this set of SLOs is composed by two subsets: qualitative and
quantitative non functional properties.
Qualitative: String speciﬁable parameters (i.e., CPU architecture
(x86, x64, ARM, etc.)).
Quantitative: Numerical speciﬁable parameters (i.e., 2 (ﬁnish before X hours))
2.2.1.1

Structure

The WS-Agreement speciﬁcation deﬁnes a basic and general SLA structure
[69] (Figure 2.1). This structure is composed by four main blocks, which are
composed by a set of parameters and terms speciﬁed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Basic SLA structure
Term format (WSDL and JSDL) The term representation is not speciﬁed within the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. That is, WS-Agreement considers the structure as a term container in order to guarantee the QoS that
users expect to achieve, but not its vocabulary [81].
The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [82] and Job Submission
Description Languaje (JSDL) [83] speciﬁcations have gained much popularity
in this aspect, easing the term deﬁnition. However, these speciﬁcations do
not completely consider all possible vocabulary, just the way it has to be
speciﬁed, generating a new source of incompatibility among projects.
Both are Extensible Markup Language (XML) based speciﬁcations, but
they have diﬀerences among them. WSDL is proposed by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) and is explicitly designed to specify network services,
while JSDL was designed by the Global Grid Forum (GGF) and focused on
simple task description.
For example, projects Akogrimo [84], TrustCoM [85] and AssessGrid [86]
implement the WS-Agreement standard. But the ﬁrst two implement the
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Terms

Guarantees

Creation Constraints
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Content
This ﬁrst block is composed by only one ﬁeld,
which is the agreement name. Its purpose is to
specify the agreement name in a human understandable way (Otional).
In this block, all details related to the agreement
that can not be speciﬁed as terms are presented.
This details are usually: client identiﬁer, service
provider identiﬁer, expiration date, Template identiﬁer and Template name. This ﬁelds are mandatory, but it is possible to include new ones.
Where all services (for whom some guarantees are
required) are requested. Also known as service references, service descriptors or service terms properties (Mandatory).
Where the expected values (QoS requested) for the
services speciﬁed in the service terms. Mandatory.
All ﬁelds related to the agreement creation or establishment are speciﬁed in this block. Optional
ﬁelds which only appear on the negotiation Template.

Table 2.1: WS-Agreement SLA structure.
terms in WSDL format, while AssessGrid uses JSDL. The decision on the
format is left to the service provider and depends on every project characteristics.
2.2.1.2

Negotiation

Since an SLA represents an agreement or contract, the agreement establishment requires to perform an interaction process between clients and service
providers, referring to the interaction process between the agreement parties
in order to come to an agreement (in the terms speciﬁed on the SLA).
The negotiation concept is not present on the SLA deﬁnition, nor in the
architectural standards proposed by the GGF. Therefore, this process def-
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inition falls under the responsibility of the SLA management speciﬁcations
and standards. This is one of the issues of greater importance that the SLA
development and evolution needs to address in a convenient way [87].
As expected, the negotiation is not trivial within SLAs since it depends
on other aspects or services such as: monitorization or status, scheduling
information, etc. This fact is even more important within Grid environments
due to the dinamicity and heterogeneity that this environments introduce
[88].
In the next two paragraphs, the available negotiation processes deﬁned on
the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation are described.
Static Negotiation The static negotiation process can be deﬁned as the
simplest and minimum interaction required to establish an SLA [69]. This
process is composed by three steps, which are: a client picks up an agreement
template, formalizes it with the expected service and requirements (based
on the terms deﬁned by the service provider) and sends it to the service
provider. As depicted in Figure 2.2, this process lacks of feedback in order
to improve the agreement (for both stakeholders). This feedback implies the
iteration across the static negotiation process, and it is described as dynamic
negotiation of SLAs [3] [89].
When the service provider receives the SLA, it has to decide the acceptance or rejection and act in consequence.
There exist several projects, proposals and speciﬁcations that consider
only the SLA static negotiation [87] [88] [69].
The diﬀerence between static and dynamic negotiation is sometimes confusing since the negotiation term can be used for both processes. In this
Thesis, the negotiation term makes reference to the static SLA negotiation
process. While the renegotiation term references the dynamic negotiation
process.
Dynamic Negotiation This negotiation process, also known as renegotiation, has been actively researched [3] [89] [90]. Its main motivation is to
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Figure 2.2: WS-Agreement negotiation workﬂow
improve the agreed terms by considering an iterative negotiation process between both participants, with the objective of achieving a better agreement
for a better QoS guarantee.
Up to now, several proposals consider the renegotiation concept, but due
to its requirement within business environments and the delay on the consideration of this concept within the standards, there is a wide variety of
proposals incompatible among them.
The WS-Agreement extension [70] does consider the renegotiation concept, providing guides and protocols for the renegotiation process standardization (Figure 2.3).

2.2.1.3

Challenges

SLAs raise some challenges that need to be studied and tackled in order to
enable the SLA concept within distribute environments [79] [3]. The main
challenges are:
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Figure 2.3: WS-Agreement negotiation workﬂow with extension.
• Vocabulary: The vocabulary used to express the terms is one of the
main issues since they have to be comprehended by both negotiation
participants. This issue is not tackled in the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation, nor in other proposals. It is left to the developer, causing incompatibilities. However, there have been advances in this aspect with the
generic description languages, such as WSDL and JSDL.
• Planning: The use of SLAs has direct or indirect inﬂuence over the
infrastructure schedulers. That is, actual schedulers may not be ready
to manage the terms speciﬁed on the SLAs. So new scheduling designs
are required in order to satisfy the requirements described on the SLA
service terms.
• Legal aspects: Another challenge that SLAs introduce is the terms
violation management in terms of the negotiation and service results.
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• Economy: The SLA implantation is mainly driven by the growing
interest on business purposes of enterprises, whose main aim is to
achieve economical beneﬁt by exploiting computational resources. To
this end, productivity optimization becomes essential. This problem is
also highly related to the legal aspects.
• Interoperativity: There are two main and diﬀerentiated problems
related to the interoperativity.
Internal : The required information in order to perform the SLA
decisions is usually provided by diﬀerent modules. Their collaboration
with the SLA management is essential.
External : Also known as interaction between service providers.
That is, a service provider requests a service from other service provider.
In this cases, the scenario and terms uses to be diﬀerent.
• Checkpointing and job migration: This problem arises from the
dinamicity of distributed environments. Consequently, some jobs may
be forced to be migrated and/or perform checkpointing. These cases
are diﬃcult to predict, and consequently, unexpected events that can
result in SLA violation may occur.
• Monitorization: Monitoring systems have to be robust in order to
allow and ease the negotiation and renegotiation of SLAs.
The work carried out in this thesis is focused on addressing the planning
challenge.

2.2.2

SLAs in Grids

One of the projects that has shown some eﬀorts on SLAs is the Advanced
Risk Assessment and Management for Trustable Grids (AssessGrid) project
[86]. AssessGrid is focused on risk assessment in Grid environments by using
SLAs. This project has been very important as it introduced the concept
of negotiation broker, whose main objective is to automate the interaction
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between users and service providers or between service providers in order to
achieve better agreements [81].
Another interesting project dealing with SLAs is Service Level Agreement
at Service Oriented Architectures (SLA@SOI) [74], whose objective is to empower the implantation of SLAs in Service Oriented Infrastructures (SOIs). In
this project, the problem of SLA translation from observable metrics to conﬁgurable parameters is tackled [80]. The result is a framework that is able to
distinguish many translation types in Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs).
SLA@SOI is migrating its development to Cloud computing environments.
However, there is a number of projects aimed at the same objective but
for diﬀerent purposes, such as SmartLM [91] and BREIN [92], among others.
Moreover, some proposals contribute to the topic by proposing the use
of SLAs within service-oriented Grid environments in order to provide ondemand QoS [11, 93].

Although these proposals consider the use of re-

source reservation as in this Thesis, they both lack of using multiple QoS
scheduling mechanisms, such as Scheduling in Advance in conjunction with
resource reservation, and consequently consider a simple QoS scheme without service level diﬀerentiation. Besides, the proposal presented in [11] is not
WS-Agreement compliant.
As in this Thesis, some proposals also consider the use of time-constrained
SLAs within Grid computing in order to improve the QoS [94, 95], but from
diﬀerent points of view. In [94], the authors propose to use real-time application reconﬁguration in order to achieve the highest QoS level by monitoring
the performance and SLA requirements. This is a diﬀerent approach to our
proposal, which is based on SLA fulﬁlment by performing smart scheduling for each diﬀerent QoS level. In [95], authors describe a Grid resource
management mechanism as an extension for a speciﬁc resource administrator implementation, known as RAPA, focused on making optimal policies for
resource selection based on system status and multiple speciﬁc QoS factors.
Unfortunately this proposal has only been simulated. A more recent publication [96] considers the use of time-constrained SLAs within Grids in order
to improve the negotiation strategy by using a bayesian learning agent.
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Other SLA related ﬁelds within Grid environments have also been actively researched, such as SLA management [97, 98], QoS implications [99] or
semantic and virtualization exploitation [100].
Focusing on speciﬁc SLA provisioning frameworks, the Web Service Agreement for Java (WSAG4J) is considered one of the most complete WS-Agreement
speciﬁcation. WSAG4J [75] is a generic WS-Agreement speciﬁcation framework developed by the Fraunhofer Institute (Institute for Algorithms and
Scientiﬁc Computing (SCAI)) aimed at providing a quick and easy environment for the development of WS-Agreement based services. It ensures that
all application and services developed using this framework can be directly
deployed into other environments, if these respect the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. However, WSAG4J is implemented to work as an Apache Tomcat
service. So, it does not let the user interact with a real Grid environment and
it constitutes just a development framework.
Alternatives based on WS-Agreement exist, such as Service Level Agreements for D-Grid (SLA4D-Grid) framework [101, 73, 102]. As a diﬀerence
with WSAG4J, this project is implemented for GT4 and services present on
D-Grid. On the contrary, this framework does not support desktop Grids
unlike considered in this Thesis.
The lack of a clear Grid enabled framework for SLA provisioning within
Grid environments leaded the research performed in this Thesis to continue
in this direction, focused on the so-called “de-facto” standard middleware
Globus Toolkit.

2.2.3

SLAs in Clouds

In the recent years, extensive research has been performed within Cloud environments focused on SLAs. However, a number of work performed within
Grid environments for the SLA topic is also relevant within Cloud computing,
since term deﬁnition, SLA management and QoS implication and guarantees
are challenges also present within this technology. But the exploitation of
Cloud environments with business purposes has leaded to pay–per–use mod-
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els, extending the challenges that where already present within Grid computing SLAs. One of the key aspects of these challenges is to provide conﬁdence
and trustability. Since SLAs represent contracts, the result of the negotiation
conditions the customers perception on the service provider, which is essential to be improved in this context. As a consequence, higher QoS guarantees
must be achieved.
There is a number of projects aimed at improving or implementing SLA
mechanisms within Cloud computing, such as OPTIMIS, SLA@SOI, VISION,
Geysers, IRMOS, etc. Among them, one of the main projects that has gained
much importance nowadays within the SLA topic is OPTIMIS [77]. This
project has performed an important advance on the SLA speciﬁcations and
term languages in order to enable organizations to externalize services and
applications. The result of this ongoing research is the term language [103],
aimed at enabling a better description of the requirements of the service
provider for an infrastructure service provisioning process.
The SLA@SOI[74] project (described previously) recently evolved to Cloud
computing, aimed at innovating in terms of SLA management, SLA enforcement, and SLA speciﬁcation, languages and modelling. That is, the complete
service life-cycle.
The two aforementioned projects consider the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation for their proposals, but not all of the projects aimed at SLAs have taken
the same decission.
Also, there have been several relevant research eﬀorts from academia in
Cloud computing management, service oﬀering, SLAs and standardization.
And there is also a number of research works focused on the service coordination and security, relation with SLAs, and other ﬁelds like resource
orchestration.
In [104], a multi–level autonomic architecture for the management of virtualized application environments in Cloud platforms is proposed. This work
proposes an orchestration framework which is focused on tackling the Cloud
resources adaptation in order to satisfy conﬂicting objectives of running applications in terms of scaling and/or migration. Alternatively, in [48] a frame-
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work for Cloud resource management based on self–tuning fuzzy controllers
is described. It provides support for multiple–objective control and service
diﬀerentiation.
There are also works focused on service brokerage. In [42], a brokering
service framework aimed at choosing the most appropriate service oﬀered
by diﬀerent Cloud service providers depending on user QoS requirements
(e.g., throughput and latency) is described. On the other hand, in [105], a
brokering service framework focused on SaaS Cloud providers is presented.
Both proposals consider the use of the Pareto optimization technique for the
optimal decision.
Furthermore, there are studies and algorithms in the context of utility
computing, where the resource provisioning is conditioned by budget constraints [43] [44] [106]. This proposals are very interesting within the resource orchestration ﬁeld since they can be useful in order to maximize the
return from the Cloud investment (ROI). In [43], a control–based approach
for resource provisioning in terms of time and budget constraints is presented.
This proposal focuses on the dynamic CPU cycles and memory assignment
for the VMs in order to improve the overall QoS. In [44], a set of three algorithms for resource provisioning of scientiﬁc workﬂow ensembles on IaaS
Clouds is presented. This algorithms push for the user-prioritized workﬂows
maximization that can be completed given time and budget constraints, and
have shown to achieve important performance results. Moreover, in [106] two
auto–scaling mechanisms are proposed.
Unfortunately, [104] [43] [44] and [106] lack of an evaluation on a real
Cloud environments, or do not consider a multiple scheduling policy architecture [48], while [42] and [105] proposals provide passive brokerage mechanisms
that do not interact dynamically with the underlying infrastructure.
There are also works focused on improving the security within multi–
tenant Cloud Computing environments, such as [107], where the security
between Cloud service providers and users is analysed in the context of SLAs.
To sum up, although all these works and Cloud frameworks provide interesting features within their ﬁeld, there is a lack of an architecture and imple-
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mentation for a global service–aware smart management within Cloud environments. Consequently, we designed, implemented and tested the Nacreous
framework in order to tackle this issue, and continue the research on this
direction.

2.3

Proposals for Addressing QoS in Grids

The QoS within Grid environments has been tackled by exploiting the existing
QoS mechanisms that can be found within them. Among these mechanisms,
it is possible to ﬁnd multiple works aimed at providing resource reservations,
task scheduling and planiﬁcation rescheduling.
This Thesis explores the exploitation of multiple QoS mechanisms in order
to provide multiple QoS levels. Consequently, in the next subsections, a
survey across the existing Grid QoS mechanisms and the works related to
QoS diﬀerentiation is provided.

2.3.1

QoS Mechanisms

Focusing on QoS mechanisms within distributed environments, resource reservation is one of the most commonly used techniques. Projects like GARA [37]
or PBS [38] (or its open source version known as Torque [108]) have aimed
at providing a framework to let resource reservation for a wide variety of
resources (such as CPU, main memory, network, etc.) designed for cluster
environments. There are plenty of articles based on those reservations that
try to ensure resource availability when needed, such as [109, 110, 111]. Unfortunately, Grid computing limits its functionality because not all resources
can be reserved, as these mechanisms may not be available (this feature is provided by the Local Resource Management System (LRMS)), specially when
dealing with volunteer resources. There has also been a wide discussion on the
cost of reservation [112]. However, this mechanism is commonly found within
Cloud computing by means of virtualization resource assignment limitations.
Alternatively, some hypervisors allow resource overcommitment.
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Meta-scheduling is another QoS mechanism that has also been actively
researched as an alternative to reservations in advance, when those are not
feasible. In [35] a distributed meta-scheduling architecture, based on Peer
to Peer (P2P) search algorithms and a multi-criteria decision-making is described. Whilst in [36] a framework to perform meta-scheduling in advance
(with rescheduling capability) is presented. However, these proposals are
aimed at just scheduling the jobs trying to fulﬁl their deadlines.
Another mechanism designed improve the QoS within Grid environments
is by jobs rescheduling or co-allocating. Rescheduling has excelled at scheduling enhancement by reorganizing the schedule in order to optimize the resources usage and allow a higher allocation [36], as traditional scheduling
techniques become less eﬃcient with time. [113] is focused on job reallocation is, where resources are provisioned along multiple sites by using backﬁlling techniques. In addition, task reallocation in Grids is analysed though
simulation in [114], presenting and studying diﬀerent reallocation algorithms
and their behaviours within multi-cluster Grid environments (but only over
dedicated Grid environments).
On the other hand, Grid workloads may be of diﬀerent types (e.g., bags of
tasks, workﬂows, pilot jobs, etc.). There are therefore reallocation/rescheduling
techniques applied to them [115]. For instance, [116] and [117] are centered
on workﬂow rescheduling. The former performs task rescheduling following
a stop and restart technique, which is not always feasible in all the scenarios. The latter tries to make the workﬂows makespan shorter by changing
scheduling decisions over time. However, as opposite to this work, neither
works take into account job time constraints when (re)scheduling jobs.
As presented in [118], rescheduling techniques can be used to scheduling workﬂow application in a deadline-based strategy. These rescheduling
techniques can also be used to try to provide fault tolerance performance,
as presented in [119]. Fault tolerance is provided by changing the frequency
of the checkpointing process based on current status and history of failure
information of the resource, and by rescheduling the jobs when those failures
happen. However, they do not migrate jobs to in order to increase utiliza-
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tion. They only move jobs to in order to try to keep the QoS agreed when a
resource failure happens.
There have been also many eﬀorts on Grid resource behaviour prediction,
as they are needed to provide an eﬃcient scheduling. This has been actively
researched in [39, 40, 41] by the study of diﬀerent algorithms for resource
behaviour forecasting (such as exponential smoothing [120]) with interesting
results. For instance, in [120] a comparison between using or not exponential smoothing prediction methods at the scheduling decisions is presented,
highlighting their impact on the performance improvement. On the contrary,
forecasting can fail and may lead to undesired situations. Consequently, selftuning mechanisms appear as a solution in order to avoid as much as possible
those unexpected situations and improve the forecasting, as shown in [20],
but introducing a general overhead. An algorithm to perform resource selection based on performance predictions, as well as though co-allocation of
multiple resources is presented in [121] where already made reservations are
displaced based on making co-allocation of jobs. But, unlike our work, those
reschedulings are not carried out among jobs belonging to diﬀerent users.

2.3.2

QoS Differentiation

A number of mechanisms for fairshare-based job prioritization and QoS differentiation exist, such as [122] [123] and [124]. In [122], the concept of resource allocation fairness to user level in uni-processor environments is thoroughly analysed. While in [123], the Fair Execution Time Estimation (FETE)
scheduling is presented, which is based on completion time predictions and
focused on minimizing risk for missed job deadlines. Alternatively, in [124] a
Grid Fair-share Scheduling system is proposed, known as Aequus (previously
known as FSGrid), whose aim is to provide distributed fair balancing of resource utilization between VOs within Grid environments. This is done by
controlling the job execution order, by comparing policy trees to usage trees.
Moreover, as shown in [125], this system can be easily used into the SA-Layer
and extensively to the SLA management framework for Grid environments
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presented in this Thesis.
Alternatively, some proposals push for the QoS diﬀerentiation in terms of
Grid infrastructure internal metrics deﬁned on the SLAs [95, 96] (e.g., Central
Processing Unit (CPU) architecture, amount of main memory, bandwidth,
etc.).
Thus, the aforementioned [118, 35, 36, 113, 114] proposals aimed at improving particular QoS mechanisms lack of QoS diﬀerentiation in levels by
themselves, as presented in this Thesis.

2.4

Proposals for Addressing QoS in Clouds

As opposite to the Grid work performed in this Thesis, the Cloud related work
involves a diﬀerent approach in order to face the QoS provisioning challenge.
In this environment, all resources are managed by a single entity, which has
full control over them. In particular, within IaaS Clouds, the service provided
is a virtual infrastructure to be used by customers. This virtual infrastructure
is to be allocated within a compute node, requiring a deﬁned amount of
resources.
In this scenario, reservations are feasible, enabling Cloud managers to
manage the infrastructure in a more eﬃcient way. As a consequence, the
scheduling topic is also found widely in the research works. However, this
fact arises some problems when trying to provide QoS guarantees, such as
variability and power consumption.

2.4.1

QoS Mechanisms

Lot of work is focused on improving the QoS by providing eﬃcient Cloud
infrastructure management mechanisms and algorithms, such as proposed
in [45], where a predictive model for workload forecasting for resource allocation is provided, while in [126] a QoS aware scheduler for heterogeneous
datacenters is proposed.
However, the eﬃcient exploitation of Cloud environments depends highly
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on the services provided, and how customers make use of such infrastructure.
In this scenario, the VM scheduling becomes a challenge in order to guarantee
the resources dedicated, that is, to avoid the variability as possible. Focusing
on Hadoop, its deployment across a Cloud environment represents a challenge,
since it requires a big amount of distributed resources, in order to perform
the Map/Reduce process. This is even more problematic considering multi–
tenant Cloud environments.
The optimization of the Map/Reduce model and Hadoop within Cloud
computing has recently drawn considerable attention. For instance, the resource allocation and scheduling in Cloud computing problem is discussed
in [127]. This work provides a thorough survey on the problems that appear
when deploying Hadoop within Cloud environments, focusing on the Hadoop
job scheduling and VM provisioning. Its conclusion is that future research
within the VM provisioning ﬁeld involves the improvement of the dynamic
resource allocation mechanisms according to the applications running on the
Cloud.
Some proposals consider dynamic VM reconﬁguration in order to improve
the overall performance [46] [47]. More precisely, [46] proposes a framework
and two algorithms for the dynamic VM reconﬁguration taking into account
the job characteristics and data locality. However, this proposal considers the
virtual CPU allocation and deallocation within a deployed Hadoop Virtual
Cluster (VC), instead of considering the VM placement and how the placement may aﬀect performance. In [47], a framework for automated resource
allocation and conﬁguration for Hadoop in Cloud environments is proposed.
This proposal considers the VM deployment taking into account only one VM
placement policy, and focusing on the amount of resources provided.
Other works focus on the evaluation of the Hadoop deployment models
within Cloud environments, such as [128], based on collocating and separating
data and compute across a VC. There are also several works focused on the
performance evaluation taking into account the Cloud deployment model.
For instance, some experiments for the Hadoop performance measurement
when deployed across VMs are conducted in [129]. The analysis compares
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the performance against Hadoop deployment into bare metal clusters. The
results achieved, by using the Sort and WordCount benchmarks, show that
the overall performance is reduced by the virtualization. In [130], the design
and performance evaluation of Hadoop clusters on virtualized environments
is tackled. This work analyses the inﬂuence of the number of virtual cores
on a VM, while keeping the number of physical nodes constant, and the performance diﬀerences among three homogeneous VM allocations. In [131], the
performance of Hadoop deployed within two Virtual Clusters (VCs) compared
with the bare metal performance, and extended by analysing the performance
of these VCs in terms of the amount of data to be processed, is presented.

There are also Hadoop deployment studies within Cloud environments
performed by enterprises. For example, in [132] a price–performance comparison between bare-metal Hadoop clusters and Hadoop as a Service within
the Amazon public Cloud is performed. In [133], Hadoop deployment on
VMware is analysed, focusing on the performance of multiple VMs within a
single physical node and on the physical resource utilization.

Most of these works perform the analysis based on the Hadoop testing
applications (e.g., WordCount, Grep, TeraSort, etc.), rather than on real production Hadoop applications. Moreover, they focus on Hadoop and HDFS
conﬁguration and parameters in order to analyse bottlenecks and propose
performance optimizations. Although these studies analyse the Hadoop performance over Cloud environments considering a single-user scenario, pointing out that the performance is aﬀected by the virtualization overhead, the
impact of the deployment strategy and power consumption are not analysed thoroughly. Consequently, we address this issue by performing a more
in depth study on the performance in terms of the deployment strategy, also
considering a multi-user scenario and the interactions with VMs running other
applications.
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2.4.2

Power consumption

Currently, there is an increasing interest in making Cloud computing environmentally sustainable [134]. To this end, techniques aimed at improving
the power eﬃciency at all levels of a data centre are necessary (from resource
scheduling of workloads to the operation of Computing Room Air Conditioning (CRAC) units).
As a consequence, there is an increasing demand to include “green” metrics into an SLAs, in order to enable Cloud providers to display its environmentally friendly credentials to customers. For instance, the OPTIMIS
project [77] identiﬁed parameters such as the BRE Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) and the Leadership in Energy & Environmental
Design (LEED) certiﬁcations and “Energy Star” rating, as potential parameters which could enable a Cloud provider to demonstrate their credentials in
energy eﬃciency. These parameters could also be combined with additional
metrics such as Carbon footprint, energy consumption per VM, etc. to give
a ﬁner grained analysis of energy use.
A key metric used in data centres to measure the eﬀectiveness of power
usage and eﬃciency is Power Usage Eﬀectiveness (PUE), developed by the
Green Grid Association (GGA) [135] (a multi-industry association focusing
on power eﬃciency of data centres). It is used as a ratio of the amount of
power entering a data center divided by the power used to run the computational infrastructure within it, with an ideal value being 1.0. As such, it is
much broader in scope and takes into account all the various infrastructure
available within a data centre (such as building, computing room air conditioning systems, etc). It is useful to note that most data centres use almost
the same amount of energy to support the “non-computing" capabilities they
provide (such as cooling and air conditioning) as the energy used to run their
servers and networks.
Power consumption is being considered within a number of areas in Computer Science (known as ‘Green IT’). For example CPU development is heavily conditioned by power dissipation (and consequently consumption) require-
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ments, network and disk power management. Similarly, in the context of
Cloud computing, signiﬁcant eﬀorts have already been documented to support power-consumption aware Green Clouds [50].
A partial objective of this Thesis is to achieve a dynamic power consumption model. In this direction, companies like APC (by Schneider electric) [136] and VMware [137] have designed static power consumption models
and provide interfaces (for Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) sizing and virtualization impact, for instance), in order to help users determine the power
consumption of a speciﬁc computer (depending on its internal components).
The approaches identiﬁed by these companies can be helpful in the general
design of a datacenter’s power and UPS requirements; but they are not workload aware nor take into account how such infrastructure is subsequently
used. Such models often focus on developing a database of motherboards,
their associated components and the recorded power consumption. Given a
particular system conﬁguration and motherboard, it is therefore possible to
search through such a database to estimate the likely power consumption
one is likely to see when using the same (or similar) motherboard. Such a
database also contains information about idle and full workload power consumption on such hardware, but does not record any usage for particular
types of workloads.
Alternatively, there are also various proposals that suggest the development of a power aware Cloud architecture [134, 51] able to guarantee the
performance from a user’s perspective. In [134] a survey of Cloud computing systems is provided, in order to support environmental sustainability and
a generic Green Cloud computing architecture introducing the concept of a
“Green Broker" is proposed; while [51] base their proposal on live virtual
machine migration by monitoring the power consumption of resources using
dedicated hardware (an expensive option to support in most cases since it
requires speciﬁc hardware).
Other proposals go further and try to distribute the Cloud workload
amongst geographically dispersed datacenters [52] such that they exploit different renewable energy sources depending on the time of day and the ob-
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served workloads. This enables a more eﬀective use of green power sources
depending on computing demand at particular times in the day.
A particular service that is gaining much importance within Cloud environments is Hadoop. Focusing on power consumption, Hadoop has also been
extensively researched focusing on its power eﬃciency within clusters. In [138]
the authors outline the main problems and ineﬃciencies inherent within the
Hadoop Map/Reduce paradigm, while [139] and [140] propose developing
energy saving mechanisms for the ﬁle system used in Hadoop (HDFS) and
the associated job scheduling in Hadoop, known as GreenHDFS and GreenHadoop respectively. In GreenHDFS, an energy-conserving, hybrid, logical
multi-zoned variant of HDFS is presented, whose main objective is to reduce
energy consumption costs by using low-power, high-energy-saving inactive
power modes during idle periods of utilization. GreenHadoop is a framework for datacenters powered by photovoltaic solar arrays of an electrical
grid, which schedules the Map/Reduce jobs depending on the solar prediction (that this framework performs) in order to maximize the green energy
consumption. Both proposals try to make more eﬀective use of computational
resources and relate these to the availability of renewable energy at particular
times of day.
In [141] the authors explore the impact of Hadoop based storage clusters,
based on the HDFS ﬁle system, in thermal terms. It proposes a thermal and
power-aware task scheduler for Hadoop that is focused on the minimisation
of the total power consumption in the air conditioning (A/C) system, by
balancing the load between cluster nodes in order to keep them under a
certain thermal threshold. Identifying a suitable operating threshold remains
a challenge in many such systems – with an ambient temperature of between
25 to 30 degrees Celsius suggested by many authors.
There is also current work focusing on specifying SLA using power consumption metrics. For example [142] identiﬁes several parameters that could
be used within an SLA, such as: amount of CO2 correlated with environmental measurements that are easier to measure and understand for a user. This
work also introduces a framework where such metrics could be integrated to
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support decision making and resource management. Finally, there are additional eﬀorts that aim to monitor power consumption such as PowerTop
[143], although it is not always possible to eﬀectively measure these (such as
basic Input Output (IO) operations) and associate a value with such metrics.
In this Thesis, the study of the power consumption within Cloud environments, when exploited by Hadoop, is addressed. The objective of this work
is to understand the behaviour of this service in order to determine how to
improve the power savings. In this direction, some works exist, but none of
them have provided a behavioural model that could be used in order to determine in advance the power consumption required for a particular Hadoop
application. This information is valuable within scheduling decisions.

2.4.3

Variability

The main key aspect that hampers the SLA guarantees within Cloud environments is the variability, that can be present mainly as a matter of computational interferences and/or performance drops.
Unfortunately, Cloud computing resources experience a variability in practice that can become unacceptable in some cases, as addressed by diﬀerent
authors, from diﬀerent points of view. For example, in [144] the performance
and QoS experienced by high performance applications on Amazon Cloud is
analysed, resulting in a signiﬁcant variability. In [12], the dependability of
Cloud services is analysed using long-term performance traces from Amazon
Web Services (AWS) and Google App Engine, showing that the impact of
performance variability depends on the type of application. Thus, in [145] a
study of the performance variance of Amazon EC2 is carried out by comparing the results with a local cluster, resulting in a higher variability when jobs
are performed on the Amazon EC2 Cloud that must be accounted when strict
QoS guarantees are required. On the other hand, Cerotti et. al. [146] investigate the eﬀects of heterogeneous CPU allocation (with diﬀerent computing
power) on the variability, by carrying out several experiments on Amazon
EC2. Wang et. al. [147] try to avoid performance ﬂuctuations in Cloud
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storage by proposing an optimization middleware between the Cloud storage
and the Cloud computing layers. While in [49], a model for the performance
interferences between co-located workloads is proposed in order to achieve
performance predictions, and in [148] the performance interferences due to
IO workloads focused on network transmissions is experimentally studied.
Finally, big Cloud providers (owning extremely big Cloud backends) such
as Google Cloud (GC) [149] or Amazon Elastic Cloud (EC2) [150], have also
experienced this problem and are still trying to solve, control, or at least
minimize it as possible. Amazon has recognized that has mechanisms to
avoid the variability as possible, like Auto Scaling [151], but the details of
how it works are not public.
These eﬀorts have been taken into account in this Thesis, as the variability of the Hadoop deployment across diﬀerent deployment policies has been
evaluated and analysed.

2.4.4

VM sizing

Regarding the amount of resources required by Hadoop in order to process a
determined application, there is not much related literature. The perspective
of this Thesis in this topic is to achieve an approximation of the amount
of resources required to process a speciﬁc Hadoop application for the given
amount of data. To this end, we make use of the Hadoop operation workﬂow
and proﬁling techniques in order to determine this value, also taking into
account the variability inherent to Cloud environments.
However, some related works can be found. For example, Hortonworks
[152] is a business computer software based company aimed at developing
Hadoop. Consequently, they have made several improvements to the Hadoop
framework, and particularly, they have designed an interactive web application in order to determine the physical cluster size and characteristics required
in order to deploy Hadoop and perform pre-deﬁned application proﬁles [153].
Users are can not deﬁne speciﬁc Hadoop applications, nor the amount or
peculiarities of the data to be processed. Thus, the results provided by this
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application are focused on long term deployments and executions, being an
estimation of the requirements for the next three years. These results may
be only useful for data center design.
Another interesting research provides hints on the Hadoop optimization
[154]. For instance, some conﬁguration guidelines aimed at improving the
overall performance are given in terms of the infrastructure provided. But in
order to size the infrastructure, authors take as base for the Hadoop cluster
sizing the amount of memory required (in terms of storage and main memory) for long term executions (ranging in months), assuming that the more
machines required to store more information includes the addition of more
CPUs to the infrastructure. However, this sizing scheme does not take into
account the processing peculiarities of the Hadoop application running on
such infrastructure, as opposite to the work performed in this Thesis.
As a drawback, these works do not take into account virtualization costs,
in terms of performance, derived from the deployment of Hadoop within
Cloud environments.
However, other research proposals are more elaborated.

In [155] the

Hadoop sizing problem is tackled. To this end, authors propose the Elastisizer
system, aimed at helping on the virtual infrastructure sizing. To this end,
this proposal exploits job proﬁling (in the same way as in this Thesis), and
considering proﬁling, in order to estimate the time that a particular Hadoop
workload would require within a speciﬁc infrastructure.
In this Thesis, a simpler approach, yet powerful enough to provide guarantees for SLA establishment, is provided, focusing on the beneﬁts that optimization on virtual infrastructures sizing can provide to Cloud exploitation and QoS. Thus, we have tested our proposal on a multi–tenant Cloud
infrastructure, considering multiple Hadoop applications at the same time,
achieving successful results with less overhead.
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2.5

Summary

The QoS provisioning within Grid and Cloud computing environments, by
means of SLAs, is the topic of interest in this Thesis. This involves the eﬃcient use of the underlying QoS mechanisms available in both environments
with the objective of improving the overall QoS and subsequently, the guarantees established. This chapter reviews the proposals related to each part
of this Thesis, paying special attention to those proposals which have similarities or pursuit the same objective by means of the same way as explored
in the proposals presented in this Thesis.
Firstly, a survey of the impact of SLAs on Grid an Cloud environments is
presented, leaded by the projects and research works aimed at studying their
impact across each infrastructure. The development of the WS-Agreement
speciﬁcation has resulted in an extra motivation within these environments
in order to provide the SLAs capability. Several projects, such as SLA@SOI
and OPTIMIS are focused on performing advances on the term deﬁnition
and SLA management. As well as some Grid and Cloud software developers,
such as GT and OpenNebula, are pushing for the infrastructure management,
providing interesting features for QoS provisioning.
However, the lack of a clear Grid enabled framework for SLA provisioning
within Grid environments and the lack of an architecture and implementation
for a global service–aware smart management within Cloud environments,
leaded the research performed in this Thesis to continue in this direction.
Thus, frameworks for each environment have been developed in order to provide SLAs while managing the underlying infrastructure in an eﬀective way.
Focusing in Grid environments, it is possible to ﬁnd a wide variety of
diﬀerent QoS mechanisms spread over a number of diﬀerent resources. The
most interesting and promising mechanisms have been analysed in previous
subsections and have demonstrated to provide QoS in various ways. These
mechanisms have shown to be not ﬂexible enough in order to ensure or work
within all the resources that belong to a Grid environment, even though they
can be available in some of them.
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Consequently, this Thesis proposes an orchestrated use of the available
QoS mechanisms, with the main objective of empowering the usage and fulﬁll
the users expectations in terms of conﬁdence. To the best of knowledge, there
is no other framework aimed at integrating diﬀerent QoS-support mechanisms
and harnessing them to provide a QoS-level based diﬀerentiation over diﬀerent
kind of resources that present diﬀerent levels of conﬁdence.
However, focusing in Cloud computing, since the resources are owned by
a single entity, the problems present within Grid environments are relieved.
But this fact enables customers to extend their demands considering other
terms, such as power consumption and cost. Since Cloud computing presents
high variability, how the infrastructure is managed in terms of scheduling
remains a challenge that has been reviewed in this Section. How to provide
resources, where and how many of them remain a challenge that has been
tackled in this Thesis, focused on the Hadoop framework due to its wide
expansion, high demand and requirements.
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Chapter

3

Proposals for Grid
environments
“Every great and deep difficulty
bears in itself its own solution.
It forces us to change our
thinking in order to find it.”
— Niels Bohr

In this chapter, the proposals aimed at Grid environments are presented.
These proposals explore the SLA support inclusion through a novel architecture and the convenient exploitation of multiple scheduling mechanisms in
order to improve the overall QoS based on the agreed SLA terms, conﬁdence
and guarantees.

3.1

SLA support on Grid environments

Providing QoS guarantees to users within Grid environments is a very diﬃcult
and complex task. Its distributed, heterogeneous and highly variable nature,
together with the variety of resources that can be available (and that may
leave the Grid the next moment), scattered across multiple domains (with
diﬀerent access policies), the user expectations and the lack of total control
over the resources, hamper the optimal exploitation of the infrastructure. In
57
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order to tackle this issue, a wide variety of QoS mechanisms (e.g. metaschedulers, reservations, security, etc.) that have been deeply researched can
be found and available in some resources [156]. However, each one has been
designed to act at a diﬀerent level and with diﬀerent purposes.
The establishment of agreements between users and the entities which
manage the Grid resources is a challenging task. On the one hand, an entity
in charge of dealing with the communication with the users, with the aim
of signing service usage agreements through some negotiation mechanisms,
is necessary. On the other hand, some mechanisms which decide if the QoS
requested could be achieved and, in such case, ensuring that the agreed QoS
is provided, need to be implemented.
SLAs represent the keystone in order to deﬁne the requested service, expectations and QoS to be provided, limitations and the negotiation mechanisms, in a contractual way. This complete set of features enables Grid service
providers to establish agreements where all the expectations and obligations
are explicitly negotiated. Consequently, this information is extremely valuable in order to exploit in a better way the Grid resources and available QoS
mechanisms.
The main motivation to provide SLA support within Grid environments
is to improve the QoS perceived by the user, establish QoS guarantees, and
improve the resource usage. The contract nature of SLAs in conjunction
with this motivation empowers the economical exploitation of Grid environments. In consequence, their implantation and standardization has been
actively boosted by enterprises for bussiness purposes [4] and many Grid
projects interested on the implantation and use of SLAs (e.g. AssessGrid [86],
Brein [92], and SLA@SOI [74] among others). This interest has resulted in
the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation, issued by the GRAAP-WG committee of
the OGF for SLAs. Unfortunately, their implantation becomes a challenge
due to the Grid nature that need to be addressed carefully.
Figure 3.1 depicts the conceptual Grid scenario with SLA support. These
environments are composed of a collection of computational resources (managed by their LRMS) and a pool of users who wish to run their jobs or
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual Grid scenario with SLA support.
services. As a consequence, users interact with the Grid service provider
through a Request Service in order to establish the SLAs. Then, the Request
Service delegates accepted SLA actions to the Grid middleware, who manages
the execution within the Grid resources. That is, SLAs represent a formalization of the job submission process for the Grid. This schema becomes more
complicated within Grid environments due to the fact that the resources may
be scattered across multiple domains under diﬀerent access policies (Figure
3.2).
The main issues to be tackled in the process of integration of SLAs within
Grid environments are mainly two:
1. The selection of the QoS properties provided by the contract:
The ﬁrst challenge that needs to be addressed when considering the
SLA support is to establish an agreement about the service that the user
wants and the one that the system is able to provide. Also, the problem
of how to specify the terms in the agreements in order to improve the
compatibility between users and service providers, and between service
providers needs to be tackled.
2. To adjust the behaviour of the system according to the SLAs:
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Figure 3.2: Grid SLA use.
The next challenge is how to manage the requests into the Grid to
ensure their performance requirements and avoid any kind of agreement
violations. Achieving high utilization by better using the resources to
make possible the acceptance of more requests is also a challenging task.
One of the main problems related to the ﬁrst issue that appears when
trying to integrate SLAs on a distributed environment are the temporal restrictions (e.g. start-time, end-time, etc.), or other QoS terms (e.g. amount
of cores, main memory, storage, etc.), that can be deﬁned on an agreement.
This problem is not tackled by the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation and it is
supposed to be addressed by other mechanisms.
Focusing on the second issue, the system behaviour adjustment relies on
the available mechanisms provided by the Grid middleware and usable within
the associated resources. Nowadays, some distributed systems have reservation in advance and/or meta-scheduling in advance capability. This can solve
the problem of temporal restrictions. For other QoS terms, speciﬁc mechanisms or conﬁguration adjustments need to be applied.
The integration of SLAs in Grid environments can be useful due to all
the information contained on them. This information is obviated by most
Grid meta-schedulers (e.g. Condor[157], UNICORE [158], gLite [159], etc.)
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where only temporal metrics are used, preventing Grid environments from
exploiting this information and, as a consequence, limiting the QoS reached.
QoS in terms of temporal restrictions has been actively researched, mainly
due to the fact that these metrics are known in advance (e.g., start-time) or
can be evaluated from a proﬁling process (e.g., end-time or duration). As a
consequence, job scheduling based on these metrics can be highly optimized
in reservation or scheduling in advance algorithms.
But the use of other metrics, represented as terms on an agreement, could
be used to take decisions that result in an improvement of QoS in terms of
usage (e.g. amount of CPU or cores needed, amount of main memory and/or
storage requested, etc.) or in other terms, like energy saving. Energy saving
represents a highly active research topic within GreenIT and SLAs [142]. In
other words, these metrics could be used for a smarter job meta-scheduling
system, managed by speciﬁc provider objectives.
Nevertheless, these metrics can not be managed by actual middleware
schedulers, but they represent a very important source of information for the
meta-scheduling process. So, the adjustment of the behaviour of the system
according to them is needed in order to improve the QoS, as cited on the
second issue.
The proposal presented here faces these issues by providing an architecture designed to ease the new term deﬁnition and management within Grid
environments. It is described in the next Subsection.

3.1.1

Proposed Architecture

When analysing in detail the problems related with the adoption of SLAs in
Grid Computing it can be thought that the SLA management, and consequently all WS-Agreement speciﬁcation, needs to be implemented into the
Grid middleware. This could be a solution if the middleware had native support for term related mechanisms, like reservation in advance or scheduling
in advance in order to fulﬁll the time related QoS terms. This is not the case
in most Grid middlewares, so native support for SLAs and their management
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is not available on them.
This proposal consists of two new layers that lay on top of the Grid
architecture: SLA-Manager and SLA-Backend [160, 161]; solution which
places on top of GT4 with the GridWay meta-scheduler and the SA-Layer
(Figure 3.3) to handle SLAs on the Grid with Meta-Scheduling in Advance
(MSA) capability.

Figure 3.3: Proposed Architecture.
This solution has been designed to isolate the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation
and evolution (SLA-Manager), and the problem of how to manage the terms
speciﬁed within the SLAs (SLA-Backend).
Furthermore, this solution is designed for a not invasive implantation over
the actual Grids and their structure if based on GT4. In other words, working
Grids will not need to change anything from their actual conﬁguration in
order to extend their functionalities with WS-Agreement, just set the new
layers in top of GT4. Service providers will be able to do a stagger transition
of their services because with this proposal WS-Agreement will be working
independently from their implantation.
To take advantage of the functionalities and libraries provided by the
middleware, the SLA-Manager and SLA-Backend layers are implemented as
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GT4 compatible Web Services. This makes both security handling and the
use of this service from other web services easier, by deﬁning well known
interfaces (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Software design.
Although the SA-Layer is external to GT4, the SLA-Backend must be
able to interact with it and take advantage of it. Thus, GridWay is needed
in order to support the SA-Layer requirements. The two layers proposed do
not need interaction with GridWay. If in some case, another meta-scheduler
is desired to be used in place of GridWay and the SA-Layer, the isolation is
guaranteed and the only modiﬁcation should be on the interfaces (if needed).
The workﬂow of this architecture is shown in Figure 3.5. Since the SLAManager follows the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation, the interaction with users
follows the same workﬂow deﬁned for the negotiation process. So, the user
starts the negotiation process by requesting a template. Then, the SLAManager interacts with the SLA-Backend in order to decide if the request
issued by the user is going to be accepted or rejected. If the request is rejected,
the SLA-Backend layer communicates the decision to the SLA-Manager layer,
which sends a reject message to the user. On the contrary, if the request is
accepted, the SLA-Backend layer delegates the execution of the job on the
SA-Layer and sends an Acknowledgement (ACK) message with the EndPoint
Reference (EPR).
The building blocks of the proposed architecture, that is, the SLA-Manager
and SLA-Backend, are described in detail in the next Subsections.
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Figure 3.5: Architecture workﬂow.
3.1.1.1

SLA-Manager

The top layer of the architecture is the SLA-Manager, whose objective is to
provide mechanisms for SLA negotiation between users and service providers
following the WS-Agreement 1.0 speciﬁcation [69].

Correspondingly, the

SLA-Manager layer has the mission of interacting with the user, oﬀering the
mechanisms to negotiate an agreement following the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. But it can be extended with the speciﬁcation extensions or any other
SLA related proposals.
As outlined in Section 2.2.1, WS-Agreement considers the templates as
open agreements, which have to be customized by the service provider, focus-
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ing on the terms and limitations. When they are ﬁlled by the user with the
desired terms and the negotiation protocol is started, they are considered as
SLAs.
The SLA-Manager provides WS-Agreement compliant interfaces and services, delegating the decision of acceptance or rejection to the next layer,
namely the SLA-Backend (which performs the scheduling for each SLA job
for the given time requirements). Consequently, in order to keep track of
the SLAs status, the SLA-Manager monitors the status of each job associated to each SLA in terms of time requirement fulﬁlment. As a result, the
SLA-Manager keeps track of the status of all SLAs for the agreed terms (i.e.
amount of accepted, rejected and violated SLAs, performance ratio, etc.).
This module is designed and implemented as a GT4 compatible Web Service (Figure 3.4), so it can take advantage of the Web Services functionality
(e.g. discovery, interfaces, etc.) and security. Security is essential when negotiating an agreement (e.g. trusted user?). So deploying the SLA-Manager
as a GT4 Web Service ensures security due to the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI).
The SLA-Manager implements two interfaces in order to interact with
users: Command Line Interface (CLI) and Web Interface, exploiting the GT
Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF). The ﬁrst one allows users to
interact with the SLA-Manager through a command prompt, letting them to
design and develop automated submission scripts. On the other hand, the
Web interface oﬀers a graphic interactive mechanism (Figure 3.6) that allows
users to submit their jobs in a simpler way through a web portal, hiding the
complexity of the templates.
On the ﬁrst release of the proposal, the SLA-Manager templates were
designed containing ﬁve terms that the users have to ﬁll in order to submit
the job to the Grid. These terms are (Figure 3.7): job, job version, start-date,
start-time and duration (deadline). They can be submitted as a XML ﬁle by
using the CLI interface or through the web portal (Figure 3.6), where the
template is composed from the selected values.
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Figure 3.6: SLA-Manager portal.

Figure 3.7: SLA-Manager template structure.
3.1.1.2

SLA-Backend

The SLA-Backend layer is located between the SLA-Manager and the middleware infrastructure (Figure 3.3). Its main mission is to decide what to
do with the requests performed by users and act accordingly. Consequently,
some intelligence must be implemented in order to take the acceptance or
rejection decisions, and advanced management features in order to handle
the accepted SLAs should also be included.
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The SLA-Backend layer receives all the requests that the SLA-Manager
receives. To take the acceptance or rejection decisions, policies need to be
implemented in this layer, which allows an easy policy deﬁnition, modiﬁcation
or update.
The SLA-Backend layer stands over the SA-Layer since all jobs are managed through it. Consequently, it keeps track of the jobs thanks to the SALayer and shares this information with the SLA-Manager. The SLA-Backend
takes high level decisions whilst the SA-Layer handles the jobs in terms of
time scheduling. When a job can be scheduled (it is notiﬁed to the SLAManager and the SLA is accepted), the SLA-Backend submits the associated
job to the SA-Layer which handles the job execution in terms of start-time
and deadline. Moreover, the SLA-Backend informs about the job status when
the SLA-Manager requires it in order to keep track of the SLAs status. Alternatively, when the system can not allocate a job (even after the rescheduling
process) the SLA-Backend notiﬁes it to the SLA-Manager and the SLA is
rejected.
The SLA-Backend internal structure is modular. It is composed of three
main blocks, two databases and three scripts (Figure 3.8). The Request Manager module is the interface between the SLA-Manager and the other two
modules: Brain and Job Submission. Decision policies are implemented in
the Brain module. Consequently, the Backend checks the Brain module and
evaluates the SLA requirements with the system status in order to take decisions. The Job Submission module is in charge of handling the jobs once
they are accepted by using the scripts (Submit, Cancel and Monitor ), which
are in contact with the SA-Layer.
Finally, the Jobs and Status databases are used to store the information
of the jobs that have been accepted, the system status for the terms that the
SLA-Backend has correspondingly meta-scheduled.
This layer sets a new higher level meta-scheduler, that delegates time
related parameters to be used on a lower level meta-scheduler (the SA-Layer),
and it is thought to use any other (or more than one) metric/parameter as
energy consumption, economy or any other term deﬁned on a SLA.
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Figure 3.8: SLA-Backend structure.
So the SLA-Backend takes higher level decisions, translating the high level
terms into low level terms, letting the lower layers decide what to do with
the jobs in terms of time scheduling. This lets the service provider to have
more control over the whole infrastructure in terms of human understandable
metrics or parameters.
As well as the SLA-Manager, this module is also designed and implemented as a GT4 compatible Web Service in order to ensure security, and to
make the interconnection with the SLA-Manager easier (Figure 3.4).
3.1.1.3

SA-Layer and Middleware

The Grid middleware chosen for this proposal is GT4 [18]. It was chosen due
to its “de facto” standard consideration, but its lack of scheduling in advance
capability in order to solve the time related SLA terms forces to consider
another approach: use a solution that could give scheduling in advance capability to GT4. To this end, the work presented on [20, 2] accomplishes this
complex task by combining GT4, GridWay and the SA-Layer. This work
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exploits these modules in a coordinated way. Thus, the fact of being independent modules, allows to respect the evolution of each module, isolating
the tasks and responsibilities. On the contrary, this solution adds complexity,
but this is not necessarily a disadvantage.
Scheduling in advance has been chosen as the solution for the temporary
restrictions imposed through the use of SLAs in Grid environments. The reasons for this decision are mainly two: some kind of ’in advance’ task is needed
in order to solve the time restrictions (although reservations in advance is a
possible mechanism, scheduling in advance has been chosen instead because
reservations are not always possible); negotiation and renegotiation of SLAs
can be extremely useful into scheduling and rescheduling in advance due to
its not invasive reservation of resources.
This stack can be replaced by another one with scheduling in advance capability but it is necessary that it respects the interfaces and libraries deﬁned
on GT4 and SA-Layer interfaces for a swap without problems. Although the
wrappers can be redesigned in order to allow and facilitate this feature.

3.2

Multi-level QoS support in Grids

Once described the general framework for SLA-based QoS provisioning in
Grids, an enhancement consisting on providing support for multiple QoS
levels using SLAs within Grid computing, based on the conﬁdence that users
expect to receive from their submitted queries, is presented now.
This proposal tackles this complex issue by making use of diﬀerent scheduling in advance algorithms in a combined way depending on the commitments
established on the SLAs. More precisely, both Reservation in Advance (RA)
and MSA approaches have been included, based on the conﬁdence that users
expect to achieve for their jobs.
SLAs considering diﬀerent service levels are designed in order to allow
the users to deﬁne their requirements in a better way. Users deﬁne their
QoS requirements in high-level SLA metrics that need to be mapped to the
low-level resource metrics.
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the scheduling action can be carried out in a smarter way, providing more
QoS assurance when needed and using other less reliable resources when not.
That is, SLAs are used as a hint on the performance expected by users.
The main purpose of this enhancement is to empower an integrated multiQoS support within Grid computing environments, where diﬀerent types of
resources presenting diﬀerent reliability and conﬁdence belong to the system. This objective is provided through SLAs, exploiting the available and
diﬀerent scheduling mechanisms in a coordinated way, in order to guarantee the agreed QoS in terms of timing and reliability. The ﬁnal aim is to
build a trustable computing environment by applying the most appropriate
technique, supporting any desired QoS level of performance.
SLAs do not provide autonomous QoS handling mechanisms by deﬁnition.
This task lays on the infrastructure manager, which needs to map the requirements agreed on the SLAs with its infrastructure services and delegate them
to an automatic resource brokerage, most known as scheduling systems [162].
Consequently, schedulers become the next QoS mechanism (which is monitoring dependent). Schedulers are designed to handle jobs. They implement
scheduling algorithms in order to exploit resources in an optimized way. However, not all the schedulers are prepared to provide support for all terms deﬁned on an SLA (as they can be very varied) and a translation from SLA
terms into computer understandable metrics needs to be addressed. As a
consequence, smarter schedulers or another kind of mechanisms are needed
in order to provide support for the SLA requirements.
Generally, Grid resources are owned by diﬀerent entities (e.g. users, Universities, enterprises, etc.). Consequently, these resources can only be available when they are not being used by their owners. Alternatively, their performance can be aﬀected when they are being used by them. They are also
known as volunteer resources and sometimes belong to the Grid or are shared
with the owners, and other times not (e.g. desktops). However, there may be
other resources, known as dedicated resources which, despite of being shared
amongst diﬀerent users, present a more reliable performance since their usage
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may usually be reserved and usually remain as part of the Grid (e.g. clusters). This dynamic behaviour in the resource availability makes diﬃcult to
develop an eﬃcient scheduling algorithm to avoid SLAs violation. Ergo, there
is a need of an eﬃcient SLA management framework able to establish usage
commitments with the users and handle the resources through the available
scheduling mechanisms, in order to maximize the resources usage and fulﬁll
users expectations. To this end, the SLA support designed and implemented
on the framework presented in Section 3.1 becomes essential.
The ﬁrst task, that is the agreement negotiation, is responsibility of the
SLA-Manager. The second task, term mapping and resource brokerage, is
responsibility of the SLA-Backend.
As it was outlined before, RA and MSA techniques have been included in
the proposed solution.
RA can be deﬁned as a limited delegation of a particular resource capability over a deﬁned time interval [163]. MSA can be deﬁned as the ﬁrst step
of the RA process, that is, the resource selection for the deﬁned time interval, but without performing any physical reservation of its usage. These two
approaches face the scheduling problem from diﬀerent points of view. RA
tries to ensure speciﬁc resources on a determined time interval, while MSA
focuses on keeping track of the scheduled jobs and resource usage in order
to take future scheduling decisions. These two mechanisms can be complemented with prediction algorithms [113, 164, 39], that can be used to forecast
the resources performance and act consequently, and rescheduling algorithms,
which try to reorganize the schedule at run time.
In order to build a trustable computing environment over an infrastructure that it is not, the framework proposed in Section 3.1 for SLA support
within Grid environments has been extended. The aforementioned described
QoS mechanisms are mapped to each QoS level, in order to exploit them in
an organized and coordinated way. The most trustable resources (dedicated
ones), with the stronger technique (RA), are used when the QoS required
is more stringent and conversely when lower. Besides, the framework also
includes rescheduling techniques, to further increase resource usage and fa-
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cilitating the provision of the diﬀerent levels of QoS oﬀered.
To summarize, this proposal pushes for the coordination of several QoS
mechanisms in order to improve and ensure the QoS, addressing the lack of
interaction among them by deﬁnition, because they focus on diﬀerent points
of view to tackle QoS provision. The objective of this work is to exploit the
available scheduling mechanisms in a combined and coordinated way.

3.2.1

QoS levels

The oﬀering of multiple QoS levels consists of providing the possibility of
selecting a determined QoS from multiple and diﬀerentiated possible levels
of qualities of service. When considering this capability within Grid environments, the problems that arise are very complex and need to be addressed
carefully. Not all mechanisms can be used, other cannot be used together, and
what is more important, it is necessary to ensure that the QoS mechanisms
do not negatively interfere among them.
The proposal presented here focuses on SLAs, RA, MSA and Rescheduling
(and how to exploit them at the same time), by extending the framework
described in Section 3.1. In addition, the mechanisms inherently provided by
the middleware are used, such as: resource discovery, scheduling and security.
SLAs are a static mechanism to interact with the users and translate
their expectations in terms of QoS into low level requirements with the main
objective of service terms enforcement, whilst RA and MSA are mechanisms
that provide support for the jobs associated to each SLA in scheduling terms.
RA and MSA diﬀer on how to handle these jobs looking for the best QoS
as possible. Therefore, the objective is to make them work together in a
coordinated way, as they are not originally designed to work together and
have diﬀerent performance, behaviour and QoS guarantees.
In order to achieve this goal, a multi-level QoS schema based on time
requirements is used, whilst SLAs are used to specify the user requirements
and classify them among these levels of QoS. Moreover, these requirements
are mandatory in order to use RA and MSA.
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The terms that can be speciﬁed are: start-time (tS ) and deadline (tD ).
The tS and tD terms are used to specify the time window for executing the job
associated to each SLA, although the job will likely need less time than speciﬁed by this time window. If the execution does not respect this parameters,
the SLA is automatically regarded as not fulﬁlled or violated.
As a multi-level QoS schema, another parameter to deﬁne the conﬁdence
on its execution (regarding the importance on the job that the user expects)
is needed, as tS and tD terms only specify when the job has to be processed.
For the evaluation of this proposal, a three level QoS classiﬁcation based
on the conﬁdence that the user expects for the execution of the job associated
to each SLA in the system, independently of the amount of users and jobs at
the same time is considered.
The three level of QoS conﬁdence considered are deﬁned with the Bronze,
Silver or Gold labels. The values of the time parameters for these QoS
conﬁdence levels are:
• W eak →

tS = 0

tD = ∞

QoS = Bronze

• Moderate → tS = t1Start tD = t1Deadline QoS = Silver
• Strong →

tS = t2Start tD = t2Deadline QoS = Gold

The lowest QoS service (Weak ) corresponds to a best–eﬀort service, without temporal restrictions. For the jobs associated to this QoS level, the starttime can be omitted or set to zero (as it will be executed as soon as possible)
and the user does not care about the deadline. So, the deadline in this case
is inﬁnity and it can also be omitted. This does not mean that they will last
forever, the sense of deadline is that the user has no special requirement about
when the job ﬁnishes (i.e., its a best eﬀort service). So, the jobs associated to
this QoS level can be scheduled on low conﬁdence Grid resources, such as the
ones whose usage can not be physically reserved (e.g., desktops resources).
However, really loose deadlines (i.e., a day) are internally deﬁned for those
jobs to avoid starvation.
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set by the user to their needs, but the diﬀerence between them is the expected
conﬁdence on its execution. It can be Moderate or Strong, depending on the
user needs for the reliability expected from the service for each job:
• The Moderate level takes care of the service but does not totally ensure
the availability of the resource where the execution is scheduled (i.e., the
resource will likely be available for the service within its time window).
• The Strong level ensures the resource availability by only using high
conﬁdence resources associated to the Grid (i.e., those that support RA
mechanisms). That means, that the resource will be available for the
service within its time window.
Moreover, assuming that no resource is switched oﬀ, this QoS diﬀerentiation with RA mechanisms ensure that accepted Gold requests will be executed
meeting the time constraints, but at expenses of fewer accepted jobs. In order to try to solve this problem, the inclusion of rescheduling techniques is
needed. This addition allows the system to accept a greater amount of jobs,
whilst at the same time providing (at least) the same conﬁdence.
Next, some additional details will be given on the diﬀerent mechanisms
used.
3.2.1.1

Reservations in Advance

The aim of RA is to provide QoS by ensuring that resources are available
when jobs need them (for deﬁned time periods) [163].
The reservation process is divided into two main steps:
1. Selection of the resources where the job will be executed. This stage
requires to control the future schedule of each resource.
2. Reservation, i.e., to perform the physical reservation of the resources
needed for the job.
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This is a mechanism widely used within cluster environments, implemented within LRMS through the use of queues, where it is particularly
useful (due to the local management of these resources) for applications with
huge resource requirements, that need a concurrent guaranteed allocation of
resources and in order to share the resources among users.
RA excels as a resource assurance feature for speciﬁc time windows and
even for internal resources characteristics (e.g., amount of RAM, number of
CPUs and Cores, dependencies, etc.). Some examples of LRMS that provide
support for reservations are: PBS [38], Torque [108] and Sun Grid Engine
(SGE) [165].
However, reservation cost is higher than traditional mechanisms for batch
queuing jobs [112]. In addition, reservations are not always feasible in Grid environments since this feature may not be available in all associated resources.
Thus, their usage (if available) can be limited by the resource owner, as it
is mandatory to have speciﬁc permissions. And even with permission, it can
be policy dependent; this means that the priority is subject to the resource
owner policy. Other disadvantage inherent to the usage of reservations is fragmentation. This happens in non adjacent requests scenarios, where empty
time slots can be found, reducing the overall resource usage if not managed
properly.
This proposal is not focused on a speciﬁc RA LRMS, since the proposed
infrastructure provides a customizable handler that can perform reservations
in any LRMS.
3.2.1.2

Meta-Scheduling in Advance

MSA only performs the ﬁrst step of the RA process, where resources are
selected and their future schedule is controlled by keeping track of them. But
it does not perform any physical reservation of any resource.
Consequently, MSA has higher adaptability than RA because it can work
with any kind of resource associated to the Grid within a Virtual Organization
(VO). On the other hand, with MSA, resources are not ensured. So the
conﬁdence on the job management decreases. However, the MSA system
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has more ﬂexibility and is able to adapt to any dynamic change of the Grid
environment. Proﬁling, reschedule and forecast mechanisms therefore become
really important in order to improve the whole system performance.
MSA can be seen as a light version of RA due to the fact that this mechanism usually allows to perform modiﬁcations on the scheduling on–the–ﬂy
because reservations are not performed. Depending on the margins between
the user requirements and the real execution time (proﬁled or forecasted), the
schedule can be optimized in such a way that resource usage keeps as high as
possible.
As a drawback, MSA can not ensure resource availability. Ergo, the QoS
can not be ensured with the same level of guarantee as with RA.
The SA-Layer [20] represents a pure implementation of this mechanism.
3.2.1.3

Rescheduling

Rescheduling is a feature that can be available within LRMS.
The objective of this mechanism is to reorganize the schedule by performing multiple scheduling processes iteratively in order to optimize its performance. In order to do that, rescheduling considers the migration of jobs
between resources and time. It can work easily within MSA and RA, provided
that job requirements can be fulﬁlled with another resource.
On the contrary, the rescheduling process includes a computational overhead that increases as the environment and the scheduling needs grow.
The rescheduling algorithm can be triggered by:
• Periodical events: The rescheduling process can be performed regularly in order to keep the schedule optimized.
• On demand events: Rescheduling may be necessary when the fragmentation is over a deﬁned threshold, when resource usage is unbalanced, or triggered by any other circumstance, such as a job rejection.
The fact of checking the fragmentation regularly adds more computational overhead.
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• Unexpected events: Undesirable events can force the need of a rescheduling process (e.g., resource disconnection, resource performance drop,
network failure, etc.).
Rescheduling is available in the latests versions of the SA-Layer [20].
The inclusion of these rescheduling mechanisms has an impact in all QoS
levels, since it focuses on the reorganization of the jobs associated to each
SLA. For our proposal we only consider rescheduling for Weak and Moderate
QoS levels (namely, Bronze and Silver SLAs correspondingly), since one of
the objectives is to ensure the achievement of Strong QoS level SLAs (namely,
Gold SLAs). Consequently, with the usage of this mechanism resource usage
is expected to be improved, as well as to increase the acceptance rate prioritized by QoS level. But due to the fact that this proposal distinguishes
three kind of QoS levels (consequently, three kind of SLAs) and two kinds
of resources (high conﬁdence and low conﬁdence resources), the rescheduling
needs to be tuned accordingly (Figure 3.9).
It must be noted that the amount of levels is not increased with the
inclusion of rescheduling techniques, since it performs internal optimizations
that are transparent to the user, with the objective of providing a better QoS
and resource utilization.
Gold SLAs are not considered in the rescheduling process (unlike Silver
and Bronze SLAs) due to the fact that the system performs physical reservations in advance for this kind of SLAs, so Gold SLAs can not be disturbed by
other kind of SLAs. Each Gold SLA accepted is mapped to a resource with
RA capability (1 ), reserved for the time established on its requirements, on
which the associated job execution is processed. Therefore, the RA system
guarantees the availability of the resource for the accepted Gold SLAs. Moreover, since Gold SLAs can only be mapped to resources with RA capability,
the amount of this kind of resources limits the amount of Gold SLAs that
can be accepted and processed with the same time requirements, avoiding
a Gold SLAs ﬂooding by rejecting them instead of accepting and violating their agreed terms. Consequently, rescheduling is focused on Silver and
Bronze SLAs. In addition, if too many users are requesting Gold QoS, but
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Figure 3.9: Rescheduling Modiﬁcations.
not enough resources are available, besides rejecting the requests, the system
may oﬀer the users to schedule the jobs with a less strong QoS level, such as
Silver SLA.
The jobs associated to Silver SLAs can be processed in any resource associated to the Grid. But the SA-Layer scheduler has been modiﬁed in order
to check high conﬁdence resources ﬁrst (2 ), and in case of an impossibility
of allocating the job on this kind of resources, check low conﬁdence resources
(3 ), where, according to the prediction techniques, is feasible to execute it
fulﬁlling their time constrains. Accepted Silver SLAs can be rescheduled, but
in order to keep the priorities deﬁned for the three QoS levels, the rescheduling process is conditioned. When the job associated to a Silver SLA has been
successfully allocated on a high conﬁdence resource, this may be aﬀected by
two factors: ﬁrst, the Gold SLA acceptance, and second, the availability of
high confidence resources. In the ﬁrst case, the job associated to a Silver
SLA is rescheduled if it has been allocated on a resource with RA capability
and an incoming Gold SLA (higher priority) that needs the same resource for
the same time requirements collide. So, the rescheduling mechanism tries to
move the job associated to the Silver SLA to another high conﬁdence resource
(4a) in order to allow the system to allocate the new job associated to the
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Gold SLA. In the second case, if there are no available resources on the high
conﬁdence group, the jobs associated to Silver SLAs can be scheduled into
low conﬁdence resources (4b). Every job associated to Silver SLAs that has
been scheduled into low conﬁdence resources can be rescheduled in resources
from the same group (4c). They are not rescheduled within high conﬁdence
resources, since these resources have been previously checked. It must be
noted that to be able to move a Silver SLA associated job, the QoS agreed
must be kept. This means that a job associated to a Silver SLA is moved
if (and only if) it can be reallocated in another resource/time still fulﬁlling
the QoS requirements agreed. This limitation on the resources where Silver
SLA associated jobs should be rescheduled improves the performance of the
rescheduling process since the amount of resources to check is delimited.
Finally, the jobs associated to Bronze SLAs can only be processed in low
conﬁdence resources (low conﬁdence, e.g., volunteer resources) (5 ). And the
rescheduling process can only schedule the execution in other low conﬁdence
resource (6 ), conditioned to the jobs associated to Silver SLAs. That is,
jobs associated to Bronze SLAs can be delayed (since they lack of time requirements) when a job associated to a Silver SLA is scheduled in the low
conﬁdence resources group.
3.2.1.4

Other QoS mechanisms

There are other QoS mechanisms that must be highlighted, such as forecasting, proﬁling and policy deﬁnition. These mechanisms can be used within
MSA, RA and rescheduling in order to improve or condition their performance.
Forecasting and proﬁling can be used in order to collect more information
about the jobs, their executions, their behaviour within resources or users
requests apart from the information gathered from the SLAs. Therefore, this
information can be useful to optimize the scheduling and even to improve the
policies. These mechanisms are even more interesting within self–tuning systems. Moreover, policies are useful for service providers in order to prioritize
jobs and/or resources (such as fair–share usage [124]).
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are also important, such as security, redundancy and fault-tolerance. These
mechanisms empower the reliability of the QoS, but they are out of the scope
of this work.

3.2.2

Multi-level implementation

Modiﬁcations need to be introduced on the architecture described in Section
3.1 in order to provide the multi-level QoS support.
First of all, the SLA-Manager needs to support a conﬁdence term in order
to classify the request into one of the available levels. Then, the SLA-Backend
needs to be able to interact with multiple schedulers and LRMS in an orchestrated way in order to guarantee the agreed QoS.
The support of MSA is addressed by the SA-Layer [20], which provides
support for scheduled jobs in that way by using the GridWay metascheduler.
Finally, the LRMS, which can be found within each Grid computing node,
manages the execution locally. There are many diﬀerent LRMS, so it is
possible to ﬁnd diﬀerent capabilities across the Grid (e.g., Torque [54] or
PBS [38], which can provide RA capability).
3.2.2.1

SLA-Manager

Recall that the top layer of the framework is the SLA-Manager, whose objective is to provide mechanisms for SLA negotiation between users and service
providers following the WS-Agreement 1.0 speciﬁcation [69].
For the purpose of multi-level QoS support, the templates require explicitly the conﬁdence parameter in order to characterize the three QoS levels
previously deﬁned (Figure 3.10). The user must ﬁll these terms with the
desired start-time, duration and the QoS level expected. These parameters
are considered mandatory and they have to appear in Gold and Silver SLAs,
while start-time and duration can be omitted for Bronze QoS level since they
have a best–eﬀort treatment.
Internally, the SLA-Manager focuses on oﬀering a WS-Agreement compliant interface and delegates the decision of acceptance or rejection to the
subsequent layer, namely SLA-Backend (which performs the scheduling for
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Figure 3.10: Template example.
each SLA job for the given time requirements). Consequently, in order to
keep track of the SLAs status, the SLA-Manager monitors the status of each
job associated to each SLA in terms of time requirement fulﬁlment. As a
result, the SLA-Manager keeps track of the status of all SLAs for the agreed
terms (i.e., amount of accepted, rejected and violated SLAs, performance
ratio, etc.).
3.2.2.2

SLA-Backend

The SLA-Backend is able to perform physical reservations on the LRMS that
provide RA capability. In this case, the SLA-Backend submits the job to
the SA-Layer denoting where it is going to be executed after performing the
reservation (done through the Reservation Handler module). If the reservation can not be performed or the job can not be scheduled, the SLA-Backend
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notiﬁes the SLA-Manager this circumstance in order to reject the SLA.
Originally, rescheduling can not be handled as the reorganization performed by this technique aﬀect on the job traceability, and the SLA-Backend
needs this information in order to keep the consistency for a proper job management. As a consequence, the SLA-Backend has been tuned in order to
keep track of where each job is being processed, by improving the monitoring
module to check the movements that the SA-Layer performs on the schedule.
But not all jobs can be rescheduled (e.g., Gold SLAs associated jobs), so the
Reservation Handler has been improved to notify the SA-Layer their non
reschedulable condition.
These modiﬁcations allow the system to reschedule the jobs between resources, respecting the three QoS levels established in the proposal, in order
to optimize the Grid exploitation and keep the guarantee agreed on each SLA.
3.2.2.3

SA-Layer

The meta-scheduling in advance support is implemented in the SA-Layer [20]
as a layer over the GridWay meta-scheduler [19]. It has been designed as
a GridWay extension that provides scheduling in advance autonomously, attending to the SLA-Backend requests, and using the resource discovery, job
delegation and monitorization (for resources and jobs) capabilities provided
by Gridway. It also implements forecasting algorithms, rescheduling mechanisms and resource trust.
Internally, the SA-Layer divides the resources time in intervals, called
slots. The system therefore schedules the future resource usage by mapping
the incoming requests with them for the given time requirements (using one
or more adjacent slots). This scheduling process requires an eﬃcient data
structure. To this end, red–black trees [166] are used due to their eﬃciency
on locating adequate slots and, as a consequence, providing eﬃcient insert
and delete operations. Furthermore, the SA-Layer stores information related
to the behaviour of previous jobs and resources, which is used for forecasting
purposes. These predictions are used to try to prevent unexpected situations
such as not enough available capacity at the chosen resource, which could
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lead to not meeting the requested deadlines.
The SA-Layer also includes diﬀerent rescheduling techniques, presented
in [36]. They are in charge, for instance, of reallocating the jobs of a resource
that has failed or left the Grid into the other available resources.
In this work we use and adapt the on demand rescheduling functionality
provided by SA-Layer, which is triggered when the MSA algorithm is not
able to map the requests of a job. This means that the SA-Layer checks its
schedule in order to determine if there is any free resource for every request
during a the given time window, and if this is not possible, the rescheduling
process is performed in order to identify a suitable resource for the request.
Therefore this mechanism can be categorized as a reactive technique, as it is
only applied when a job allocation fails.
This rescheduling process is detailed in Algorithm 1. When a job request
is rejected, the rescheduling technique is started (line 8). The ﬁrst step then
is to select the suitable candidate jobs (already scheduled ones) for being
reallocated leaving their previously reserved slots to the new incoming job
(line 9). Then, the system ﬁlters out the jobs whose reserved slots are not
into the target time interval of the new incoming job. The remaining jobs
are sorted by taking into account their probability of being rescheduled (still
fulﬁlling their QoS agreements), from more to less probable. This is measured
as their associated laxity, obtained through Equation 3.1.
Laxity =

SchedulingW indow − ExecutionT ime
ExecutionT ime

(3.1)

SchedulingW indow is the time interval in which the job has to be executed (deadline − startT ime), and ExecutionT ime is the time the system
estimated that the job would need to complete its execution for the resource
and the time interval where it was allocated. Once we have estimated their
laxities, we ﬁrst check the jobs whose associated laxity is greater since they
have more chances of being rescheduled.
Once the list of target jobs is obtained (SelectJ in Algorithm 1), the
system checks if the number of slots of SelectJi (T S SelectJi,Ri ) is enough for
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Algorithm 1 Rescheduling Algorithm
1: Let job = the new incoming job
2: Let R = set of resources known to GridWay {R1 , R2 ,. . . ,Rn }
3: Let laxity_threshold = the threshold used to ﬁlter resources
4: Let SelectJ = set of already scheduled jobs {J1 , J2 ,. . . ,Jn } which have
reserved slots in between the start time and the deadline of the job, and
whose laxity is above threshold
5: Let SortJobsByLaxity(J) the function which sorts the jobs of the list
J by its probability of being reallocated, from bigger to smaller laxity
values
6: Let GapR = set of available gaps in R
7: Let T S Ji ,Ri = time slots reserved for job Ji in resource Ri
8: if job allocation fails then
9:
SelectJ = ﬁlterJobs(laxity_threshold)
10:
SelectJ= SortJobsByLaxity(SelectJ)
11:
for each SelectJi ∈ SelectJ do
12:
if T S SelectJi,Ri is feasible for job then
R
13:
for each GapR
k ∈ Gap do
14:
if GapR
k is feasible for SelectJi then
15:
Allocate SelectJi at GapR
k
16:
Allocate job at T S SelectJi,Ri
17:
Exit
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
end if
21:
end for
22: end if
allocating the incoming job. In that case, the system tries to allocate the already scheduled job (SelectJi ) in other resource and/or time interval (line 14),
and if possible, its previous reserved slots are used for allocating the new incoming job (line 16). This way both jobs are allocated achieving a better
resource utilization.
However, this rescheduling algorithm is unaware of the QoS agreements
made at the SLA-Manager level. Consequently, the SA-Layer has been improved in order to take into account which jobs can be moved and among
which kind of resources.
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With this aim, the SA-Layer splits the available resources by taking into
account if they can be physically reserved or not (higher or lower conﬁdence).
It then makes the scheduling allocation process able to allocate the jobs in
one or another group. Therefore, the SLA-Backend indicates the QoS requirements by specifying which group or resources to search. Then, the SA-Layer
only searches the resources providing physical reservation for the Gold SLA
jobs, whilst for the Bronze SLA jobs only the resources that do not provide
it. For Silver SLA ones, it tries to ﬁnd a resource that provides physical
reservations, and if not possible, it then searches the rest of resources.
On the other hand, as rescheduling actions concern, the SLA-Backend
also indicates which jobs cannot be moved (the Gold SLA jobs). Moreover,
the SA-Layer avoids to move jobs from non-conﬁdent resources (the one that
cannot be physically reserved) to conﬁdent ones (the one that provide the
RA capability) in order to follow the proposed schema.

3.2.3

Evaluation

In this Subsection, the proposal is exhaustively evaluated on a real Grid environment, which is detailed in the next subsection. Then, the workload and
the description of the experiments is described. And following, the experimental results are presented and analysed.

3.2.3.1

Testbed

The High Performance Networks and Architectures Research Group (RAAP)
Grid environment, which is composed of nine desktop nodes and a cluster,
has been used to evaluate the proposal. Speciﬁc details of the Grid associated
nodes are shown in Table 3.1.
All of the nodes belonging to the testbed are geographically spread, within
diﬀerent networks and being used frequently by their owners. The cluster associated to the RAAP Grid has 20 computing nodes, 17 of them are dedicated
to other purposes, but sharing the same network.
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Machine
Desktop 1
Desktop 2
Desktop 3
Desktop 4
Desktop 5
Desktop 6
Desktop 7
Desktop 8
Desktop 9
Cluster 1

CPU
Amd
Opteron 244
Amd
Opteron 244
Amd
Opteron 244
Amd
Opteron 244
Amd
Opteron 244
Amd
Opteron 244
Intel
Pentium 4
Intel
Pentium 4
Intel
Pentium D
Dual Amd
Opteron 280

Freq.
1.8 Ghz

Main Mem.
1 Gb

HDD
140 Gb

Nodes
1

LRMS
Fork

1.8 Ghz

1 Gb

80 Gb

1

Fork

1.8 Ghz

1 Gb

80 Gb

1

Fork

1.8 Ghz

1 Gb

80 Gb

1

Fork

1.8 Ghz

1 Gb

80 Gb

1

Fork

1.8 Ghz

1 Gb

80 Gb

1

Fork

3.2 Ghz

3 Gb

200 Gb

1

Fork

3.0 Ghz

2 Gb

260 Gb

1

Fork

3.4 Ghz

1 Gb

250 Gb

1

Fork

3.0 Ghz

8 Gb/node

500 Gb

3

Fork +
Torque

Table 3.1: Grid nodes details.
Moreover, all Grid nodes have GT4 Fork LRMS, which provides basic
functionality. The cluster also has Torque LRMS with RA capability.
3.2.3.2

Workload

In order to perform the evaluation, multiple users submit a set of SLAs (over
a period of time) to the SLA-Manager. Each SLA is used to determine the
job, time restrictions and conﬁdence that the user expect from the service.
This set of SLAs represents the workload, whose parameters are described
and deﬁned as follows.
The job associated to all SLAs for the evaluation is the 3node benchmark [167]. This benchmark consists of sending a ﬁle from a source node to
a computation node, which performs a search pattern, generating an output
ﬁle with the number of successes, that is sent back to the source node. The
rationale for choosing the 3node benchmark is due to the fact that it has
customizable parameters to make it more computing intensive, and/or net-
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Distribution
A
B
C
D

Gold
∼ 20%
∼ 20%
∼ 20%
∼ 20%

Silver
∼ 40%
∼ 50%
∼ 60%
∼ 70%
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Bronze
∼ 40%
∼ 30%
∼ 20%
∼ 10%

Table 3.2: SLA distributions.
work demanding, allowing the deﬁnition of very diﬀerent kind of jobs (from
very light jobs up to heavy ones in terms of network and/or CPU usage).
The 3node benchmark job parameters are set to 10 Mb input ﬁles for network transmission and random processing scale, with random size output ﬁles
which can reach between one and ten times the size of the input ﬁle.
The SLA submission rate is random between 0 and 6 SLAs every 120
seconds. This rate is barely less than the maximum rate of productivity
measured for the used Grid tested during, at least, 2 hours of experiment.
Owing to the fact that resources are shared with users, all experiments are
repeated 5 times, at diﬀerent times of the day across multiple days, in order
to achieve representative results.
The time restrictions are also set randomly between 0 and 120 minutes
for the start-time (relative to the SLA submission time) and between 10 and
20 minutes for the deadline. Therefore, each experiment duration takes more
than 4 hours.
These job parameters and submission rate represent the clients usage
model of the system, which for the current Grid infrastructure is considered
a high load stress test.
Moreover, the proposal is tested with four diﬀerent SLA distributions,
determined by the amount of SLAs of each conﬁdence type (randomly by the
user), but globally weighted (Table 3.2).
The amount of Gold QoS level jobs is kept constant across all the scenarios. It represents an amount of SLAs that must be fulﬁlled independently of
what happens with other QoS level jobs, letting enough temporal periods to
be exploited by Silver and Bronze QoS level jobs. The rationale to set the
amount of Gold SLAs to ∼ 20% and keep it constant is due to the fact that
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there is only one resource where they can be processed within the evaluation
environment.
Moreover, in order to perform a deeper study of the environment and
evaluate the behaviour of the QoS mechanisms integration within the proposal, all the experiments are also done with three diﬀerent QoS policies or
scenarios:
No-QoS) Without QoS levels, nor rescheduling (only applying MSA).
QoS) With QoS levels but without rescheduling (MSA + RA).
QoS+ReS) With QoS levels and rescheduling (MSA + RA + Rescheduling).
The ﬁrst scenario (No-QoS ) is used to evaluate the behaviour of the
Grid environment just applying the MSA mechanism. In the second scenario (QoS ), the classiﬁcation in levels and the RA mechanism is enabled.
Finally, within the QoS+ReS scenario, the QoS scenario is extended with
rescheduling.
3.2.3.3

Experiments and results

The results obtained from the previously described workload on the Grid
testbed, considering the diﬀerent SLA distributions and scenarios, are presented in this subsection, focusing on the behaviour of the whole Grid system
in terms of SLA rejection and violation rates. Besides that, the behaviour of
the RA and MSA mechanisms are also analysed.
It must be noted that it is not possible to obtain Bronze SLA violations,
nor rejection, due to their lack of time restrictions. So the behaviour of the
system for Bronze SLAs is analysed in terms of waiting times.
The ﬁrst result that must be highlighted is the validation of the proposed
architecture over the Grid. All mechanisms have been deployed and their
integrated use becomes possible. Thus, an improvement of the overall performance and behaviour is obtained.
The system has demonstrated to be able to reject any client submission
if the expected QoS requirements can not be guaranteed in advance. So,
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(a) SLA Rejection behaviour.
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(b) SLA Violation behaviour.

Figure 3.11: No-QoS system behaviour.
when the system receives a higher amount of SLAs than it can fulﬁll, it starts
rejecting SLAs.
First of all, analysing the behaviour of the system considering the No-QoS
scenario in terms of rejection and violation rates from the total SLAs submitted (Figure 3.11), it can be observed that the rejection rate (Figure 3.11a) is
lower than 2% in all cases for the given conditions. This means that the system accepts almost all of the received SLAs. On the contrary, the violation
rate (Figure 3.11b) increases as the amount of Silver SLAs grows, reaching
more than 4% of the accepted SLAs when the amount of Silver SLAs represents 70% of the total SLAs submitted (distribution D). Furthermore, Gold
SLAs violations are produced in a representative way compared with the violations on Silver SLAs (e.g., receiving 20% Gold and 50%-60% Silver SLAs
(D and C), the amount of Gold SLA violations is similar to the amount of
Silver SLAs violations, but it is higher when the system receives 20% Gold
and 40% Silver SLAs (A).
Introducing the classiﬁcation into QoS levels (scenario labeled as QoS ),
and focusing on the rejection rate (Figure 3.12a), it can be observed that there
is a rejection increase compared with the No-QoS scenario (Figure 3.11a).
This behaviour is due to the fact that the classiﬁcation in levels establishes
limits on the resources where each SLA can be processed. Consequently, this
limits impose a reduction on the number of nodes that can be used for a
given QoS SLA level (e.g., Gold SLAs can only be mapped to resources with
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(a) SLA Rejection behaviour.

(b) SLA Violation behaviour.

Figure 3.12: QoS system behaviour.
RA, while Bronze SLAs can be mapped to the rest and Silver SLAs can be
mapped to any resource). Due to the fact that we have only one resource
with RA at our disposal, when no more reservations can be performed on
that resource, the Gold SLAs can not be guaranteed, hence no more Gold
SLAs are accepted.
Accordingly, the Gold SLAs rejection rate is higher than in the No-QoS
scenario. Thus, it increases as the amount of Silver SLAs grows, although the
amount of Gold SLAs keeps constant. This happens because of the design
of the classiﬁcation in levels, as it is designed to map Silver SLAs to high
conﬁdence resources ﬁrst, and due to the fact that the amount of Silver SLAs
increases, the system allocates these resources, limiting the allocation of Gold
SLAs.
Another remarkable eﬀect occurs between distributions A and B within
the QoS scenario (Figure 3.12a), where both have a similar rejection rate,
but with a diﬀerent proportion of Silver and Gold SLAs. In distribution A,
there is a 20% Gold and 40% Silver workload distribution, while in B there is
a 20%-50% respectively. It could be expected a higher Silver and not lower
Gold rejection rate in B, but the system would not be able to ensure the
Gold successful processing if the amount of Silver SLAs is incremented (since
they share the cluster). Consequently, there is a higher Gold rejection rate
and this allows more Silver SLAs to be processed in the cluster (reducing the
Silver rejection rate). Furthermore, the Silver rejection rate is also reduced
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(a) SLA Rejection behaviour.
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(b) SLA Violation behaviour.

Figure 3.13: QoS+ReS system behaviour.
because there are less Bronze SLAs without time requirements (desktops are
more available to process Silver SLAs).
Regarding the violation rate (Figure 3.12b), the system is able to process
all Gold SLAs without a violation. On the contrary, Silver SLAs suﬀer more
violations since a higher amount of them are processed within desktop nodes,
which are less reliable.
Observing the QoS scenario results, two problems are identiﬁed: ﬁrst,
the priority of resource mapping for Silver SLAs has a harmful impact on the
Gold SLAs rejection rate; second, although the system is able to ensure all
Gold SLAs, the overall violation and rejection rates obtained are increased
for the Silver SLAs. Reallocating the Silver jobs to other resources by making
use of the rescheduling mechanism will avoid these situations.
The integration of the rescheduling mechanism (QoS+ReS scenario) avoids
a big amount of SLA violations (Figure 3.13b) and improves the whole system behaviour in all cases. This addition minimizes the number of violations
to the lowest rate achieved compared with previous scenarios (No-QoS and
QoS ). Furthermore, it also helps to reduce the rejection rate (Figure 3.13a).
In the QoS+ReS scenario (Figure 3.13), there is an acceptance rate between 96% and 98% of all received SLAs (with the given conditions), and the
maximum violation rate reached is ∼ 1.5%.
It is very important to observe that rescheduling does not aﬀect to the
Gold SLA violation rate, which is kept at 0% (Figure 3.13b), so the integration
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(a) SLA Rejection.

(b) SLA Violation.

Figure 3.14: Detailed SLAs behaviour.
of rescheduling, respecting the QoS classiﬁcation into levels with MSA and
RA, does not compromise the accepted Gold SLAs integrity. Hence, this
mechanism does not interfere on ensuring the Gold SLAs fulﬁlment, which is
one of the pursued objectives.
Focusing in detail on the SLAs rejection behaviour (Figure 3.14a), the
incorporation of the rescheduling mechanism (QoS+ReS ) reduces the rejection compared with not using it (QoS ). On the other hand, focusing more
on detail in the SLAs violation behaviour (Figure 3.14b), it is observed that
without any kind of control (No-QoS ), the system executes more jobs meeting their time constraints (but without QoS diﬀerentiation among them) than
when limiting the resources on where the jobs associated to the SLAs can be
processed (due to the QoS classiﬁcation (QoS )). Moreover, enabling the use
of rescheduling techniques within the QoS classiﬁcation (QoS+ReS ) results
in a dramatically improvement of the system behaviour.
The results obtained are quite impressive: a violation rate lower than 2%
for the highest submission rate of SLAs with temporal restrictions (D = 20%
Gold + 70% Silver), while keeping the Gold SLAs at 0% violation rate and a
rejection rate under 4.1%.
Looking deeper on the insights of the rescheduling mechanism for the
performed tests (Figure 3.15a), the maximum rescheduling rate has been
achieved for C and D distributions, with ∼ 31% of the accepted jobs being
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(a) Rescheduled vs processed
jobs ratio.
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(b) Rescheduling actions.

Figure 3.15: Rescheduling behaviour.
rescheduled. This means that the system has no more margin to optimize
the job schedule for the given tests.
In distribution A it can be observed that the Grid can successfully process
almost all jobs without moving too many jobs (with very low rejection rate
and very low violation rate). On the other hand, as the amount of Silver SLAs
is increased while keeping constant the Gold SLA rate, the system is pushed
with a higher stress level. As a consequence, the amount of rescheduled jobs
is increased.
However, the rescheduling process can be very heavy and some jobs can
suﬀer a high number of replaniﬁcations, delaying their execution indeﬁnitely.
This is the case of Bronze SLA associated jobs, which do not have time restrictions, so they may suﬀer waiting delays. In order to determine if this
is happening in any of the previously deﬁned distributions, the number of
rescheduling actions performed per job (assuming that 100% is the total number of rescheduling actions done) is analysed (Figure 3.15b).
In distribution A, 80% of the jobs that were rescheduled did not suﬀer a
second rescheduling action, 14% of the rescheduled jobs suﬀered 2 rescheduling actions, 5% suﬀered up to 3 rescheduling actions and the rest more.
Due to the fact that the amount of Silver SLAs is increased (consequently,
the Bronze SLAs reduced), the amount of more-than-once-scheduled jobs
reduces. This is attributable to the time windows imposed by Silver SLAs
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and the fact that there are less Bronze jobs, thus reducing the chances of
ﬁnding a suitable job candidate to be rescheduled. The percentage of multiple
rescheduled jobs is less than 1%, therefore long delays over Bronze SLAs are
not being experienced, even in the worst case for Bronze SLAs (competing
against a high number of more prioritized SLAs).

Once veriﬁed that the Silver and Gold jobs are processed within the requirements established on their SLA, it is time to analyse the performance
obtained by less prioritized jobs (associated to Bronze SLAs). In order to
determine the behaviour of the system with this kind of jobs, the waiting
time to be processed has been analysed (Figure 3.16). This results show that
Bronze jobs do not wait indeﬁnitely. More in detail, in Figure 3.16, vertical
lines determine the maximum and minimum waiting times observed from all
processed Bronze SLA jobs, and the boxes determine the 50% medium observed. This means that 50% of the jobs had to wait within that range of
time, while 25% of the jobs had to wait less and the 25% remaining, more
time to be executed.

The observed waiting times are very close to each other in terms of top
and bottom extremes. But there is a big reduction on the medium waiting
time experienced by enabling QoS classiﬁcation in levels (Figure 3.16(b)) and
with rescheduling (Figure 3.16(c)), as the amount of Bronze SLAs decreases.
Waiting time is reduced in general, although there are some jobs that have
to wait longer, but no more than when not applying any QoS mechanism
(Figure 3.16(a)).

When applying the QoS classiﬁcation in levels and rescheduling (QoS+ReS ),
the waiting time for Bronze SLAs associated jobs is considerably reduced
(Figure 3.16(b & c)), where 75% of them have to wait less than 30 minutes.
But, without this mechanism (Figure 3.16(a)), 75% of the jobs have to wait
more than 40 minutes to be processed.
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(a) No-QoS Scenario

(b) QoS Scenario

(c) QoS+ReS Scenario

Figure 3.16: Bronze SLAs waiting time per scenario.

3.3

Conclusions

The QoS support within Grid environments is addressed by presenting a novel
architecture (based on the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation) exposed in Section
3.1, that has been extended in order to provide support for multiple levels
of QoS (deﬁned as high level terms that can not be directly mapped into
low level parameters) by making use of the available scheduling mechanisms
(Section 3.2).
The results show that the proposed architecture handles successfully multiple mechanisms in a coordinated way in order to fulﬁll the users need while
improving the resource utilization and reducing the SLA violation and rejection rates. The whole interaction with users is performed through SLAs
established through negotiation.
Thus, the architecture provides multiple QoS levels capability, orchestrating diﬀerent existing QoS mechanisms, based on high level decissions such
as conﬁdence, in order to improve the overall QoS perceived by users and
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improve the resource usage.
To summarize, the main contributions of this Chapter are:
• The orchestration of diﬀerent scheduling and reservation in advance
algorithms together with predictive techniques in order to match the
user requirements.
• The use of rescheduling techniques to reduce the fragmentation of the
system, maximizing the amount of SLAs processed, and minimizing the
number of SLA violations, whilst at the same time improving the ratio
of jobs that can be processed with higher QoS requirements.
• A comprehensive evaluation of the framework in a real Grid testbed.
The results show that the overall QoS can be signiﬁcantly improved by
making eﬀectively use of the existing scheduling mechanisms, providing guarantees in order to increase the amount of accepted and succesful SLAs.

Chapter

4

Proposals for Cloud
environments
Cloud Computing is a trending topic both in academia and in industry, oﬀering a wide range of services, that keeps growing every day in order to satisfy
actual and new demands. As a consequence, eﬃcient Cloud service management and provisioning poses a challenge on Cloud providers, specially when
non-trivial QoS guarantees are expected by users. Moreover, Cloud providers
seek to maximize their ROI by managing the underlying resources in the most
eﬃcient way, so that clients receive their expected level of service with the
minimum possible amount of allocated resources and other associated costs
(i.e., energy consumption).
This chapter explores the SLA support addition within Cloud environments, the characterization of the power consumption and deployment models, and an adaptive service-aware IaaS cloud management strategy.

4.1

Adding SLA support in Cloud environments

Adding SLA support in Cloud environments, as in Grids, is an interesting feature in order to improve the knowledge on the user requirements. However,
although the concept is the same for both technologies, there is a mayor dif97
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ference on the underlying systems. That is, private Cloud computing requires
full control over the associated resources in order to operate. Consequently,
the resources are completely under the service provider management decissions, enabling service providers to use and adjust the available management
policies, scheduling mechanisms and particular parameters in order to provide
the agreed QoS in a more ﬂexible way than within Grid environments.
In order to face this challenge, an extensible framework, named Nacreous 1
is presented. Nacreous is designed to consolidate and coordinate multiple
services within an IaaS Cloud environment, and optimise them by allowing
diﬀerent adaptive and complex deployment and scheduling policies to be implemented. From the user point of view, Nacreous enables the speciﬁcation
of IaaS service requests by using a WS-Agreement based interface.
More speciﬁcally, Nacreous is focused on providing two main types of
services:
• Virtual infrastructures, that customers can use in order to deploy
and exploit particular applications.
• Applications within virtual infrastructures, adaptively conﬁgured
and controlled.
Thus, it is considered that both services can require complex virtual infrastructures (i.e., multiple (related or not) VMs within the same virtual
infrastructure) that need to be managed and coordinated accordingly.
In this Section, the Nacreous framework is described in detail, paying
special attention to its architecture and the new additions to the existing
Cloud infrastructures.

4.1.1

Nacreous Architecture

Formally, Nacreous is a framework able to consolidate and manage multiple
services within the same infrastructure, and coordinate the service oﬀering
1

Nacreous is named after the Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs), which are known as
nacreous clouds (from nacre) due to its iridescence. These clouds can be found at a very
high altitude in the stratosphere, over most clouds.
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and provisioning requested by users. Nacreous acts on IaaS Cloud managers,
hiding the complexities of the services provided. Consequently, it has been
designed as a modular software layer that lays on top of a whole IaaS Cloud
architecture (i.e., OpenNebula, Openstack, etc.) and it is ready to attend
users directly through SLAs (Figure 4.1).
Nacreous has been designed with the objective of handling the underlying
virtual infrastructures and services by exploiting all the information that can
be harvested from the infrastructure and service performance, and from users
expectations, results and/or requirements.

Figure 4.1: SLA in Clouds architecture.
Nacreous is aimed at providing an adaptive IaaS service–aware provisioning. To this end, Nacreous interacts with the underlying IaaS managers in
order to provide the best service (previously negotiated through SLAs with
the users). Consequently, Nacreous can handle an IaaS manager in order to
deploy virtual infrastructures and speciﬁc applications on them. But it can
also handle existing virtual infrastructures, leveraging the complexities of speciﬁc services or applications. For example, Nacreous can be used to exploit
Hadoop VCs within Cloud environments, hiding the deployment and conﬁguration complexities, or alternatively, it can handle and exploit an existing
Hadoop VC.
It must be noted that Nacreous does not interact directly with the vir-
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tualization software layer (i.e., hypervisors such as KVM). Alternatively, it
delegates this tasks to the underlying IaaS manager, avoiding the complexities
associated with these tasks.

4.1.2

Nacreous Features

Nacreous exploits the IaaS model in order to provide virtual infrastructures
that can be: single (or groups of individual) VMs that can be deployed
following diﬀerent policies (e.g., maximum spread, consolidation, etc.) or
complex, where a group of related VMs conﬁgured as a VC is needed (i.e.,
distributed applications, such as Map/Reduce, MPI, etc. which require a
cluster architecture). These virtual infrastructures are oriented for a multi–
purpose mission.
Nacreous provides the functionalities to handle complex virtual infrastructures depending on speciﬁc applications/services requirements explicitly
deﬁned by users through SLAs, that is, sets complex virtualization contexts.
On the other hand, taking into account VMs performance is not an easy task
since the service provider needs to have information related to the service
deployed within the virtual infrastructure. To this end, Nacreous incorporates performance monitors that keep track of the evolution of the overall
infrastructure and executions.
Moreover, Nacreous provides mechanisms for QoS diﬀerentiation, similar to the SLA-Backend proposed for Grid environments (Section 3.1.1.2).
Similarly, Nacreous allows service providers to deﬁne a multi–level policy in
terms of the explicitly deﬁned SLA terms: speciﬁc SLOs or even higher level
parameters such as conﬁdence on the service.
These features are explained more in detail in the next paragraphs, distinguishing the features related to clients and to the services/applications
oﬀered.
4.1.2.1

Client features

In order to attend users, Nacreous implements a WS-Agreement compliant
service [69]. This service is in charge of attending the users allowing them
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to negotiate, establish SLAs and delegate their job/service execution. Recall
from Section 2.2.1 that WS-Agreement provides the structure, workﬂow and
negotiation protocols, it leaves the negotiation terms to be deﬁned by the
service provider. As a consequence, Nacreous provides an initial set of terms
(Table 4.1) that can be easily customized and/or extended.
Table 4.1: SLA Template Terms and Example
TERM

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE

USER

User name (identification)

Tyrion

NAME

Submission Name (identification)

MapRedTest

JOB

Job/Service to be executed

Hadoop

START

Start day and time

30-Sept-2014 14:00:00

END

Expected end day and time

30-Sept-2014 18:00:00

QoS

Expected QoS

High priority

REQUIREMENTS

Specific VM resources reqs.

20 Gb HDD; 4 Gb RAM; Fedora 20

NUM_SLAVES

Amount of slaves (VC mode)

5

SLAVES_REQS

Specific VM slaves resources reqs.

20 Gb HDD; 1 Gb RAM; Fedora 20

COST

Service cost

To be determined

PENALIZATION

Penalization conditions

To be determined

VALUE

Penalization value

To be determined

The USER and NAME terms are used for human identiﬁcation purposes
and track the users trends. The JOB term identiﬁes the kind of service requested, that is, the availability of an infrastructure for future use or the
execution of an application. The START and END terms are used to determine the period of time when the user wants the service, and the QoS
term is used to represent the QoS level that the user expects to be provided.
This level depends on the speciﬁc exploitation policy, and allows the service provider to settle the service cost. For example, a service provider can
set a number of QoS levels to be oﬀered. As a result, users may request
a speciﬁc value for the service requested in terms of the speciﬁc QoS level
conditions, such as: performance ensured, costs, etc. Moreover, it can also
be used in order to achieve the conﬁdence that users expect from the service
provider for the agreed service. The REQUIREMENTS, NUM_SLAVES
and SLAVES_REQUIREMENTS terms are optional. The ﬁrst one, REQUIREMENTS is used to specify the requirements that the user imposes
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(these requirements can go from speciﬁc software versions, to amount of resources required and/or hardware restrictions). The NUM_SLAVES and
SLAVES_REQUIREMENTS are used to extend the requirements that a
user can specify by allowing to deﬁne a virtual cluster. For single VM requests, these terms are not speciﬁed. Finally, the COST, PENALIZATION,
and VALUE are used to agree on the economical terms, and are determined
by the service provider. The COST represents the service price, while the
PENALIZATION term is used to specify the agreement violation conditions,
and the VALUE term speciﬁes the associated violation cost.
An example of use of this template is also shown in Table 4.1. In this case,
a user named Tyrion requests a VC composed of 6 VMs with Fedora 20 Linux
OS (1 master with 20 Gb of storage and 4 Gb of RAM and 5 workers with 8
Gb of storage and 1 Gb of RAM) during 3 hours starting at 14:00 on the 15th
of September 2014 with high priority. In this example, the terms related to
costs and penalization are omitted since they have to be determined by the
provider.
In order to handle the accepted SLAs, Nacreous is able to use the underlying Application Programming Interface (API) when managing the IaaS Cloud
infrastructure. Also, Nacreous could use other APIs, such as OCCI [168].
Nacreous also provides a web portal (Figure 4.2) which allow users to have
a more interactive user experience.
4.1.2.2

Service features

The main aspect that the Nacreous framework provides is the ability to manage and control multiple services within multiple virtual resource infrastructures. Consequently, Nacreous provides an extensible monitoring system and
a complex policy deﬁnition system.
Nacreous supports multiple information sources and monitoring applications. All the information gathered from these sources is candidate to be used
within management policies. More in detail, the monitoring information that
Nacreous exploits is focused on: resource status, virtual infrastructure status,
client demands and behaviour and oﬀered service status.
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Figure 4.2: Nacreous Web Portal.
Nacreous also provides mechanisms for generic VM image management,
that can be used within IaaS infrastructures in order to provide multiple
services, and conﬁguration mechanisms for each VM image being deployed
(contextualization). For example, when a user requires a VM with a speciﬁc
software, the system deploys the generic VM image that best suits the user
requirements, and customizes that VM for that user following the requested
speciﬁcations. Thus, Nacreous is able to provide and manage simple and
complex deployment infrastructures (e.g., VCs), and even use and manage
existing VM infrastructures (and services/applications deployed on them).
Finally, Nacreous provides scheduling features, since it is able to interact with multiple virtual infrastructures. To this end, it is able to submit,
delegate, and control the jobs/services oﬀered by using the underlying management mechanisms.
To sum up, Nacreous includes monitoring, management policies and resource management systems in order to deploy, monitor and control the vir-
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tual infrastructures and jobs/services oﬀered and actions respectively.

4.1.3

Nacreous Internal Design

Internally, Nacreous is a modular software layer that lays on top of a whole
IaaS Cloud architecture and provides an interface to the users (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Nacreous internal architecture.
Besides a WS-Agreement compliant service, Nacreous provides users with
a CLI API. Both are implemented within the Client Module. It is in charge
of attending the users allowing them to negotiate and establish agreements
(SLAs) with the Cloud service provider and delegate their job/service execution.
The Cloud infrastructure status monitoring and performance evolution is
controlled by the Resource Module, thanks to the communication with the
Scheduler. Thus, it also keeps track of the infrastructure, monitoring the
available resources and their associated performance. These data are useful
in order to estimate which resources are (and how) being used by Nacreous for the given users requests and requirements. The available VM images
and oﬀered applications are also monitored. To this end, the Repository
Module updates periodically this information. The Resource Service and the
Repository Service gather the information from the available monitoring tools
through wrappers. Consequently, they are prepared to work with any underlying IaaS Cloud provider, since they provide the required information (e.g.,
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amount of resources associated, resources use percentage, VM images oﬀered,
applications oﬀered). If there is any parameter that can not be obtained, or
another monitoring software wants to be used alternatively, Nacreous can be
easily adapted. Consequently, this fact eases the inclusion of new monitoring
parameters that could be used to specify speciﬁc scheduling policies.
The core module, namely Scheduler, applies the exploitation policies in
terms of the monitoring results, users requests and requirements, and future
expected performance. The service level or QoS diﬀerentiation is speciﬁed in
this module. It can depend on speciﬁc service provider needs and it can be
deﬁned in high level terms that the policy must translate into low level terms
for the service/infrastructure management. The Scheduler implements three
main sub–modules. The ﬁrst one is Data Structure, where the underlying resources are mapped to a data structure in order to keep track of the physical
resources assignment and ease the decision taking process. This data structure must be eﬃcient in terms of speed and space. Consequently, Nacreous
Data Structure is based on the SkipList data structure due to the fact that it
has demonstrated to be as eﬃcient as balanced trees but at a lower computational and space cost [169]. The policies are explicitly deﬁned in the Policies
sub–module. And, in order to apply the decisions taken, the Scheduler implements a speciﬁc set of sub–modules, known as Helpers, which are in charge
of transmitting the actions taken to the underlying Cloud infrastructure.

4.2

Service Model Characterisation

Once the topic of how to include SLAs within Cloud environments has been
addressed, it is neccessary to improve the knowledge on the backend infrastructure in order to understand how to translate the agreed SLA terms into
low level metrics with the objective of providing an adequate QoS.
Nacreous is able to handle the IaaS Cloud model in order to provide complex virtual infrastructures for a particular service. Considering the SLA
support, the service oﬀered (deployed across the virtual infrastructure) needs
to be speciﬁed. To this end, Hadoop has been chosen (due to the raising
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importance of Big Data applications) to evaluate the proposals with a computational intensive application.
Consequently, since the Cloud computing infrastructure belongs to the
service provider, the ﬁrst step into the service provisioning is to analyse
Hadoop as a Service in order to extract its characterisation in terms of power
consumption and deployment, and enhance the knowledge on its behaviour.

4.2.1

Service Provided - Hadoop

The Hadoop system [65, 66] implements the Map/Reduce paradigm [67],
where the input data is divided into blocks and distributed across multiple
computational resources during the Map stage, for processing, and the results
combined during the Reduce stage. Hadoop also provides transparent data
transfer, limited fault tolerance mechanisms (achieved through replication)
and a distributed ﬁle system to store data across the compute nodes, namely
HDFS.
Hadoop requires a cluster environment in order to perform the Map/Reduce
process, consisting of a master node and 1...n worker nodes. In order to provide Hadoop as a service on the Cloud it is necessary to deploy multiple VMs
and create a VC for Hadoop following the master/worker structure (Figure
4.4).

Figure 4.4: Virtualized Hadoop structure.
However, Hadoop does not perform the data processing automatically. To
this end, speciﬁcally developed applications are required in order to perform
the data processing. This applications need to follow a structure deﬁned by
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Hadoop, overloading the basic Map and Reduce functions (among others).
There is a wide variety of this kind of applications (i.e., medical analysis, social media data processing, multimedia, etc.), that have also been considered
within Cloud environments benchmarking.
In particular, there is currently signiﬁcant interest in performing various types of analysis over Big–Data with Cloud-based infrastructures using
Hadoop (i.e., COSMOS [170], Radian 6 (now part of Salesforce) [171] and
Palantir [172]). To this end, Hadoop has become of extreme importance and
has experienced an important adoption.

4.2.2

Power Consumption Characterisation

Environmental concerns of large scale Cloud computing infrastructure operators (primarily large data centres, but also increasingly computing infrastructure at Universities) has prompted the need for considering more energy
eﬃcient operation. This has led to important challenges in understanding
how more energy eﬃcient Cloud computing could be provided to end users.
Currently, energy costs account for a large percentage of operational expenditure for computational infrastructure. Consequently, energy eﬃciency is often identiﬁed as one of the key reasons for migrating to Cloud environments.
However, the energy management, in terms of Cloud services operation, is
not an easy task that becomes essential in order to optimise and enhance the
energy eﬃciency of Cloud environments.
With increasing outsourcing of computational capability comes the need
to specify SLAs with infrastructure providers. Such SLAs may also include
“green” metrics in order to enable a company using a data centre to display its
environmentally friendly credentials to customers. However, determining how
such SLAs should be speciﬁed and subsequently monitored for conformance
remains a challenge with many commercial Cloud providers. Consequently,
there is increasing interest in making Cloud computing environmentally sustainable [134]. Thus techniques to improve power eﬃciency at all levels of
the data centre (from resource scheduling of workloads to the operation of
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Computing Room Air Conditioning (CRAC) units) are required.
Hence, understanding the behaviour of the various systems that make
up a Cloud environment, and the services provided, becomes the key in order to design a green datacenter, from the hardware deployed to the usage
policies used to exploit each resource. Due to increasing ﬂexibility of Cloud
systems and the variety of conﬁguration options now being made available,
this becomes a diﬃcult and challenging task.
Particularly, understanding how Hadoop could be eﬃciently deployed
across a Cloud environment remains an important challenge, as Cloud infrastructure parameters and VC conﬁgurations can inﬂuence Hadoop performance and have an impact on resource usage. The lack of any behaviour
models for achieving such resource management provides an opportunity to
consider various optimization techniques. Consequently, the objective is to
address this challenge, by determining how data intensive computation could
be carried out over a Cloud computing environment and how its subsequent
energy footprint could be monitored and optimised.
The main motivation here is to understand the impact of extremely resource demanding services on Cloud computing power consumption, validated
through an example of Big Data processing application over a real Cloud environment, in order to highlight how power consumption by applications:
• Can be monitored and understood (in particular, focusing on the variability of consumption across multiple execution runs of the application), and subsequently exposed to the user (how power-usage metrics
can be included within an SLA and how variability in power use can
impact what can/cannot be included).
• Can be related to the number of VMs and the associated workload
generated on a physical server.
The results will show how such analysis could be used as a basis to establish SLAs with a Cloud provider.
In the next paragraphs, the experiments performed in order to characterise the power consumption are presented, including a description of the
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infrastructure over which the validation has been carried out, outlining the
key challenges faced when attempting to measure power consumption, and
some experimental results.
4.2.2.1

Testbed

Two private Cloud environments have been used in order to analyse the power
consumption behaviour: one composed by a single node, and other composed
by multiple interconnected nodes. The decision about using such a private
and controlled Cloud environments is to enable a more accurate power consumption measurement with a variation in workload.
The ﬁrst Cloud infrastructure used to this end is composed of one cluster
compute node (Figure 4.5), located at Cardiﬀ University, and consisting of a
Viglen ix4600 with 2 Xeon e5620 CPUs (4 Cores + with support for hyperthreading in each) [173], 24GB of main memory, and 4TB of storage. The
OS is CentOS 6.2 Linux [174].

Figure 4.5: Single node Cloud Testbed – Cardiﬀ.
Alternatively, a more complex Cloud infrastructure has been also used in
order to compare the behaviour and to extend the experiments through a
larger infrastructure. The UCLM Cloud testbed (known as Vesuvius) (Figure 4.6) has been used. It is composed of 10 compute nodes, with 2 Xeon
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e5462 CPU (4 cores per processor), 32 GB of main memory and 4 TB of
storage each. It also has a headnode, with the same conﬁguration and a Gigabit Ethernet network across all nodes. The OS deployed across all nodes
is CentOS 6.2 Linux [174].

Figure 4.6: Multi-node Cloud Testbed – UCLM.
The virtualization software deployed across these Cloud infrastructures is
the KVM hypervisor [31] (Figures 4.5 & 4.6) (Section 1.5.2.2).
The OS deployed across all VM instances is Linux Ubuntu 11.04 (x64),
with Java JVM 1.7.0_09 (64 bits) and Cloudera Hadoop CDH4.
Also, for the management and coordination of the Cloud environment,
OpenNebula 4.2 [53] software is deployed (Section 1.5.2.1). It provides IaaS
by managing the KVM hypervisor.
The power consumption of the whole compute node/s is monitored, due
to the fact that VMs and particularly Hadoop VCs (within distributed environments), exploits almost all resources (CPU, Main memory, Storage and
Network) in an aggressive way. To this end, an external monitoring device
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has been used, since this metric can not be obtained from local monitoring
software. Various attempts have been made to approximate this value from
system conﬁguration data (such as type of CPU, disk, motherboard, operating system, etc), generally by interpolating between the system conﬁguration
and previous recorded data. But such attempts remain of limited beneﬁt
and accuracy. There are several commercial products to directly measure the
energy consumption of service. The most widely used are Kill-A-Watt [175]
and WattsUp [176].
The WattsUp Pro power meter has been used in order to monitor and log
all the information related to power consumption. This meter aims to provide
an independently managed and accessed power data collecting mechanism,
and must be positioned between the computing node power supply and the
mains power plug (Figure 4.7). Therefore, a second computer is needed in
order to get the logging information stored in the WattsUp Pro non-volatile
memory. The reason for choosing WattsUp Pro rather than Kill-A-Watt is
due to the fact that the latter does not provide the storage feature (needed for
long term experimentation). The information obtained by the use of WattsUp
Pro reﬂects the power consumption behaviour of the compute node during the
monitoring interval and enables a user to either collect data at predeﬁned time
intervals, or only record data when particular events occur (i.e. the power
consumption exceeds a pre-deﬁned threshold). The monitoring frequency has
been set to one sample per second for all experiments.
4.2.2.2

Workload

The workload used in order to characterise the power consumption of Cloud
computing environments, focused in Big Data applications, is the Hadoop
framework. In particular, the Cardiﬀ Online Social Media Observatory (COSMOS)
Sentiment analysis application [177] has been used as benchmark.
The COSMOS aims to support social scientists in analysing socially significant data (e.g. tweets, blogs and news stories). The volume of data produced
on a daily basis requires signiﬁcant computational resources to analyse (i.e.,
COSMOS collects around 3.5 million tweets a day). Performing a longitudinal
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Figure 4.7: Power consumption measurement.
analysis of public opinion and sentiment, around a socially signiﬁcant event
(e.g. a political campaign, change of legislation, world sporting event etc.)
could require analysis of several weeks’ worth of data. An example study may
be public opinion surrounding the London 2012 Olympics, where a study of
opinion for two weeks before, during and after would require the analysis of 21
million tweets. On a single desktop computer this could take approximately
20 minutes. This is perfectly acceptable as a batch-processed computational
exercise, but the reality is that social media analysis may require several
“tweaks" to the study parameters, and therefore requires a more interactive
way of analysing data. For example, age, gender, location and topic of study
within the event may change, as hypotheses are formed and tested. Therefore,
the computational analysis must be able to complete much faster to give a
more acceptable wait-time for the researcher. The researcher should be able
to invoke the computational resources to support large-scale data analysis
on-demand and resources need to be dynamically allocated depending on the
size of the job. Hadoop has been used within the COSMOS system in order
to scale the underlying analysis. This process undertakes analysis on a large
archive of previously recorded tweets in order to determine the sentiment of
each one (by using the SentiStrength tool [178]), following the Map/Reduce
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paradigm. It is a very heavy process due to the fact that it has been designed
to perform this analysis through several gigabytes of data.
This workload provides a realistic benchmark application to stress the
underlying Cloud infrastructure by using diﬀerent VC conﬁgurations.
For the experimentation carried out, a test tweet archive is used consisting
of up to 15 million tweets.
4.2.2.3

Experiments and results

In order to understand the power consumption behaviour of the Cloud system,
the experimentation has been divided into three main parts:
1. Basic Power Consumption: the power consumption of the running cluster is monitored. Monitoring in this part involves understanding the
power consumption when turning on/oﬀ the system, and the power
consumption of keeping the cluster up and running but without any
workload (i.e. when the cluster is in the idle state).
2. Power Consumption Range: this part is focused on measuring the maximum and minimum power consumption, that is, the power consumption
range of the cluster.
3. Virtualization Power Consumption: this stage involves monitoring the
power consumption with diﬀerent virtualized workloads executed (on
the single node Cloud environment).
4. Virtualization Power Consumption on multi-node Cloud: this stage extends the single cluster evaluation on a multi-node cluster.
Next, each part is tackled individually describing the results.
Basic Power Consumption This stage involves analysing the power demand when turning on/oﬀ the testbed system without any workload. The
power consumption proﬁle (illustrated in Figure 4.8) behaves as expected:
particularly high when the server is switched on and oﬀ and stable once it
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has booted (and reached stable state). There is a peak in power consumption
at start up time, which stabilizes after the OS ﬁnishes loading all services (at
∼105 Watts). Stopping the server (470-510 seconds in the ﬁgure) requires an
increased use of power to stop all the OS services and to perform a controlled
switch oﬀ. Furthermore, when the server is stopped, a power consumption of
∼10 Watts is observed which is due to the standby state of the server. The
standby state power consumption seems to be very low for one compute node,
but this fact needs to be taken into account within big infrastructures, as it
increases linearly with the number of computing nodes. The excess power
required to turn on/oﬀ a server needs to be balanced against the standby
state power usage. Hence, if a server is likely to remain inactive over long
time frames, it is possibly better to incur the extra power usage hit when it is
turned on/oﬀ. Alternatively, if the server is likely to be required for ad-hoc,
bursty workloads, keeping it in standby mode is likely to be more eﬃcient.
The testbed server requires about 140 seconds to boot and be ready to
enable virtual machines to be deployment on it. But the time needed for
stopping the server is less than 15 seconds.

Figure 4.8: Simple VM power consumption.

Power Consumption Range In this stage, the objective is to measure
the power consumption during an idle period and also on the subsequent
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increase when a particular workload is executed on the server. The idle power
consumption value determines the minimum power required by the server to
be up and running, ready for hosting any virtual machines or any equivalent
workloads. Consequently, two types of workloads can be considered:
1. VMs deployment.
2. Hadoop application execution.
Before continuing with the analysis of the infrastructure under virtualized
Hadoop workloads, it is important to measure the maximum and minimum
(idle) power consumption of the server, that is, the power consumption range.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to choose a workload that fully stresses
all the physical hardware (CPU, memory and disk) available on the server.
The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm (MD5) [179] is a widely used cryptographic hash function that produces a 128-bit hash value. It has been used
in a wide variety of security applications, and is also commonly used to check
data integrity. MD5 is a process which exploits the CPU, main memory
and disk simultaneously and can be scaled to run on large data ﬁles (in size
and number). As the server has a multicore and multithreaded system, it is
necessary to launch multiple MD5 threads in order to stress it completely.
The results obtained from the execution of multiple MD5 threads (Figure 4.9) show that the CPU usage increases as the number of threads also
increases, reaching the top CPU usage with 16 threads, and keeps this utilisation at 100% for higher number of threads (Figure 4.9(a)). It is also interesting to observe the variability in CPU usage when executing less than 16
threads, and how the CPU usage variability experiences a reduction from 16
threads and converges to 100%. The power consumption behaviour is correlated directly with CPU usage, with two major diﬀerences (Figure 4.9(b)).
The ﬁrst one is the slope of the illustrated curve for power consumption,
which reduces in value as the number of threads increases, while the second
is the signiﬁcantly smaller variability experienced in the power consumption
(less than 2%) compared with the variability in CPU usage with less than
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16 threads. This experiment shows a maximum server power consumption of
268 Watts.

(a) MD5 CPU usage per thread number.

(b) Power consumption under MD5 process threads.
Figure 4.9: System behaviour under MD5 workload.
Once measured the maximum and minimum power consumption limits,
the possible behaviour of a pre-determined number of threads (in terms of
CPU usage and power consumption), and the cost of switching on and oﬀ
the server, the next paragraph tackles the power consumption behaviour of
virtualised workloads.
Virtualization and Power Consumption This stage focuses on analysing
the behaviour of the system under a realistic Hadoop workload, performed
across diﬀerent VCs. In this scenario, the number of worker nodes and their
characteristics are modiﬁed, whilst keeping constant the number of resources
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allocated in all of the virtual clusters. The evaluation is performed with one
Hadoop server VM and 4 diﬀerent VMs for Hadoop worker conﬁgurations, as
described in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Hadoop virtual cluster VM conﬁgurations
VM Conf.
Server
1 Worker
2 Workers
4 Workers
8 Workers

# VMs
1
1
2
4
8

CPU
20%
70%
35%
17,5%
8,75%

RAM (Gb)
6
14
7
3,5
1,75

HDD (Gb)
100
200
100
50
25

These VC conﬁgurations are designed to maximize the usage of the Cloud
infrastructure and reserve 10% of the CPU power and 4GB of RAM for the OS
and Cloud management tools within the infrastructure. Each conﬁguration is
evaluated independently from the others, and involves stopping the workers
that are not going to be used and deploy the ones that will be used. Virtual
clusters are composed of multiple virtual machines, each one which runs the
Ubuntu 10.04 operating system. Hence, the greater the number of VMs
deployed on the same physical node, the greater the size of the workload
introduced, even only with the OS processes of each VM. But when running
more processes, like Hadoop, the workload increases, and so does the impact
on the node directly related to the number of deployed VMs.
Any deployed virtual cluster adds an overhead on the workload of the
server, and as seen with the MD5 scenario, there is a relationship between
workload and power consumption. With a bigger Hadoop VC deployed, the
power consumption is increased when the Cluster is idle (Figure 4.10). Hence
the size of the Hadoop VC also has an impact on power consumption, even
when not performing any Hadoop application.
The results obtained from the execution of the sentiment analysis over
Twitter data application in the Cloud (sequential and Hadoop versions) are
shown in Figure 4.11. The ﬁgure shows the maximum and minimum power
consumption (vertical lines) and the 90% observed values (box). It can be
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Figure 4.10: Hadoop Virtual Cluster idle power consumption.
observed that with 8 VMs, the maximum power consumption is achieved. If
bigger virtual clusters are deployed, there is a corresponding increase in power
consumption. It should also be noted that the highest power consumption
level, as measured when applying 16 MD5 threads, can be achieved but not
exceeded. The sequential version experiences less power consumption than
the Hadoop version when running on any virtual cluster, but on the contrary,
its performance is unacceptable (main reason to develop the Hadoop version).
A user deploying an analysis application over such an infrastructure should
decide the particular power consumption proﬁle they have in mind, and therefore choose the number of VMs based on this proﬁle. In this instance, it is
possible to map power consumption into a cost, by associating a unit cost for
each KWh consumed when running the VM workload.
When the size of the problem grows, and consequently the length of the
executions, the variability experienced in power consumption is reduced (evolution from Figure 4.11(a) to Figure 4.11(d)). This makes easy to forecast
the power consumption expected during the execution of the Hadoop applications.
More speciﬁcally, the variability observed (Table 4.3) behaves in two different ways depending on the increase in the number of tweets processed (#
Tweets) or the number of VMs (# Workers). Repeating the experiment for
the same number of tweets but increasing the number of workers, it can be
seen that the variability increases in all cases. On the other hand, for the same
number of workers, the increase in the number of tweets analysed produces a
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1.000.000 Tweets

b)

5.000.000 Tweets

c)

10.000.000 Tweets

d)

15.000.000 Tweets
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Figure 4.11: Sentiment Analysis for Hadoop Power Consumption.
reduction in the variability.
Finally, it can be observed that the range of power consumption values
are similar for the same conﬁguration (i.e. 8 workers). However, when comparing across diﬀerent conﬁgurations there is a clear diﬀerence, but the power
consumption trend is maintained from 5 million to 15 million tweets (independently of the scenario and amount of tweets).
Finally, the behaviour of the application in terms of performance has
resulted in an increase when considering a larger amount of Hadoop workers,
independently of the amount of resources reduction of every VC VMs. This
is due to the paralelism increase with more workers.
Virtualization and Power Consumption on a multi-node Cloud In
order to achieve the power consumption characterisation, it is neccessary
to extend the virtual infrastructure across multiple physical nodes, that is,
consider a multi-node Cloud environment. To this end, the experimentation
performed previously is extended to the UCLM Cloud testbed.
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Table 4.3: Hadoop Power Consumption details (90%).

# Tweets

# Workers

1.000.000
1.000.000
1.000.000
1.000.000
5.000.000
5.000.000
5.000.000
5.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000
10.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000

1
2
4
8
1
2
4
8
1
2
4
8
1
2
4
8

Min Power
(Watts)
160.0
157.5
157.3
159.4
172.4
185.2
192.7
212.7
174.4
186.4
211.4
231.6
174.1
187.8
212.5
239.6

Max Power
(Watts)
163.7
179.8
183.3
185.8
176.6
192.3
213.6
236.9
177.9
192.2
218.3
246.1
178.0
191.3
217.7
250.1

Average
(Watts)
161.85
168.65
170.30
172.60
174.50
188.75
203.15
224.80
176.15
189.30
214.85
238.85
176.05
189.55
215.10
244.85

Variability
(Watts)
±1.85
±11.15
±13.00
±13.20
±2.10
±3.55
±10.45
±12.10
±1.75
±2.90
±3.45
±7.25
±1.95
±1.75
±2.60
±5.25

In this scenario, the amount of Hadoop worker nodes is increased, considering a larger Hadoop VC, which requires a distributed Cloud environment,
with more resources in order to be deployed. Since the 8 worker VC conﬁguration (Table 4.2) analysing 15 million Tweets has been the most representative
in terms of power consumption, and in performance as well, this conﬁguration is considered as the basis of this stage, but the amount of Hadoop worker
VMs is increased.
The power consumption analysis of the infrastructure is performed considering two and three physical nodes due to the power meter limitation. The
analysis of a single node is also performed since the infrastructure is diﬀerent
to the previously evaluated. In this infrastructure, diﬀerent Hadoop VCs have
been deployed with 8, 13, 18, 23 and 28 with the same conﬁguration, in order
to maximize the usage of the UCLM Cloud testbed subset, and reserve 10%
of CPU power within each node. Each VC is evaluated independently from
the others. Consequently, two nodes are completely used with 18 workers
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and three with 28 workers. The intermediate conﬁgurations are considered in
order to evaluate the partial use of computational resources (one and a half
nodes with 13 workers and two and a half nodes with 23 workers).
Comparing Cardiﬀ and UCLM infrastructures with the same VCs deployed, the same behaviour is observed, that is, it is observed the same power
consumption trend, but with higher power requirements. Also, the variability
increases with the amount of Hadoop workers keeping the workload constant
(Table 4.3 & 4.4).
Table 4.4: Hadoop Power Consumption in multi-node Cloud details (90%)
# Tweets

# Workers

15.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000
15.000.000

8
13
18
23
28

Min Power
(Watts)
815.5
925.1
933.0
977.1
1030.0

Max Power
(Watts)
854.4
972.1
996.7
1109.3
1134.5

Average
(Watts)
846.91
957.92
981.10
1070.07
1099.96

Variability
(Watts)
±19.47
±23.46
±31.89
±66.08
±52.28

The variability on the power consumption increases as the amount of
physical nodes is increased, reaching up to ±66.08 Watts (±6.18%). However,
focusing on performance, an improvement has been achieved as the amount
of workers increases (Figure 4.12). Consequently, increasing the amount of
workers through multiple physical nodes achieves better performance in all
cases. However, the trend shows that the diﬀerence reduces as the amount of
workers is increased.
Regarding power consumption (Figure 4.13), the amount of power required to supply the UCLM Cloud testbed is much higher than the Cardiﬀ
testbed. This is due to the fact that the Cardiﬀ testbed is composed by only
one CPU, while the UCLM testbed has two diﬀerent CPU, requiring double hardware. Consequently, maintain each node is more expensive and the
decision on using another server within the infrastructure is more signiﬁcant
when pursuiting energy consumption savings (i.e., switching oﬀ nodes that
are not being used).
But focusing on the impact of the VCs, increasing the amount of workers
has a direct impact on the power consumption (Figure 4.13). On the contrary,
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Figure 4.12: 15 million Tweet processing performance on a Multi-node Cloud.

the time required to perform the analysis reduces. More in detail, the energy
required to analyse 15M tweets over these cluster conﬁgurations, considering
the whole power and time required in order to perform each analysis (i.e.
100% of the execution) (Table 4.5), shows that the time saved by increasing
the number of workers and the diﬀerence in the energy required to perform
the analysis is generally favourable. On the other hand, the time saved as the
number of workers increase reduces, while the power consumption required
to use another node will always keep increasing. Consequently, at some point
it will not be beneﬁcial to continue scaling the virtual infrastructure.
Table 4.5: Energy required by each Virtual Cluster conﬁguration (100%)
(Multi-node Cloud)
# Workers
8
13
18
23
28

Average Power
(Watts)
827.27
897.86
899.53
947.36
959.99

Average Time
(Seconds)
225.01
154.65
133.68
123.48
113.96

Energy Consumed
(Joules)
186,147.08
138,857.31
120,248.78
116,980.81
109,399.31

Improvement
(%)
Reference
25.40
35.40
37.16
41.23
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Figure 4.13: Multi–node Cloud behaviour.
4.2.2.4

Power Consumption Behaviour

The behaviour of the Cloud environment running Hadoop can be derived
from the analysis undertaken in Section 4.2.2.3. Synthesising the results obtained, it is possible to identify a power consumption proﬁle as illustrated
in Figure 4.14. Hence, six power consumption levels (clearly deﬁned and
diﬀerentiated in the ﬁgure) can be observed. These diﬀerences in power consumption observed across these diﬀerent stages of machine use is inﬂuenced
by the choice of particular infrastructure capabilities, such as the type of
hypervisor and virtualization software chosen. As there can be some variation in power consumption in each stage, an average value is reported to
demonstrate the representative behaviour seen.
Furthermore, the Cloud usage, in terms of deployment policy also has an
impact on the power consumption (not only aﬀecting variability in values)
since the number of VMs deployed conditions the peak power consumption
that the system reaches (Figure 4.14(W1 )).
Each of the six power consumption levels identiﬁed is related to a determined machine state (Table 4.6). The ﬁrst of these levels is observed when
the machine is connected to the electrical grid. It is known as Standby mode
(W1 ) and the machine consumes some power in this state. This consumption,
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Figure 4.14: Energy consumption proﬁle.
although small compared to the consumption when the machine is running,
is very important when the amount of physical nodes is increased and must
be taken into account to achieve a particular energy usage threshold. Subsequently, when the physical machine is switched on, an important increase in
power consumption is observed (W2 ), but it is temporarily de-limited (this
value can be further reduced by the use of solid state (hard) disks (SSD)
and faster main memory technologies). Hence, there is signiﬁcant power consumption due to the use of I/O operations on the machine. Once the physical
machine has booted it reaches the idle state (W3 ), in which the machine is
ready to host VMs.
When VMs are deployed, two diﬀerent power consumption levels are identiﬁed: the ﬁrst as a consequence of the deployment and idle state of the virtual
machines (W4 ) (increasing the power consumption due to the fact that there
are a higher number of services running at the same time), and the second as
a consequence of Hadoop application execution (W5 ). As it has been observed
in the experiments performed in this work, Hadoop stresses the system and
consequently the power consumption increases signiﬁcantly (even reaching the
maximum power consumption value for the physical machine). However, the
actual power usage value depends on the number of VMs currently deployed
and the total execution time associated with these VMs (Table 4.3).
The completion of processing jobs by Hadoop makes the system go back
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to idle state (with idle virtual machines deployed) (W4 ). The system in this
state is ready to process additional Hadoop jobs. This corresponds to the
state where the machine has VMs available to execute additional workload
to be submitted by a master node. If the VMs are stopped, the system goes
back to idle state (W3 ). It is then ready to host additional VMs (e.g. another
VC). Finally, the physical machine can be stopped and reaches the Standby
mode (W1 ), and as a consequence due to the need to stop associated operating
system services an increase in power consumption is observed (W6 ), although
this surge is only temporary.
The methodology applied can be extrapolated to other computing systems
and distributed Cloud infrastructures.
Table 4.6: Energy consumption proﬁles
Time
(range)
0 ≤ x < t1
t1 ≤ x < t2
t2 ≤ x < t3
t3 ≤ x < t4
t4 ≤ x < t5
t5 ≤ x < t6
t6 ≤ x < t7
t7 ≤ x < t8
t8 ≤ x

Energy
Consumption
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W4
W3
W6
W1

Concept
Standby
Switch On (Boot)
Idle
VMs running
Hadoop working
VMs running
Idle
Switch Off (Shutdown)
Standby

The information obtained from this model may be used to select and
subsequently optimize a deployment policy. That is, to decide the proper VC
for each user requirement taking into account the power consumption that it
is going to require and to forecast the power consumption that a particular
decission on the VC size, of a known Hadoop application, would require.
Thus, it is important to decide when to stop the physical node (depending on
time restrictions and user requirements) in order to estimate the additional
beneﬁt in performance vs. the corresponding increase in power. Hence, if
only a small additional performance beneﬁt can be achieved with a signiﬁcant
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power consumption increase (and consequently the associated energy costs),
then a user may decide not to optimise performance further to limit power
usage. This characterisation enables such decisions to be supported across
diﬀerent types of workloads.

4.2.3

Deployment Characterisation

In order to improve the QoS provided to users it is neccessary to extend
the knowledge on services behaviour. The power consumption characterization enables service providers to take exploitation decissions based on “green”
terms. However, it is essential to provide guarantees in terms of time to perform an SLA request. That is, guarantee that the service requested will be
performed between an established start-time and deadline. This fact becomes
of extreme importance in order to attend workﬂow queries, letting users to
deﬁne a set of queries with dependencies among them.
To this end, the main challenge that needs to be addressed is to study the
deployment impact on the overall performance.
The Hadoop integration within the Cloud computing infrastructure is
complex, since Hadoop requires a distributed environment in order to operate with a two layer structure (Figure 4.4). To be more precise, the Cloud
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) management tool is in charge of creating and deploying the VM instances and their interconnection on top of the
physical resources. Consequently, the virtual infrastructure integration withing the physical resources must be as eﬃcient as possible in order to provide
QoS guarantees on demand.
The impact of running multiple Hadoop instances concurrently needs to be
analysed in order to provide an eﬃcient resource allocation. At this point, it
must be highlighted that both user requirements (i.e., execution time, number
of fulﬁlled SLAs, etc.) and service provider requirements (i.e., energy cost,
resource usage, etc.), should be taken into account.
As an example, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the impact on the performance
when multiple Hadoop instances are being deployed and used concurrently
within the same infrastructure. Consequently, the scheduling algorithm used
to choose the deployment strategy across the Cloud infrastructure can have a
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direct impact in Hadoop operation. And even more when the infrastructure
is shared with other purpose VMs.
The main motivation is to understand the interactions among diﬀerent
instances of the Hadoop framework, when deployed within Cloud environments, in order to improve the knowledge on the overall behaviour. This
basic knowledge should be used as a key light in order to improve the way
in which a Cloud IaaS manager deploys Hadoop VCs within its physical resources, with a twofold aim: from one point of view, minimising the negative
impacts on users that share the resources, and on the other hand optimizing
power and resource utilization.
So, in order to improve the understanding of the integration of Hadoop
within private IaaS Cloud environments, multiple deployment criteria, which
lead to diﬀerent resource usage and to diﬀerent energy consumption proﬁles,
have been analysed in a real IaaS Cloud testbed. Hadoop VCs have been
considered, so that diﬀerent stress has been put on the physical resources and
diﬀerent conﬂicts or interactions among multiple VCs have been generated
and analysed.
Moreover, in order to further improve the knowledge of Hadoop behaviour
within Cloud environments, the study has been extended with the analysis of
the interactions with other kinds of applications deployed in other VMs within
the same Cloud infrastructure. To this end, a stressing tool has been used in
order to analyse which proﬁles have an impact on Hadoop performance.
4.2.3.1

Deployment strategies

In order to analyse the impact of the VM placement criteria within private
IaaS Cloud environments on Hadoop performance, four diﬀerent deployment
strategies, namely, Horizontal, Vertical, Master–Apart and Complete–Spread
have been evaluated.
These four strategies represent a set of straight–forward deployment criteria, which include some extreme deployment conﬁgurations. From the basic
consolidation technique (Horizontal ), up to the maximum spreading technique (Complete–Spread ) which does not consider the deployment of VMs
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that belong to the same VC within the same node, and allows the deployment of only one master VM within each node. Moreover, the Vertical and
Master-Apart deployment strategies are proposed in order to further analyse
the impact of the master VM allocation on a diﬀerent node than the worker
VMs (allocated across multiple nodes and within the same node correspondingly), that is, consolidating multiple master VMs within the same node and
deploy each master VM within another node (apart from the worker VMs
allocated within the same node).
These four deployment strategies are described in the next paragraphs.
Taking into account the requirements established by Hadoop within IaaS
Cloud environments, some deﬁnitions are needed.

n = P hysical node.
c = Core.
N = Number of physical nodes of the private Cloud.
C = Number of cores per node.
Then, the compute capacity of a private Cloud infrastructure (Cloud_N)
is composed by a set of nodes (ni ), each of one has several cores (cj ). That
assuming homogeneous nodes is:

Cloud_N = {ni }with 1 ≤ i ≤ N
ni = {cj }with 1 ≤ j ≤ C
Moreover, in order to deploy Hadoop is necessary a VC of S size (amount
of VMs), following the master-workers structure.

S = (
V C size (#V Ms)
Masterk
if k = 1
V CS =
{W orkerk } with 2 ≤ k ≤ S
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Thus, some functions are required.

Deploy(vm, nx , cy ) = Deploys a virtual machine within cy of nx .
SetBusy(nx , cy ) = Sets a node core as not available.
CheckCore(nx , cy ) = Returns if a core is available.
SetBlock(nx ) = Sets a node as not available f or masters.
CheckNode(nx ) = Returns if a Master is deployed in a node.
Horizontal The ﬁrst deployment strategy considered focuses on allocating complete VCs within the same physical node, such as described in Algorithm 2. Consequently, if the next VC requested does not ﬁt into the available
resources from the physical node, another one is chosen for its deployment.
The rationale behind this strategy is to increase energy saving, since consolidation is used to reduce the overall power consumption by stopping the
physical nodes that are not being used.
One of the main particularities of this deployment strategy is that, when
consolidating complete VCs within the same physical node, the network is
not used, since all communication within VMs of a VC is performed within
the same physical node.
Vertical The second deployment strategy tries to use as many physical
nodes as available for the VC deployment (Algorithm 3). That is, scattering
all VMs from the same VC within as many physical nodes as possible. Since
all VCs require a Master VM, it is placed within the ﬁrst physical node, and
the Worker VMs in the next ones.
However, this VM placement strategy considers only the VC deployment
across cores belonging to diﬀerent physical nodes, given that there are enough
physical nodes with one free core in order to deploy the VC.
This strategy maximises the network usage due to the fact that all VMs
within a VC are never scheduled within the same physical node. Moreover,
since all Master VMs are scheduled within the same physical node (consid-
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Algorithm 2 Horizontal Deployment Strategy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

Let V C = VC set of VMs (where V M1 = master)
Let N = set of physical nodes {N1 , N2 ,. . . ,Nn }
Let C = set of cores within each Rx {C1 , C2 ,. . . ,Cm }
Let i,j,k = 1
Let Match = false
while V C not empty do
while i ≤ n and Match 6= true do
while j ≤ m and Match 6= true do
F ree = CheckCore(Ni , Cj )
if F ree equals true then
Deploy(V Mk , Ni , Cj )
SetBusy(Ni , Cj )
Delete V Mk from V C
Match = true
end if
j++
end while
if j equals m + 1 then
i++
j=1
end if
end while
k++
Match = f alse
end while

ering a multiple VC scenario and Hadoop), network usage is maximised and
allows to analyse the performance impact of consolidating multiple master
VMs within the same node.
As an example of use, this strategy represents the default OpenNebula
VM placement policy and it is similar to the proposed in [47].
Master–Apart The third deployment strategy considered in this work is a
variation of the Horizontal deployment strategy (Algorithm 4). In this case,
the Worker VMs belonging to a VC are deployed on a diﬀerent physical node
than the Master VM.
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Algorithm 3 Vertical Deployment Strategy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

Let V C = VC set of VMs (where V M1 = master)
Let N = set of physical nodes {N1 , N2 ,. . . ,Nn }
Let C = set of cores within each Rx {C1 , C2 ,. . . ,Cm }
Let i,j,k = 1
Let Match = false
while V C not empty do
while j ≤ m and Match 6= true do
while i ≤ n and Match 6= true do
F ree = CheckCore(Ni , Cj )
if F ree equals true then
Deploy(V Mk , Ni , Cj )
SetBusy(Ni , Cj )
Delete V Mk from V C
Match = true
end if
i++
end while
if i equals n + 1 then
j++
i=1
end if
end while
k++
Match = f alse
end while
As in the Horizontal placement strategy, all Master VMs are deployed

on diﬀerent physical machines, but all Worker VMs from the same VC are
deployed within another physical node. However, since all Master VMs have
to communicate with their Worker VMs (deployed on a diﬀerent physical
node) the network is also impacted.
Considering Hadoop operation, this strategy hampers the Master VM
processes. Thus, when considering a multi VC scenario, interferences between
VCs may occur.
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Algorithm 4 Master–Apart Deployment Strategy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

Let V C = VC set of VMs (where V M1 = master)
Let N = set of physical nodes {N1 , N2 ,. . . ,Nn }
Let C = set of cores within each Rx {C1 , C2 ,. . . ,Cm }
Let i,j,k = 1
Let Match = false
while V C not empty do
while i ≤ n and Match 6= true do
while j ≤ m and Match 6= true do
F reeN = CheckNode(Ni )
F reeC = CheckCore(Ni , Cj )
if F reeN and F reeC equals true then
Deploy(V Mk , Ni , Cj )
SetBusy(Ni , Cj )
if V Mk is Master then
SetBlock(Ni )
end if
Delete V Mk from V C
end if
j++
end while
if j equals m + 1 then
i++
j=1
end if
end while
k++
Match = f alse
end while

Complete–Spread Finally, the fourth deployment strategy is an extension
of the Vertical deployment strategy, but with an important restriction (Algorithm 5). This restriction limits the amount of Master VMs within each
physical node to one.
This strategy pushes for the network balancing since all Master VMs
are scattered. However, the Worker VMs from a VC are deployed within
a diﬀerent physical node.
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Algorithm 5 Complete–Spread Deployment Strategy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

Let V C = VC set of VMs (where V M1 = master)
Let N = set of physical nodes {N1 , N2 ,. . . ,Nn }
Let C = set of cores within each Rx {C1 , C2 ,. . . ,Cm }
Let ChechUsedNode the function which returns if a resource does not
contain any master VM.
Let i,j,k = 1
Let Match = false
while V C not empty do
while i ≤ n and Match 6= true do
while j ≤ m and Match 6= true do
F ree = CheckCore(Ni , Cj )
NotUsed = CheckNode(Ni )
if F ree and NotUsed equals true then
Deploy(V Mk , Ni , Cj )
SetBusy(Ni , Cj )
Delete V Mk from V C
end if
j++
end while
if j equals m + 1 then
i++
j=1
end if
end while
k++
Match = f alse
end while

Moreover, this deployment strategy has an important advantage compared
with the Horizontal, Vertical and Master–Apart strategies, since it minimises
the fragmentation that may occur when multiple VCs are deployed across the
infrastructure. To this end, this strategy places every VC continuously across
the cores, and then across the physical nodes; instead of deploying across the
next physical node (i.e., Horizontal and Master-Apart strategies) or core (i.e.,
Vertical strategy) directly, leaving unused physical nodes (or cores) when the
size of the VCs is less than the amount of physical nodes (or cores). This
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fact becomes even more important on a dynamic scenario, where the VCs
may be destroyed and created dynamically with diﬀerent sizes and durations,
through long periods of times.
Example Use Case Let us assume an infrastructure composed of 10 physical nodes where each node has 8 cores. Focusing on a use case where 10 VCs
of 8 VMs are requested, Figure 4.15 depicts the maximum number of VCs
deployed applying these VM placement strategies. Each colour represents a
diﬀerent VC and the M indicates where the Master VM is deployed (taking
into account that one core is dedicated to one VM).
The Horizontal deployment strategy (Figure 4.15a) allocates each VC
within the same physical node. So, the 10 VCs requested are deployed across
the whole infrastructure, ﬁlling all physical nodes and cores.
The next deployment strategy, Vertical (Figure 4.15b), spreads the VCs
across diﬀerent physical nodes within the same core. However, it is not possible to attend the 10 VC request applying this strategy since there are only
8 cores per physical node. Consequently, it is possible to deploy only 8 VCs,
rejecting 2 VCs. Moreover, this case represents the possible fragmentation
that can occur when the size of the VC does not completely ﬁt within the
amount of cores or physical nodes available (two physical nodes are unused),
thus showing the main diﬀerence with the Complete–Spread strategy.
The third deployment strategy, Master–Apart (Figure 4.15c) is similar
to the horizontal deployment strategy, although the Master VM is allocated
on a diﬀerent physical node. In this case, all physical nodes and cores are
completely dedicated to the 10 VCs.
Finally, the Complete–Spread deployment strategy (Figure 4.15d) allocates the VMs from every VC within diﬀerent physical nodes. In this use
case, all VCs requested are provisioned allocating the whole infrastructure.
However, before deploying the VC, this strategy checks that no other Master VM is allocated within the same physical node. When this happens, the
strategy deploys the Master VM on a diﬀerent physical node, keeping only
one Master per physical node.
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(b) Vertical

(d) Complete–Spread

Figure 4.15: Deployment Strategies

4.2.3.2

Testbed

The infrastructure used in order to analyse the deployment behaviour requires
a distributed environment. Consequently, the UCLM Cloud testbed (known
as Vesuvius) (Figure 4.6) has been used.
In order to analyse the diﬀerent deployment strategies proposed in this
work, the evaluation of a single VC composed by 8 VMs (depicted in Figure
4.15) has been considered. That is, 10 VCs of 8 VMs each. The decision
on taking this amount of VMs for each VC is due to the fact that we assign
one core per VM, and since each compute node contains 8 cores, this number
allows to allocate a complete VC within a single compute node (i.e., ﬁlling
completely a physical node applying the Horizontal strategy). Each VM
conﬁguration is similar to the Amazon m1.small instance parameters, that
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is, 1 ECU (1 core of the Cloud testbed, which belongs to the same CPU family
as Amazon provides), 1.7 Gb RAM, 8 Gb storage and Gigabit ethernet. The
OS deployed across all VM instances is Linux Ubuntu 11.04 (x64), with Java
JVM 1.7.0_09 (64 bits) and Cloudera Hadoop CDH4.
Moreover, in order to conduct a thorough analysis of the impact of the previously described deployment strategies, the performance of Hadoop in terms
of time to perform a Map/Reduce analysis across a representative amount
of data is considered. The energy consumption of the infrastructure and resource usage has been taken into account. To this end, the WattsUP PRO
.NET [176] power meter has been used.
4.2.3.3

Workload

In order to characterise the workload, three diﬀerent Hadoop applications,
with diﬀerent behaviours and complexities, have been considered for this
evaluation: Sentiment Analysis Tool (described in Section 4.2.2.2), Video
Encoding [180] and Hadoop Map Reduce Benchmark [66]. The rationale
of evaluating multiple applications is to analyse the impact on the overall
performance of diﬀerent deployment models.
Considering the power characterization presented in Section 4.2.2.4, where
the power consumption behaviour of Hadoop is analysed in depth, it is possible to analyse the impact on the energy consumption of the overall testbed
infrastructure. The UCLM Cloud testbed infrastructure used in this work has
demonstrated to have the same power consumption behaviour in terms of the
amount of cores being exploited at ∼100% for each physical node that composes the overall infrastructure. The maximum power consumption achieved
by one physical node of the UCLM Cloud testbed has been 359.5 Watts, while
the StandBy state (i.e., the machine is oﬀ, connected to the main power plug
and waiting to be remotely booted) has been shown to consume ∼10 Watts.
Finally, the physical nodes that are not being used are set into the StandBy
state in order to minimise the power consumption. This fact allows to study
how the proposed deployment strategies impact on energy consumption, and
how the amount of resources available on each scenario are being used.
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Experiments and results

In order to understand the impact of the VM deployment on the Cloud system, the experimentation has been divided into three main parts:
1. Single VC scenario: focused on the performance of single VCs.
2. Maximum number of VCs scenario: focused on evaluating the performance considering the Cloud infrastructure at its maximum supported
workload.
3. System evolution under increasing VC loads: that is, analyse the behaviour at intermediate workload levels.
Single VC scenario The ﬁrst analysis conducted focuses on the performance of single Hadoop VCs within the Cloud testbed when applying the
diﬀerent deployment strategies. Consequently, the performance and resource
usage of only one VC per deployment strategy are analysed (Figure 4.16).
This serves as a baseline for further comparisons.
The results obtained with the Sentiment Analysis Tool (Figure 4.16a)
show that the Horizontal strategy has the worst impact on Hadoop performance, since there is a performance improvement when using the other deployment strategies in all cases. The Master–Apart VM placement strategy
has shown to improve performance by 3.38% compared with the Horizontal
strategy. However, the best performance has been achieved applying the Vertical and Complete–Spread deployment strategies, which in this case have the
same behaviour, due to the fact that the ﬁnal deployment is the same for one
VC. The performance improvement achieved by these deployment strategies
reaches the 20.1% compared with the Horizontal strategy.
These diﬀerences, in terms of performance, are due to the fact that consolidating multiple VMs within the same physical incurs in inter–VM interferences, since they share resources, such as: IO, HDD and RAM, as a
consequence from virtualization.
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(a) Sentiment Analysis Tool

(b) Video Encoding Tool

(c) Map Reduce Benchmark

Figure 4.16: Hadoop performance – Single VC.

The results obtained with the Video Encoding Tool (Figure 4.16b) and
with the Map Reduce Benchmark (Figure 4.16c) show that the Hadoop performance has the same behaviour as with the Sentiment Analysis Tool for
the given deployment strategies. However, the performance improvements
achieved are lower, reaching ∼ 5% in the best case.
Focusing on the power consumption required by each deployment strategy
(Figure 4.17), the Horizontal strategy achieves the lowest value. This is due
to the fact that having a single VC, this deployment strategy only requires
one physical node, with all of its cores allocated. Consequently, the power
consumption observed corresponds to a single physical machine completely
used plus the sum of the rest of physical nodes consumption, all of them in
the StandBy state.
Applying the Master–Apart strategy has led to an increase in power consumption of ∼ 6% (241 Watts), since the amount of used physical nodes is
increased to two. However, since they are not being at 100% used, power consumption is not doubled. Finally, when applying the Vertical or Complete–
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Figure 4.17: Resource Usage
Spread strategies, although performance is signiﬁcantly increased, power consumption is also increased, achieving the worst case. Although every physical
machine only hosts one VM, the power consumption is increased in more than
1380 Watts, which represents a ∼ 40% increase compared with the Horizontal strategy. These deployment strategies are considered a theoretical performance reference in this scenario, since it considers the deployment across as
many physical physical nodes as possible.
Moreover, the resource usage of the analysed deployment strategies has
shown to have the same trend respect to the amount of cores, RAM and
HDD available within the physical machines required by each strategy (Figure 4.17). Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that the Horizontal strategy maximises the resource usage, as a consequence of requiring less physical
machines that the other deployment strategies. The Horizontal strategy is
able to use all the available cores, while the Master–Apart strategy exploits
only half of the available cores. This is due to the fact that both require 8
cores in order to deploy the VC, but while the Horizontal strategy requires
only one physical machine, the Master–Apart strategy requires two, leaving
seven cores free in one physical machine and one in the other.
The lowest resource usage has been achieved by applying the Vertical or
Complete–Spread strategies. The reason for this result is due to the fact that
they require eight physical machines up and running in order to deploy the
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VC, where only one VM is deployed within each physical machine, allocating
only one core per node. Consequently, the amount of resources that are available, but not being used, is higher than when applying the Horizontal and
Master–Apart strategies. This has an impact on energy consumption, leading
to an important increase compared with the other deployment strategies.
To summarize, although the worst performance has been achieved applying the Horizontal strategy for a single VC, it has shown to achieve the lowest
power consumption and the highest resource usage. However, although the
Vertical or Complete–Spread strategies have shown to achieve the highest
power consumption and the lowest resource usage, they have demonstrated
to achieve the best performance results for a single VC. Nevertheless, diﬀerences in performance are not remarkable.
Maximum number of VCs scenario Focusing on a multi–user scenario,
where multiple VCs are deployed across the Cloud testbed infrastructure, the
deployment strategies can be further analysed. More precisely, the performance obtained when issuing 10 VC requests (with 8 VMs each) (i.e., the
case study described in Section 4.2.3.1) has been analysed. In this case, the
Vertical and Complete–Spread are analysed separately since they behave in
a diﬀerent way when considering a multi–VC scenario.
The results obtained when deploying the maximum amount of VCs that
the Cloud testbed infrastructure can hold, placed following the diﬀerent deployment strategies (Figure 4.18), show that the performance diﬀerences observed comparing these four strategies with single VC are minimal independently of the Hadoop application considered.
More precisely, the Sentiment Analysis Tool with the Horizontal strategy
has achieved the slightly best average performance, while the Vertical and
Complete–Spread strategies performance achieved is ∼ 2.5% and ∼ 1.6%
worse compared with the Horizontal strategy. The Master–Apart strategy
has shown the worst results, achieving an average performance drop of the
∼ 5.5%. This performance variations are even lower when considering the
Video Enconding Tool and Map Reduce Benchmark.
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(a) Sentiment Analysis Tool
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(b) Video Encoding Tool

(c) Map Reduce Benchmark

Figure 4.18: Hadoop performance – Maximum amount of VCs.
The observed variability is most reduced when applying the Complete–
Spread strategy compared with the other three deployment strategies. Nevertheless, this reduction is not very signiﬁcant.
These experiments show that there is not a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
choosing one or other deployment criteria when the infrastructure is completely loaded independently of the Hadoop application deployed. So, we
need to analyse those intermediate levels (increasing the amount of VCs from
the single VC scenario) of utilization which can leave some margin to take decisions on switching on/oﬀ physical nodes, and check their impact on energy
consumption.
System evolution under increasing VC loads Once analysed the best
and worst performance experienced (the performance margin) in terms of
the deployment strategy, the power consumption (Figure 4.19) and resource
usage (Figure 4.20) within a multiple VC scenario is estimated. The results
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show that increasing the amount of VCs within the infrastructure has a direct
impact on their behaviour.

Figure 4.19: Power Consumption.

Figure 4.20: Resource Usage.
Focusing on power consumption (Figure 4.19), it is interesting to observe that the Horizontal strategy achieves the lowest power consumption
per number of VCs deployed across the infrastructure. As seen on the single VC scenario, the Horizontal strategy requires less physical machines and
consequently, the overall power consumption stays as low as possible. Although the Horizontal strategy achieves the lowest power consumption, it is
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closely followed by the Master–Apart strategy, conditioned by the additional
physical machine needed by this strategy (i.e., Master on a diﬀerent node).
The Vertical strategy imposes an increase higher than 50% of the overall
power consumption requirement in order to deploy a single VC. Increases are
slower than when applying the Horizontal and Master–Apart strategies when
increasing the amount of VCs, although all the 10 VC requested can not be
deployed. Finally, the Complete–Spread strategy achieves the highest power
consumption of the four strategies analysed in this work.
In addition, resource usage (focused on cores) (Figure 4.20) shows that
the Horizontal strategy continues exploiting the maximum possible amount of
resources (taking into account that the resources that are not being used are
switched oﬀ), followed closely again by the Master–Apart strategy. Again, the
worst resource usage percentage has been achieved by applying the Complete–
Spread strategy. Moreover, these trends are the same for RAM and HDD in
a lower proportion.
Therefore, despite the results achieved on the single VC scenario where
the Vertical and Complete–Spread strategies achieve the best performance
results, on a multiple VC scenario where the maximum amount of VMs are
deployed, the performance diﬀerences are minimal. The best performance,
power consumption and resource usage are achieved when applying the Horizontal strategy, which is the worst on a single VC scenario. However, since
the Vertical, Master–Apart and Complete–Spread strategies require the use
of the network, their performance is harmed when considering this multi–VC
scenario. Consequently, increasing the amount of VCs deployed on the Cloud
testbed infrastructure, has a direct impact on the application performance.

4.3

Adaptive Service-Aware IaaS Cloud Management

In this Section, an adaptive service-aware IaaS Cloud management strategy,
based on the knowledge learnt from the previous studies, is presented. This
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proposal includes a novel VC sizing algorithm in order to allow the system to
improve the QoS provided and to enforce the SLAs guarantees established,
while also allocating the minimum resources needed in order to fulﬁl their
QoS requirements.

4.3.1

Introduction

Enforcing the use of SLAs in order to provide QoS guarantees within Cloud
environments, where multiple services are being concurrently provided raises
a number of problems that need to be addressed carefully (i.e., services variability, elasticity, assurance, interactions, etc.). These problems are diﬃcult
to tackle due to their nature. However, reducing their impact on the Cloud
operation leads to a more trustable service where the guarantees established
can be fulﬁlled with a higher probability, and consequently, provide a better
QoS.
SLAs represent a major role in order to tackle these challenges, since all
the requirements that users expect to achieve are explicitly explained. Albeit,
the backend operation and management keeps hidden to users. Consequently,
the infrastructure management required in order to provide a more trustable
service is responsibility of the service provider, whose objective is to ensure
as many fulﬁlled SLAs as possible, without compromising the resource usage,
nor the amount of processed SLAs (attendance rate).
Consequently, service providers need to play with the SLA terms that
users specify, and tune the Cloud backend through speciﬁc mechanisms and/or
policies in order to improve the overall QoS provided to users.
Nevertheless, this challenge requires a thorough study of how VMs behave (for the given services provided) in order to understand the behaviour
and take decissions that result in a better service provisioning. As it has
been analised previously regarding power consumption, deployment policy
and variability, the results show that the diﬀerences, although may seem
small, can have an impact that needs to be taken into account when considering them all together.
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Now, the objective is to gather all the knowledge and go one step further
by proposing an adaptive service-aware IaaS Cloud management strategy
with a novel auto-sizing algorithm, able to determine the amount of VMs
per VC needed in order to fulﬁll the users needs. This algorithm has been
designed and tested for Hadoop VCs provisioning for multiple types of applications ranging in data size to be processed. However, the algorithm can be
easily tuned in order to be eﬃciently used with other Hadoop applications.
In the next subsections, a survey of Hadoop applications and operation is
presented, in order to describe the adaptive VC sizing algorithm afterwards.
Finally, the evaluation is performed on a real Cloud testbed and enhanced.

4.3.2

Hadoop Applications

With the increasing demand of Big Data processing, Map/Reduce (and Hadoop
in particular) is achieving a wide adoption with increasing requests. The number of Hadoop applications that can be found is enormous, mainly motivated
by Big Data challenges. These applications go, from simple log processors up
to speciﬁc applications with particular hardware requirements.
Consequently, there is a wide range of behavioural possibilities from the
service provider point of view (i.e., CPU demanding, network intensive, etc.).
However, from the Cloud user point of view, the behaviour is reduced mainly
to two characteristics, which are: time to process the request and speciﬁc
hardware/software requirements.
Users point of view should be as simple as possible, since they keep isolated from the underlying infrastructure operation, delegating their request to
service providers and just deﬁning the agreements stablished through SLAs.
This fact confers service providers a wide room for manoeuvre, which is also
increased since the resources associated to the Cloud are own–managed. But
it diﬃcults the behavioural analysis and study, which is the keystone in order
to enhance the Cloud operation (maximising the trustability, resource usage),
resulting in the QoS perceived by the users.
Some applications, such as COSMOS Tweet Sentiment Analyser, have
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shown to behave linearly in terms of the amount of data to be analysed [181],
while other applications, such as Video encoders [180], show dependency on
the data which is being processed.

4.3.3

Hadoop operation

Focusing on the Hadoop operation, every application can be generalised following the Hadoop Map/Reduce workﬂow (Figure 4.21). Hadoop workﬂow
is composed by four main stages: Setup, Map, Reduce and CleanUp. In turn,
these stages are composed by substages (i.e., the Reduce stage is composed
by Shuffle and Reduce (conceptual)).

Figure 4.21: Hadoop workﬂow.
This workﬂow represents the process which every block of information
needs to go through in order to be processed. The input data is divided
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Figure 4.22: Hadoop operation.
into data blocks (of 64Mb by default), which are scattered across multiple
resources (worker nodes) in order to perform every workﬂow stage (Figure
4.22). More in detail, Figure 4.23 depicts an example of the overall operation
of a Hadoop application. The Setup and CleanUp stages are performed on
the application start and ﬁnish, respectively. So, when the Setup stage has
ﬁnished, Hadoop starts distributing data chunks across the available resources
(worker nodes) in order to perform their Map phase, while after resources
become available as a consequence of no more Map tasks, some of them start
performing the Reduce phase. A Hadoop application is considered ﬁnished,
when the CleanUp stage has ﬁnished.
Hadoop application development lets the deﬁnition of the Map and Reduce phases to the programmer, which results in diﬀerent requirements for
these phases (i.e., some Hadoop applications may require high CPU requirements on the Map phase, while other have more impact on the Reduce phase
(or even in the substages)). Even though, it is possible that the amount of
blocks on the Reduce stage is not the same as the amount of blocks that
where processed on the Map stage. This is due to the fact that Hadoop shuf-
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Figure 4.23: Hadoop proﬁle.
ﬂes the results from the Map stage, and then, scatters again the information
across the resources in order to perform the Reduce phase. So the results of
the Map stage conditions the amount of Reduce blocks. It is even possible
not to perform the Reduce stage. However, the whole process for every block
must be accomplished in order to achieve the results.
For example, the COSMOS Tweet sentiment application [181] has been
designed to perform the sentiment analysis on the Map stage, without performing the Reduce stage. The objective is to analyse every single tweet of
an archive. Every block of information to be processed is scattered across the
Hadoop infrastructure in order to analyse its content, and then, the results
are stored. The input of this application is a tweet archive, and the result is
an output ﬁle with the sentiment results per tweet (pair tweet - result). So
the output has the same lines as the input. This application behaviour has
shown to be linear depending on the amount of tweets to be processed [181].
Another example is the Video encoder for Hadoop developed at UCLM
[180]. It has been designed to perform the encoding on the Map stage, while
the Reduce stage responsibility is to gather all of the Map stage partial results,
shuﬄe and join them. This application is more complex than the COSMOS
Tweet sentiment analyser because it includes all Hadoop stages, the amount
of blocks to be processed on the reduce phase could not be the same (due to
the fact that the block size after encoding can be diﬀerent as a result from
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the video sequence characteristics), and ﬁnally, the encoding performance
depends highly on the sequence to be encoded (some of them are less CPU
intensive than others).
When deployed over a Cloud environment, these applications require performing the following steps:
1. Deployment: The deployment of a virtual infrastructure able to perform Hadoop applications. To this end, a VC with Hadoop and the
desired application provided as a service is mandatory.
2. Configuration: The virtual infrastructure needs to be conﬁgured in
order to ﬁne-tune its performance.
3. Input Data Transfer: The data to be analysed needs to be transferred
to the VC and stored into HDFS.
4. Execution: The service (Hadoop) performs the analysis.
5. Output Data Transfer/Presentation: The results need to be transferred or presented to the client that requested the service.
6. Undeployment: The virtual infrastructure is destroyed, releasing the
associated resources.
All of these tasks need to be performed successfully (within the given
SLA requirement) by the service provider in order to fulﬁll the agreed SLA.
Consequently, it is important to manage the required VCs in a convenient
way.
To this end, it is important to take into account the overall Cloud status,
service behaviour and the received requests. This fact conditions the amount
of resources required in order to fulﬁll all the terms of the SLA. Consequently,
deduce the size of the VC required for a request becomes a challenge.
This decision needs to be taken carefully in order to maximise the amount
of succesfully attended users without compromising the resource usage and
providing the requested QoS.
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Adaptive VC sizing algorithm

Determining the amount of VMs that a VC needs in order to fulﬁll time
constraints speciﬁed by users represents a challenging task. To this end, it is
neccessary to analyse the service or application model in order to understand
its behaviour, and design an algorithm able to determine the VC size that
best ﬁts the requirements. That is, the amount of VMs that guarantee that
the service can be provided without committing more resources than strictly
necessary.
Performing an eﬃcient VM sizing decission making algorithm pursuits
the QoS improvement by enhancing the resource utilization, SLA guarantees
increase and users attendance optimization.
Taking into account the Hadoop workﬂow described in Section 4.3.3, it
is possible to infere an equation able to determine the time that a speciﬁc
application requires in order to process any input data archive (Equation
4.1). This mathematical expression considers every data block as a single
process that is performed by a single resource, that requires T1Block time to
be processed. Although each part (Map and Reduce) can be performed in
diﬀerent resources, the overall performance could be achieved by using a single
resource sequentially. This assumption results from the Hadoop workﬂow
proﬁle (Figure 4.23), that shows that, independently of the timing, each VM
belonging to the Hadoop VC is completely used, exploiting the maximum
parallelism. So, if the amount of blocks (NB ) is higher than the amount of
resources (NR – Worker VMs), all resources will be used completely during a
period of time. This fact is more noticeable if the Reduce proﬁle is mirrored
(Figure 4.23), so the overall resource utilization is complete until the Reduce
tasks ﬁnish.

T ime =



NB
NR



× T1Block

(4.1)

However, since there is a variability inherent to the system deployment
and infrastructure status, it is important to consider this parameter. To this
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end, it is neccessary to consider a new variable (Interf ) in order to take this
fact into account (Equation 4.2).

T ime =



NB
NR



× T1Block + △Interf

(4.2)

The time obtained from Equation 4.2 helps the service provider to determine if an SLA can be fulﬁlled on time with a given amount of worker VMs.
But, as it has been shown, the users have to specify the number of worker
VMs. Nevertheless, this is not always possible and we would like to go a step
further and keep the user isolated from the infrastructure.
In order to determine the amount of workers required in order to fulﬁll
the user needs, the NR parameter needs to be computed. But to this end, it
is neccessary to know: the total amount of data to be processed (input) and
the time to process one block of data in advance. With the amount of data
it is possible to calculate the number of blocks to be processed, by knowing
the size of a data block (64Mb by default), while the time to process one
block of data is more diﬃcult to calculate and requires proﬁling techniques.
In order to achieve this parameter, analysing, at least, one block of data with
only one resource can be considered as a ﬁrst approach. But taking into
account the average of more than one data block, or even, considering the
performance of an history of previous executions could help to achieve a more
precise parameter.
As a result, Equation 4.3 presents how to determine the amount of resources required.

NR =



NB × T1Block
T ime − △Interf



(4.3)

This equation assumes that every block of the input data requires the
same amount of time in order to go through the whole Hadoop workﬂow.
Consequently, the overall result depends on the good determination of the
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Figure 4.24: VC sizing algorithm behaviour.

T1Block value. The Interf value is aimed at setting a “security margin”, that
is, consider an amount of time to face the variability impact (i.e., 5% of the
time requested).
An example of use of this equation is depicted in Figure 4.24. In this
example, the T1Block is set to 200 seconds without Interf . The results show
the trend that can be achieved by increasing the amount of resources and
blocks of data. Alternatively, it also shows the conﬁgurations (NR ) that can
fulﬁll a determined time and amount of blocks.
Lastly, the amount of VMs that a VC requires, for the given parameters,
is: NR + 1, because the master VM needs to be taken into account.

4.3.5

Evaluation

In this subsection, the VC sizing algorithm is exhaustively evaluated on a
real Cloud environment, which is detailed next. Then, the workload and the
description of the experiments are provided. And following, the experimental
results are presented and analysed.
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4.3.5.1

Testbed

The UCLM Cloud testbed (known as Vesuvius) described in Section 4.2.3.2
has been used in order to evaluate this work. Thus, the VCs conﬁguration is
also kept for this experimentation.
In order to conduct the experiments, the Nacreous software (described in
Section 4.1) is deployed within the headnode. It has been deployed in order
to conduct the experiments taking into account the SLA provisioning and
management.
Moreover, the scheduling policy used in this work has been the “Horizontal” or full consolidation policy (described in Section 4.2.3.1). This decision
is based on the fact that this policy has shown to allow to achieve the best
performance while keeping the variability low, and allows to exploit the infrastructure with the lowest power requirements.
Finally, for the VC sizing algorithm, 5% of the requested time is considered
for the variability parameter (△Interf ).
4.3.5.2

Workload

In order to perform the evaluation, multiple users submit a set of SLAs (over
a period of time) to Nacreous. Each SLA is used to determine the Hadoop
application, time restrictions and data that the user requests. This set of
SLAs represents the workload, whose parameters are described and deﬁned
as follows.
The Hadoop applications that users may request are two, namely, the
COSMOS Sentiment Analyser for Hadoop [181] and Video encoder [180]. This
applications are aimed at performing diﬀerent processings across signiﬁcant
amounts of data. More in detail, the ﬁrst application performs a sentiment
analysis across a set of Tweets, while the second encodes a video sequence from
raw to H.264 format. They represent two diﬀerent kind of applications with
clearly diﬀerent behaviours. The probability of choosing each application is
the same.
The amount of Tweets to be processed is randomly set between 10 and
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100 million, in steps of 10 millions (ranging from 1.5 Gb up to 15 Gb of
plain text ﬁles). For the video encoder, users can choose among three different sequences from the Video Trace Library [182]. These sequences are:
“BasketballDrill”, “vidyo1” and “SlideShow”, which have diﬀerent resolutions,
frame rates, amount of frames and sizes. They have smaller storage requirements than the considered amount of Tweets. However, the encoding process
is more complex. These sequences are widely used in order to evaluate the
performance of new video related proposals.
The SLA submission rate is set to 1 SLA every 180 seconds for 75 SLAs
randomly created. This rate is barely less than the maximum rate of productivity measured for the used Cloud tested. All experiments are repeated 5
times with the same seed, at diﬀerent times of the day across multiple days,
in order to achieve representative results.
The time restrictions are also randomly set between 0 and 10 minutes for
the start-time (relative to the SLA submission time) and between 60 and 100
minutes for the deadline. This time window considers all actions required in
order to perform the whole SLA request, from the VC deployment up to its
undeployment.
In order to perform each request, a Hadoop VC is needed. In order to
set a baseline of system performance, behaviour and evolution in terms of
the SLAs submitted, this parameter is randomly set between 1 and 8 workers
(No-QoS scenario), and compared later with the VC sizing algorithm without
restriction. This range has been set considering the performance observation
of the Hadoop applications for the given amounts of data and the considered
time window.
These parameters and submission rate represent the clients usage model
of the system, which for the current Cloud testbed is considered a high load
stress test.
Finally, in order to perform a deeper study of the environment and evaluate the behaviour of the QoS, all the experiments are done with two diﬀerent
QoS scenarios:
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No-QoS) Performance baseline.
VCS) With VC sizing algoritm.
The ﬁrst scenario (No-QoS ) is used to evaluate the behaviour of the Cloud
environment letting users deﬁne the VC size for their requests. In the second
scenario (VCS ), the VC sizing algorithm is enabled, avoiding users to deﬁne
the VC size.
Hadoop is conﬁgured to work with 64 Mb blocks of data, and the time to
process one block of data (T1Block ) is necessary for the VC sizing algorithm.
This value has been set to 2 minutes for the Tweet Sentiment Analyser for
Hadoop, and between 13 and 17 minutes for each video sequence request
(depending on the complexity of the sequence).
4.3.5.3

Experiments and results

The results obtained from the previously described workload on the Cloud
testbed considering the scenarios, are presented in this subsection, focusing
on the behaviour of the whole Cloud system in terms of SLA rejection and
violation rates. Besides that, the evolution of the system behaviour is also
analysed.
The system has demonstrated to be able to reject any user submission if
the expected QoS requirements speciﬁed on the SLA can not be guaranteed
in advance. So, when the system receives a higher amount of SLAs than it
can fulﬁll, it starts rejecting SLAs.
First of all, analysing the behaviour of the system considering the No-QoS
scenario in terms of rejection and violation rates from the total SLAs submitted (Figure 4.25), it can be observed that the rejection rate (Figure 4.25a)
is lower than 25% in all cases for the given conditions, even considering the
total amount of rejection of the three video sequences. This means that the
system is able to accept almost ∼50% of the submitted SLAs. On the contrary, the violation rate (Figure 4.25b) has been really low (less than 5% of
the accepted SLAs), compared with the rejection rate.
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(a) SLA Rejection behavior.

(b) SLA Violation behavior.

Figure 4.25: No-QoS system behavior.
However, when enabling the VC sizing algorithm, the amount of rejected
SLAs reduces (Figure 4.26a). This is due to the fact that, the algorithm
decides that less VMs per VC are required in order to fulﬁll the SLA requests,
as opposite to the No-QoS scenario, where this parameter was random. This
allows to dedicate the needed resources for each accepted SLA and no more.
Consequently, the overall infrastructure is better used and this is represented
by a higher acceptance rate.
Regarding the violation rate (Figure 4.26b), it has been reduced in all
cases (in some cases drastically). This happens because more information
about the performance of each application has been taken into account when
choosing the amount of resources for each SLA. Consequently, the system
oﬀers a higher level of guarantees, that translates in a more conﬁdent and
trustable environment, improving the overall QoS.
However, still some violations occur due to the Cloud variability. The
variability considered in this experiment has been set to 5% which means
that the resource provisioning has been performed taking into consideration
to use less time than requested. But if the time requested is excessively tight,
and the VC is allocated within a physical node where another VC (or part of
it) is also performing the service associated to another SLA, the experienced
variability can exceed the considered variability, leading to an SLA violation.
Increasing the considered variability leads to a higher resource overprovisioning, which provides more guarantees for fulﬁlling every SLA for the given
time requirements. However, this causes a decrease of the acceptance rate,
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(a) SLA Rejection behavior.

(b) SLA Violation behavior.

Figure 4.26: VC Sizing (VCS) system behavior.

(a) SLA Rejection behavior.

(b) SLA Violation behavior.

Figure 4.27: Overall system behavior.
since the available resources will be fewer.
Comparing the overall rejection rate when applying the VC sizing algorithm (Figure 4.27a) it can be seen that the rejection rate has been reduced
by ∼12%, while the violation rate have also been decreased (Figure 4.27b),
not exceeding the 2%.
Analysing more in detail how the system behaves under this workload, it
is interesting to observe the submission trend over time compared with the
SLA acceptance, rejection, success and fails. To this end, a sample trace
behaviour is depicted in Figure 4.28 considering the baseline scenario, that
is, without the VC sizing algorithm.
In Figure 4.28 it is possible to observe that the submission rate is constant,
as well as the acceptance rate, but when the fourteenth SLA arrives, the Cloud
is not able to accept it because all the resources are dedicated to attend the
previous accepted SLAs, that is, the system has been saturated. From this
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Figure 4.28: No-QoS system evolution.
point, it is possible to observe that the acceptance rate increases in parallel
with the successful ﬁnished or failed SLAs. This is due to the fact that, when
an SLA deadline has been reached, the resources are then released, allowing
to accept another SLA.
The last accepted SLA was submitted at minute 218, and ﬁnished successfully at minute 312, being one of the longest requests.
However, when applying the VC sizing algorithm (Figure 4.29), it is possible to observe that, although the submission rate is the same, the acceptance
rate trend increases. This is mainly due to the fact that the resources are
more eﬀectively allocated. Consequently, a higher amount of SLAs is accepted and the saturation point is reached later. However, as previously
experienced, once the system is saturated, it is not able to accept more SLAs
until resources are released, by successful ﬁnishing or by failure.
Regarding the violations, only one SLA has been violated. Observing the
last accepted SLAs, it belongs to a set of long requests in time, which make
the system release the resources slowly.
To summarize, it has been shown that the use of this technique improves
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Figure 4.29: System evolution with VC sizing algorithm.
the overall QoS provided and enhances resource utilization. This algorithm
also enables to increase the SLA acceptance rate and reduce the violation rate,
providing conﬁdence and trustability to the system. Consequently, increases
the QoS guarantees.

4.4

Conclusions

In this section, the SLA support within Cloud environments is addressed by
presenting a novel architecture, known as Nacreous, described in Section 4.1,
able to provide support for multiple services.
Thus, focusing on Hadoop provisioning, power consumption and deployment models have been thoroughly analysed in order to improve the knowledge on its behaviour, with the objective of improving the QoS support. This
knowledge has shown to be useful in order to empower the use of SLAs within
Cloud environments by improving the guarantees on the service.
Finally, a novel VC sizing algorithm for Hadoop provisioning within Cloud
environments has been designed and evaluated within a real Cloud environ-
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ment. Succesful results have been achieved by improving the guarantees
established through SLAs while also improving the resource utilization and
reducing the SLA violation and rejection rates.
To conclude, the main contributions described in this Chapter are:
• An adaptive service–aware IaaS Cloud manager.
• A thorough analysis of Hadoop provided as a service, focusing on the
power consumption and deployment models behaviour.
• A VC sizing algorithm to calculate the amount of resources required in
order to fulﬁll the users requests with guarantees.
• A comprehensive evaluation of the Nacreous framework in a real Cloud
testbed.
The results show that the overall QoS can be signiﬁcantly improved by
making use of the knowledge achieved in terms of power consumption and
deployment models, providing guarantees in order to increase the amount of
accepted and succesful SLAs.

Chapter

5

Conclusions, Contributions
and Future Work
“Patience and tenacity are worth
more than twice their weight of
cleverness.”
— Thomas Huxley

This chapter presents the conclusions that can be derived from the present
Thesis, and its main contributions.
Next, the publications and related works that the work carried out during this dissertation has been recognized with, are exposed. They include
four international journal papers, several international conference papers and
several national conference papers.
Finally, the collaborations with other research groups, the funds received
and the future guidelines are presented.

5.1

Conclusions

The Grid and Cloud environments represent two of the more eminent distributed computational environments, which are characterized by a huge
amount of resources, diﬀerent in nature and geographically dispersed. Grids
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appeared based on the idea of resource sharing among diﬀerent organization and/or personal computers, encouraging the resource heterogeneity and
geographical dispersion. On the other hand, Cloud environments appeared
with the same philosophy, but focused on the eﬃcient exploitation of big
datacenters, relieving the heterogeneity and management through the use of
virtualization techniques.
However, providing QoS guarantees to users within these environments is a
very diﬃcult and complex task. Their distributed and highly variable nature,
together with the variety of resources and available QoS mechanisms, hampers
the optimal exploitation of these infrastructures. In order to tackle this issue
within Grid environments, a wide variety of QoS mechanisms (e.g. metaschedulers, reservations, security, etc.) that have been deeply researched, can
be found in some resources [156]. However, each one has been designed to
act at a diﬀerent level and with diﬀerent purposes. As opposite to Grids,
resources associated to Cloud environments belong to the Cloud provider,
increasing the control and management over the infrastructure, but there are
diﬃculties to provide QoS guarantees [48].
The implantation of SLAs within Grid and Cloud environments
has been tackled in this Thesis. This resulted on two architectures and software, one for each environment, able to provide WS-Agreement compliant
SLA service. However, since the SLA establishment involves service providers
into a contractual agreement with users, demanding QoS guarantees, the infrastructure management, in conjunction with the SLA negotiation, requires
to be eﬃciently tuned.
With the aim of overcoming this diﬃculty within Grid environments, the
orchestration of different scheduling and reservation in advance algorithms together with predictive techniques in order to match the
user requirements has been performed. Moreover, this orchestration has been
enhanced with the use of rescheduling techniques to reduce the fragmentation of the system, maximizing the amount of SLAs processed, and minimizing the number of SLA violations, whilst at the same time improving
the ratio of jobs that can be processed with higher QoS requirements. These
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scheduling mechanisms have been orchestrated coherently in order to provide
different QoS levels deﬁned as high level terms (based on the conﬁdence).
Regarding Cloud environments, a thorough analysis of the power consumption and deployment models has been performed, considering Hadoop
applications and virtual environments, in order to improve the knowledge on
its behaviour, with the objective of improving the QoS. This knowledge has
shown to be useful in order to empower the use of SLAs within Cloud environments by improving the guarantees on the service. Moreover, a novel
VC sizing algorithm for Hadoop provisioning within Cloud environments
has been designed and evaluated.
All these proposals have been evaluated on real Grid and Cloud testbed
environments. The results show that the overall QoS can be signiﬁcantly
improved (providing guarantees in order to increase the amount of accepted
and successful SLAs) by making eﬀective use of the existing scheduling mechanisms, and by making use of the knowledge achieved in terms of power consumption and deployment models. Thus, the information extracted from the
service provided operation and behaviour can be useful in order to determine the amount of resources required in order to fulﬁl a request, which in
this work has been performed for Hadoop. This information enables Cloud
providers to improve the QoS provided and increase the resource utilization.

5.2

Contributions

As a result of the work carried out in this Thesis, various scientiﬁc and technical contributions have been achieved. Such contributions are summarized
as follows:
• SLA support for QoS provisioning in Grid and Cloud environments. This is presented in Chapter 3 (1st Section) for Grid environments and in Chapter 4 (1st Section) for Cloud environments. Both
proposals are based on the SLA concept, but diﬀer on the underlying infrastructure, which have important diﬀerences that require two diﬀerent
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designs in order to manage the SLA requirements. However, in order
to provide an infrastructure independent service, both designs consider
the use of the same terms within the SLAs, although the services provided may be diﬀerent. Details on them are thoroughly analysed and
provided on their corresponding Chapter (3 & 4 - 1st Section).

• QoS differentiation in levels. This is presented in Chapter 3 (2nd
Section), where the exploitation of multiple scheduling mechanisms on
Grid systems is tackled (scheduling on demand, scheduling in advance,
and reservations). It uses the requirements expressed by users on abstract terms explicitly deﬁned on SLAs in order to evaluate their conﬁdence expectations on the associated job. This information is subsequently used to choose the adequate scheduler and resource in order to
provide the desired QoS. Thus, it makes use of reactive mechanisms
(re-scheduling) in order to reduce the impact of the issues associated to
Grid computing environments.
• Hadoop Service model characterisation.

This is presented in

Chapter 4 (2nd Section), where the power consumption model of Hadoop
applications deployed within Cloud environments has been extracted,
and its performance under diﬀerent deployment policies analysed. This
work enhances the knowledge on Hadoop provisisioning within Cloud
environments, which enables to take better decisions in order to improve
the oﬀered QoS.
• Development of a heuristic in order to determine the size of
a Hadoop Virtual Cluster. This is presented in Chapter 4 (3rd
Section), where the development of an heuristic designed to determine
the amount of virtual machines required in order to fulﬁl the temporal
restrictions established by users through SLAs, based on the Hadoop
operation, is addressed.
• Other contributions: Two more contributions, tangential to the work
carried out during this Thesis, have been achieved. These contributions
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resulted in the publication of two international conference papers: [183]
and [181]. In the ﬁrst one, a virtualized Grid environment for educational purposes is presented. The latter focuses on scaling archived
social media data analysis using a Hadoop Cloud, where a Hadoop application to this end has been developed. This application has been later
used to perform the evaluations of the proposals carried out during this
Thesis, in order to consider a real purpose application.

5.3

Publications

The work carried out during this dissertation has been recognized with the
following publications. They include three international journal papers, several international conference papers and several national conference papers.
Finally, additional contributions regarding the developed software, and
the supervision of some ﬁnal degree projects and a Master Thesis are outlined.

5.3.1

Journal Papers

• Javier Conejero, Blanca Caminero, Carmen Carrión and Luis Tomás.
From volunteer to trustable computing: Providing QoS-aware scheduling
mechanisms for multi-grid computing environments. Future Generation
Computer Systems – The International Journal of Grid Computing and
eScience, Elsevier, Holland. ISSN: 0167-739X. Volume 34, Pages 76–93,
May 2014.
Impact 2012: 1,864. This journal is 15/100 (Q1) in JCR 2012, in the
category Computer Science, Theory & Methods.
Journal Citations 2012: 1,698. This journal is 17/230 (Q1) in SJR 2012,
in the category Computer Science Applications.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión.
QoS Provisioning By Meta-Scheduling In Advance within SLA-Based
Grid Environments. Computing and Informatics. Slovak Academy of
Sciences, Institute of Informatics. Slovakia. ISSN: 1335-9150. Volume
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31, Pages 73–88, 2012.
Impact 2012: 0,254. This journal is 108/115 (Q4) in JCR 2012, in the
category Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence.
Journal Citations 2012: 0,295. This journal is 95/118 (Q4) in SJR 2012,
in the category Computer Science Applications.

• Javier Conejero, Omer Rana, Peter Burnap, Jeﬀrey Morgan, Blanca
Caminero and Carmen Carrión. Analysing Hadoop Power Consumption
and Impact on Application QoS. Future Generation Computer Systems
– The International Journal of Grid Computing and eScience, Elsevier,
Holland. Special Issue CLOSER 2013. Accepted for publication.
Impact 2012: 1,864. This journal is 15/100 (Q1) in JCR 2012, in the
category Computer Science, Theory & Methods.
Journal Citations 2012: 1,698. This journal is 17/230 (Q1) in SJR 2012,
in the category Computer Science Applications.

5.3.2

International Conference Papers

• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión. A SLA-based Meta-Scheduling in Advance System to Provide QoS
in Grid Environments. In Proceedings of the 5th Iberian Grid Infrastructure Conference (IBERGRID 2011). Santander, Spain. June, 2011.
ISBN: 978-84-9745-884-9.
• Javier Conejero, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión. A SLAbased Framework with Support for Meta-scheduling in Advance for Grids.
In Proceedings of the 2011 International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Processing Techniques and Applications (PDPTA 2011). Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA. July, 2011. ISBN: 1-60132-193-7.
Quality indicator: CORE: B. Acceptance rate: 23%.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión.
Differentiated QoS in Grids supported by SLAs. In Proceedings of the
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9th International Workshop on Middleware for Grids, Clouds and eScience (MGC), in conjunction with the 14th International Middleware
Conference. Lisbon, Portugal. December, 2011. ISBN: 978-1-45031073-4.
Quality indicator: CORE: C.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión.
VGrid: A Virtual Grid Infrastructure with Educational Aims. In Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Education and New
Learning Technologies (Edulearn 2012). Barcelona, Spain. July, 2012.
ISBN: 978-84-695-3491-5.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión.
Multilevel SLA-based QoS support in Grids. In Proceedings of the IEEE
10th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing
with Applications (ISPA 2012). Leganés, Madrid, Spain. July, 2012.
ISBN: 978-1-4673-1631-6.
Quality indicator: CORE: B. Paper referenced in DBLP and SCOPUS.
• Javier Conejero, Omer Rana, Peter Burnap, Jeﬀrey Morgan, Carmen
Carrión and Blanca Caminero. Characterising the Power Consumption
of Hadoop Clouds: A Social Media Analysis Case Study. In Proceedings
of the 3rd International Conference on Cloud Computing and Services
Science (CLOSER 2013). Aachen, Germany. May, 2013. ISBN: 978989-8565-52-5. BEST PAPER AWARD.
Paper referenced in DBLP and SCOPUS. Acceptance rate: 19%.
• Javier Conejero, Peter Burnap, Omer Rana and Jeﬀrey Morgan.
Scaling Archived Social Media Data Analysis using a Hadoop Cloud.
In Proceedings of the IEEE 6th International Conference on Cloud
Computing (CLOUD 2013). Santa Clara, California, USA. June, 2013.
ISBN: 978-0-7685-5028-2.
Quality indicator: CORE: B. Paper referenced in DBLP. Acceptance
rate: 18%.
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• Javier Conejero, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión. Analysing
Hadoop Performance in a Multi-user IaaS Cloud. In Proceedings of the
(HPCS 2014). Bologna, Italy. July, 2014. In Press
Quality indicator: CORE: B.

5.3.3

National Conference Papers

• Javier Conejero, Carmen Carrión and Blanca Caminero. Uso de Service Level Agreements en Entornos de Computación Distribuida. In
Proceedings of the XXI Jornadas de Paralelismo.

Valencia, Spain.

September, 2010. ISBN: 978-84-92812-49-3.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Carmen Carrión and Blanca Caminero.
QoS en Entornos Grid mediante un Sistema de Meta-planificación por
Adelantado basado en SLAs. In Proceedings of the XXII Jornadas de
Paralelismo. La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain. September, 2011. ISBN:
978-84-694-1791-1.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Blanca Caminero and Carmen Carrión.
VGrid: Una Infraestructura Grid Virtual con fines Educacionales. In
Proceedings of the XVIII Jornadas de Enseñanza Universitaria de la
Informática (Jenui 2012). Ciudad-Real, Spain. Julio, 2012. ISBN: 84615-7157-6.
Acceptance rate: 54%.
• Javier Conejero, Luis Tomás, Carmen Carrión and Blanca Caminero.
Jerarquización de la Calidad de Servicio en Grids mediante SLAs. In
Proceedings of the XXIII Jornadas de Paralelismo. Elche, Alicante,
Spain. September, 2012. ISBN: 978-84-695-4471-6.
• Javier Conejero, Carmen Carrión and Blanca Caminero. Estudio
de la Eficiencia Energética en Big-Data Clouds Basados en Hadoop.
In Proceedings of the XXIV Jornadas de Paralelismo. Madrid, Spain.
September, 2013. ISBN: 978-84-695-8330-2.
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Related Works

In addition, one journal article and one international conference paper have
been published collaborating with the Cardiﬀ research team.

5.4.1

Journal Papers

• Peter Burnap, Omer Rana, Matthew Williams, William Housley, Adam
Edwards, Jeﬀrey Morgan, Luke Sloan and Javier Conejero. COSMOS: Towards an Integrated and Scalable Service for Analyzing Social
Media on Demand. International Journal of Parallel, Emergent and
Distributed Systems. Taylor & Francis. ISSN: 1744-5760 (Print), 17445779 (Online). 2014 (Accepted, to Appear).
Journal Citations 2012: 0,294. This journal is 101/190 (Q3) in SJR
2012, in the category Computer Science (miscellaneous).

5.4.2

International Conference Papers

• Peter Burnap, Omer Rana, Nick Avis, Jeﬀrey Morgan, Matthew Williams,
William Housley, Adam Edwards, and Javier Conejero. COSMOS:
Cardiff Online Social Media Observatory. In Digital Research 2012.
September 2012. Oxford, UK.

5.5

Additional Contributions

The software developed along this Thesis, can be found at the following web
page:
• http://www.i3a.uclm.es/raap/gridcloud/
Moreover, three Final Degree Projects and one Master Thesis have been
supervised during the realization of this Thesis:
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• Co-supervision of Final Degree Project: “Adaptación de algoritmos de
codiﬁcación de vídeo al paradigma Hadoop”. Student: D. Gustavo Prados Sánchez. Mark: 7.5 (Above Average). July 2013. Escuela Superior
de Ingeniería Informática, University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM).
• Co-supervision of Final Degree Project: “Migración de una aplicaciónd
e búsqueda de patrones al paradigma Hadoop”. Student: D. Diego
Hortelano Haro. Mark: 8.5 (Above Average). July 2013. Escuela
Superior de Ingeniería Informática, University of Castilla-La Mancha
(UCLM).
• Co-supervision of Final Degree Project: “Integración de MapReduce y
bases de datos NoSQL: Despliegue y Casos de estudio”. Student: D.
Enrique García Sánchez. Mark: 9 (Excelent). February 2014. Escuela
Superior de Ingeniería Informática, University of Castilla-La Mancha
(UCLM).
• Co-supervision of Master Thesis: “Optimización de Sistemas Concurrentes y Distribuidos Mediante Análisis Formal de Prestaciones”. Student: D. Diego Pérez Leándrez. Mark: 9 (Excelent). June 2013. Escuela Superior de Ingeniería Informática, University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM).

5.6

Collaborations with other research groups

During the development of this Thesis, the author carried out a research stay
at Cardiﬀ University (United Kingdom), hosted by Professor Omer F. Rana,
which belongs to the Department of Computer Science within the School of
Computer Science & Informatics. This stay lasted 3 monts, from the 12th
June to 13th September August 2012.
During this stay, the ﬁrst steps within Cloud environments where performed, focused on the power consumption behaviour and its relationship
with SLAs. In consequence, a representative workload was required. To
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this end, a Hadoop based application for the social media data analysis was
implemented for the later experimentation.
As a result from this stay, two journal articles where published at the International Journal of Parallel, Emergent and Distributed Systems (JPEDS)
and Future Generation Computer Systems (FGCS) respectively. Also, three
international conference paper publications where achieved thanks to this
collaboration.

5.7

Funds

The present Thesis has been carried out thanks to the funds received from a
FPI scholarship, a number of projects and grants. They are detailed on the
next sections.

5.7.1

National Scholarship

This work was supported by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness
of the Spanish Government through the BES-2010-034649 FPI scholarship
associated to TIN2009-14475-C04-03 project.

5.7.2

National Projects

Project title: Server Architectures, Applications and Services
Funding entity: Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO)
Code: TIN2009-14475-C04-03
Participants: University of Castilla–La Mancha, Polytechnic University of
Valencia, University of Murcia and University of Valencia.
Length: from January 2010 to June 2013
Main researcher: Dr. Francisco J. Quiles Flor (UCLM subproject)
Number of researchers: 29
Total price of the project: 407,800 e (UCLM only)
Project title: Server Architectures, Applications and Services Improvement
Funding entity: Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO)
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Code: TIN2012-38341-C04-04
Participants: University of Castilla–La Mancha, Polytechnic University of
Valencia, University of Murcia and University of Valencia
Length: from January 2013 to December 2015
Main researcher: Dr. Francisco J. Quiles Flor (UCLM subproject)
Number of researchers: 27
Total price of the project: 316,403 e (UCLM only)

5.7.3

Regional Projects

Project title: MoteGrid: Grid Architecture for Distributed Processing Information Collected by Wireless Sensor Networks
Funding entity: Junta de Comunidades de Castilla–La Mancha
Code: PII1C09-0101-9476
Participants: University of Castilla–La Mancha, University of Murcia and
Complutense University of Madrid
Length: from April 2009 to April 2012
Main researcher: Dra. Carmen Carrión Espinosa
Number of researchers: 12
Total price of the project: 150,000 e

5.8

Future Work

Finally, the work presented in this Thesis has led to diﬀerent and new ideas
for furture work. Some of them are:
• Implement the WS-Agreement extension to consider the renegotiation concept, and study its impact and novelties that can be included
in order to achieve better agreements.
• Study and include new metrics within the SLAs, in order to
consider more QoS mechanisms and users requirements. Thus, analyse
how the new metrics can be mapped to low–level metrics.
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• Include forecasting and proactive mechanisms within the Grid
and Cloud proposed architectures in order to undertake decision and
actions before required, with the aim of improving the SLA request
management. This work may involve to study and analyse the impact
of VM migration in terms of performance and computational cost.
• Consider workflows of related jobs within Grids and Clouds, where
dependencies among them may exist that need to be respected, exploiting data and job locality.
• Extend the study of the deployment strategies within Cloud environments, considering dynamic and elastic virtual environments, to
design, develop and evaluate adaptive VM placement scheduling algorithms.
• Improve of the VC sizing algorithm in order to make it more
sophisticated and intelligent. To this end, more ﬁne grained information
(apart from the time to process, at least, one block of data) may be used
when calculating the amount of VMs, such as adaptive variability. And
Extend the VC sizing algorithm to consider other kind of services
or applications, as well as complex virtual topologies (composed by
multiple levels and/or relations among VMs following a graph).
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Appendix

A

Acronyms
ACK

Acknowledgement

API

Application Programming Interface

AssessGrid

Advanced Risk Assessment and Management for
Trustable Grids

AWS

Amazon Web Services

CERN

European Organization for Nuclear Research

CLI

Command Line Interface

CLR

Common Language Runtime

COSMOS

Cardiﬀ Online Social Media Observatory

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CRAC

Computing Room Air Conditioning

EPR

EndPoint Reference

FETE

Fair Execution Time Estimation

FP

Functional Properties

GA

Globus Alliance

GGA

Green Grid Association
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GT

Globus Toolkit

GT4

Globus Toolkit 4.0

GGF

Global Grid Forum

GRAAP-WG

Grid Resource Allocation Agreement Protocol Working
Group

GRAM

Grid Resource Allocation Manager

GSI

Grid Security Infrastructure

HaaS

Hadoop as a Service

HDFS

Hadoop Distributed File System

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

IO

Input Output

JSDL

Job Submission Description Languaje

JVM

Java Virtual Machine

KVM

Kernel Virtual Machine

QoS

Quality of Service

LHC

Large Hadron Collider

LRMS

Local Resource Management System

MD5

MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm

MSA

Meta-Scheduling in Advance

NFP

Non Functional Properties

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OGF

Open Grid Forum

OGSA

Open Grid Service Architecture

OS

Operating System
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P2P

Peer to Peer

PaaS

Platform as a Service

PSCs

Polar Stratospheric Clouds

PUE

Power Usage Eﬀectiveness

RA

Reservation in Advance

RAAP

High Performance Networks and Architectures
Research Group

ROI

Return Of Investment

SA-Layer

Scheduling in Advance Layer

SaaS

Software as a Service

SCAI

Institute for Algorithms and Scientiﬁc Computing

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SLA4D-Grid

Service Level Agreements for D-Grid

SLAng

Service Level Agreement Language

SLAs

Service Level Agreements

SLA@SOI

Service Level Agreement at Service Oriented
Architectures

SLI

Service Level Indicator

SLO

Service Level Objective

SLOs

Service Level Objectives

SOAs

Service Oriented Architectures

SOIs

Service Oriented Infrastructures

Torque

Terascale Open-source Resource and QUEue Manager

UCLM

University of Castilla-La Mancha

UPS

Uninterrupted Power Supply
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VC

Virtual Cluster

VCs

Virtual Clusters

VM

Virtual Machine

VMM

Virtual Machine Monitor

VMs

Virtual Machines

VO

Virtual Organization

VOs

Virtual Organizations

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WLCG

World Wide LHC Computing Grid

WS-Agreement

Grid Resource Allocation Agreement Protocol

WSAG4J

Web Service Agreement for Java

WSDL

Web Services Description Language

WSLA

Web Services Level Agreement

WSRF

Web Services Resource Framework

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XSEDE

Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment
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